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Honoring
women leaders
who make a
difference

Women in executive roles are a fundamental part of what
drives success for U.S. Bank. We’re proud to be an Honor Roll
recipient in St. Catherine University’s 2021 Minnesota Census
of Women in Corporate Leadership. Our work to build a path

U.S. Bank applauds fellow
Honor Roll recipients
and their contributions to
fostering an environment of
inclusion and empowerment
for women executives.

for women leaders creates an environment where women are
empowered to succeed throughout their careers.
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diverse leadership?
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Melissa Barra is photographed by Ackerman + Gruber at Sleep Number’s Minneapolis headquarters.
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Hennepin Made’s Jackson Schwartz talks to TCB editor-in-chief
Allison Kaplan on stage at the Manufacturing Excellence Awards.

EVENTS
TCB’s 2022 Manufacturing Excellence Awards
Supply chain challenges, a labor shortage, and a call for increased
automation were big themes among TCB’s 2022 Manufacturing
Excellence Award winners, honored Feb. 16. “I saw the power of what
making and creating things could do,” said Jackson Schwartz, cofounder of Hennepin Made, one of eight manufacturers recognized
this year, and owner of The Glass House multiuse facility in
Minneapolis where the event was held. “We have to find smarter ways
to do things, just in general,” said Jennifer Lang, owner and president
of Minneapolis Glass, another honoree along with Malco, Minnesota
Ice, Metal Craft and Riverside Machine and Engineering, Peli
BioThermal, Renewal by Andersen, and Tennant. Find more highlights
at tcbmag.com/manufacturing-excellence-awards-2022.

PODCAST

PHOTOGRAPH: TOP, JORDAN BUCKELLEW

By All Means
Amy Langer, co-founder of professional
services firm Salo, offers advice on setting up
your business for successful growth:
• Hire a coach to help the team work
better together.
• Create an advisory board.
• Outline the values of the organization
and the work culture to strive for.
“My biggest realization was that I don’t have to know all the
answers, but I have to ask a lot of questions,” Langer says. Listen
to the conversation on By All Means, found on most major podcast
platforms. tcbmag.com/byallmeans
@TCBmag

facebook.com/twincitiesbusiness
tcbmagvideos

@TCBmag

linkedin.com/company/twin-cities-business
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Hybrid work is here
to stay. Now how do
companies ensure it
helps create more diverse
leadership teams?
By Allison Kaplan

6
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ur April May photo
shoot with Melissa Barra at Sleep
Number headquarters felt like we had
come weirdly full circle.
This time, we were featuring
Barra, executive vice president and
chief sales and services ofﬁcer, for
our cover story. Two years ago, I
stood in the same sweeping threestory foyer overlooking downtown
Minneapolis with CEO Shelly Ibach
for a photo shoot that turned out to
be our last from “the before times.”
Little did we know on that blustery
February day that it would be the
last in-person interview I conducted
before the onset of the pandemic
that fundamentally changed how
and where we work.
There’s no going back. More
than 80 of senior executives believe
hybrid work will be the primary
work model by 0 4, with more than
half of work done outside the ofﬁce,
according to a recent Future of Work
survey commissioned by AT T and
Dubber Corp. Yet
said their
company lacks a fully formed hybrid
work strategy.
Sleep Number had a ﬂexible
work culture years before the pandemic. Reading Ibach’s pre-Covid
thoughts on the importance of diversity and allowing team members
to “work for their day” rather than
adhere to a strict corporate schedule,
she sounds eerily prescient. And it’s
clear that Sleep Number’s peopleﬁrst philosophy made the company’s
transition to remote, then hybrid,
work smoother than some more
traditional businesses.
One year ago, senior editor Liz
Fedor focused our annual look at
women in leadership on the pandemic toll that remote work, coupled with
heightened caretaking responsibilities
at home, was taking on professional
women, to an extent much greater
than on men. Our cover shot for that
issue—a little boy in Spiderman paja-

Melissa Barra at Sleep Number headquarters in downtown Minneapolis

mas bouncing on the sofa behind his
mother’s desk—remains one of my
favorite of-that-moment images.
If last year’s story was about
endurance, this year’s theme is acclimating to a forever-altered business
landscape. In our cover story, “Will
Women Win in Hybrid Workplaces?”
(page 46), Fedor once again expertly
captures our current circumstances,
as our cameras followed executives
around largely empty ofﬁces in the
middle of the day at both Sleep Number and nVent.
Barra—who was working
hybrid years before the pandemic—
was among the C-suite execs Fedor
talked to, posing the fundamental
question How does the next generation of aspiring professionals move
up if they’re not seen?
That’s not a women’s issue per
se. But data shows that women, who
are underrepresented on executive
teams and public company boards
of directors, are more interested in
remote or hybrid work, therefore at
greater risk of losing ground when
they continue working from home.
So the “p” word of 0 isn’t “pivot,”
it’s “pipeline.”
Getting ahead in business, particularly in large companies, requires
support systems and allyship. We’re
seeing dramatic change in boardrooms, according to the St. Catherine
University 0 1 Minnesota Census
of Women in Leadership, included in
this issue. Public companies in Minnesota added women—in particular,

women of color—to their boards in
record numbers last year.
Still, Sleep Number is one of just
three public companies in Minnesota
to achieve gender parity on its board.
Three. Worse, the C-suite is changing much more slowly, suggesting
companies may need to be more
deliberate about cultivating internal
talent. Now is the time for businesses
to focus on lasting cultural shifts, not
token gestures.
Fedor explores how Sleep
Number and three other public
companies are building their pipeline
for diverse leadership in a hybrid
environment. I hope you’ll join us
April 1 to continue the conversation
at our annual TCB Talks Women in
Leadership event (in person for the
ﬁrst time since 01 ). Round up your
colleagues, your friends, or, better yet,
someone new who has potential, and
register while tickets are still available
at tcbmag.com events wii .
And since we know this topic
is top of mind for organizations of
all sizes, we recently introduced the
column “How We Work Now” (page
1 ), where leaders share successful
adaptations (and challenges) at their
companies. This issue, we feature
insights from Colle McVoy CEO
Christine Fruechte, who sums up her
pandemic learnings so well “The last
two years have reinforced to me that
if you take care of your people, they
take care of the business.”
We’d love to hear from you, too.
Email me at akaplan tcbmag.com.

PHOTOGRAPHS: (TOP LEFT) BY ELIESA JOHNSON; (TOP RIGHT) ACKERMAN + GRUBER
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THE 9TH ANNUAL

BEST

BOMA Greater Minneapolis
OF

BOMA
JDOD

announces the

2022 Best of BOMA &
TOBY Award Winners
The 9th Annual Best of BOMA Gala was held on February 17, 2022 to recognize
and celebrate professionals and outstanding properties in the greater Minneapolis
commercial real estate industry.

Best of BOMA Award Recipients
Often the public only sees architecture without recognizing the tremendous amount of work and dedication exerted to make
buildings energy efficient, comfortable for tenants, and high performing assets for their owners and communities.

Todd Balsiger

Brenda Grams, RPA

Mike Brede

Jennie Kautz, RPA

JLL
Executive Management
Professional of the Year

Bridge Commercial Real Estate
Senior Property Management
Professional of the Year

JLL
Senior Engineering
Professional of the Year

Piedmont Office Realty Trust
Emerging Leader of the Year

Jennifer Langfield

Derek Rahm, SMA, SMT

Justin Luetschwager

Adele Bayless, RPA, FMA

ABM
Service Partner of the Year

Zeller
Engineering
Professional of the Year

Ryan Companies US, Inc.
Property Management
Professional of the Year

JLL
Chair's Award

TOBY (The Outstanding Building of the Year) Award Recipients
The TOBY Awards are the most prestigious and comprehensive awards in the commercial real estate industry, honoring the
properties that best exemplify superior building quality and excellence in building management.

Butler Square

7700 France

McGough Facility Management
Historical Building Category

Frauenshuh, Inc.
250,000 - 499,999 Sq. Ft. Category

950 Nicollet

T3
Hines
100,000 - 249,999 Sq. Ft. Category

Wells Fargo Center
Hines
Over 1 Million Sq. Ft. Category

JLL
Corporate Facility Category

WKDQN \RX WR RXU SODWLQXP VSRQVRUV

WKDQN \RX WR RXU JROG VSRQVRUV

WKDQN \RX WR RXU VLOYHU VSRQVRUV

C E N T E R P O I N T EN E R G Y , C L E A N R E S P O N S E , D E N I S O N P A R K I N G , H I N E S , JL L ,
KRAUS-ANDERSON REALTY COMPANY, NEWMARK, LVC COMPANIES,
PIEDMONT OFFICE REALTY TRUST, SCHINDLER ELEVATOR CORPORATION
S H O R E N S T E I N R E A L T Y SE R V I C E S , T H E R M R G R O U P , T R A N S W E S T E R N , XC E L E N E R G Y
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Edited by
Adam Platt

ENTERTAINMENT

Modest Hopes
for Big Screens
Despite challenges to the movie theater business,
two local icons are ready for their sequel.

PHOTO BY MIKE NOVAK

Dark for more than
two years, the Edina
Theatre is preparing
to reopen.

he pandemic
didn’t just disrupt the movie theater
business, it fundamentally changed the way
most Americans consume entertainment.
Yet a couple iconic
local movie houses
are coming back to
life this spring, resuscitated by industry
stalwarts who believe
audiences will return
for the experience.
MSP Film Society,
which puts on the
Minneapolis St. Paul
International Film
Festival, is taking
over operations of
the St. Anthony Main
Theatre, owned by local restaurateur John
Rimarcik. Newly renovated and renamed
MSP Film at the Main,
its lease is paid by
donors, supporters,
and grants.
Another local
landmark, the Edina
Theatre, will follow

T

with a June reopening after a $1.5 million
facelift that includes
new seats, a bar, and a
stage for live productions. One of the Twin
Cities’ oldest theaters,
dating back to 1934,
the Edina Theatre
has been closed for
more than two years.
Operator Landmark
Theaters pulled out,
and building owner
Suzanne Haugland
struggled to find
another operator
interested in an old
four-screen theater.
Convinced it could still
be a traffic driver for
50th & France, Edina
economic development manager Bill
Neuendorf stepped
in. “Mann was my first
call,” he says. “I have a
lot of faith in the Mann
family.”
Bloomingtonbased Mann Theaters
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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BESTSELLERS

MALCOLM YARDS MARKET
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The area’s dining and socializing sensation of 2021 is ready
for a booming temperate season after muddling through the
pandemic winter. These are the market’s top three sellers by
sales volume.

was founded in 1937. its portfolio
peaked at 50 screens in several
states. Today, the company operates seven Minnesota theaters
including multiplexes in Plymouth
and Grand Rapids, as well as St.
Paul landmarks the Grandview
and Highland theaters. Taking over
the Edina is a full-circle moment
for the company, which owned
it under CEO Steve Mann in the
late 1970s. The third generation,
Michelle and Michael Mann, run the
business today.
While MSP Film at the Main
will focus on independent movies, the revamped Edina—which
was an art house pre-pandemic—
will now feature a mix of indie
films and mainstream Hollywood
fare. The live stage won’t have
capacity for large productions,
but Michelle Mann imagines
comedians, musicians, and TEDxtype talks renting it.
“The pandemic has been brutal,” she acknowledges. All of the
company’s screens were dark for
six months in 2020, and it received
more than $2.5 million in federal
relief. It permanently shuttered the
Hopkins theater, which showed
second-run movies, a commodity
rendered obsolete by streaming.
“We’re hoping to get back to
70 or 80% of where we were in
2019. We’ve seen an incline and
expect it to keep going,” Mann
says. She notes that concession
sales, where theaters make most
of their money, are up. “I think

10

people missed the experience of
going to a theater.”
According to the Motion
Picture Association’s Theatrical
and Home/Mobile Entertainment
Market Environment (THEME)
report, the digital content streaming marketplace in 2021 accounted
for 72% of the combined theatrical

The revamped Edina—
an art house prepandemic—will now
feature a mix of indie
films and mainstream
Hollywood fare.
and home/mobile entertainment
market, up 14% from 2020 and 46%
from 2019. Meanwhile, box office
remained half what it was in 2019.
The report does show signs
of hope for the big screen, as
people trickle back into theaters.
When shutdown orders were
lifted in 2021, the global box office market rose 81% from 2020,
reaching $21.3 billion (down from
$42.3 billion in 2019).
Susan Smoluchowski, executive director of MSP Film, points to
steady growth in film festival audiences leading up to the pandemic—from 35,000 in 2010 to 85,000
in 2019—as a reason for hope.
“These are indications to us,” she
says, “even as we surface from this
very dark time, that people want to
go to the movies in the theater.”
—Winter Keefer

2. Bebe Zito’s Bebe burger,
$8.75 (single patty)
It’s the only cheeseburger in
Malcolm Yards, which ain’t a
bad spot in the batting order.
Signature bacon/beef blend
comes with special sauce,
Grandma Connie’s pickles,
American cheese, and lettuce.

3. Wrecktangle Pizza’s
Shredder, $23.60
It’s Detroit-style pizza with
Minnesota heat: pepperoni,
pickled jalapeños, whipped
honey with Cry Baby Craig’s
hot sauce, pecorino Romano,
and red sauce.

SOCIAL NETWORK

Vineeta Sawkar
@vsawkar
______
WCCO Radio’s new morning drive host is on the radio 6 to 9
a.m., but she’s on Twitter all day. Still, the career broadcaster
says Instagram “brings me the most joy of all the platforms.”
Sawkar’s favorite follows on Twitter and Instagram:
Twitter | @russohockey “Mike Russo of The Athletic always
has the latest information and interesting tidbits on the Wild.”
Twitter | @Super70sSports “This is a hilarious account that
captures so many parts of sports and life in general when I was
growing up in the ’70s and ’80s. (Occasional expletives.)”
Instagram | @grownandflown “An uplifting account for
parents. A glimpse into challenges people face every day.”
Instagram | @jerseyshihtzu “A guilty pleasure because we
have a Shih Tzu at home. This woman in New Jersey has seven
Shih Tzus! I am amazed she can get them all to pose.”

PHOTOS: TOP, CAITLIN ABRAMS; BOTTOM, KEA PHOTOGRAPHY

Renovation in progress
at Edina Theatre

1. Abang Yoli’s Korean-style
fried chicken sandwich, $13
This one is no surprise,
because you see customers
walking around with it at
every turn. It comes with
fried chicken breast, spicy
gochujang or sesame ginger
garlic sauce, Japanese milk
bun, pickled vegetables, Asian
mayonnaise, tomato, and
lettuce. Also available chargrilled or by the piece.
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LEADING MULTI-CHANNEL
RESALE FRANCHISOR

1,270+

For more than 30 years, Winmark
has been a leader in sustainability,
focusing on small business ownership
and serving local communities across
North America on our mission to
provide Resale for Everyone™.
Proud to be on the Honor Roll for the Minnesota Census of
Women in Corporate Leadership with other distinguished
Minnesota businesses.

Stores in
North America

50%
Locations
Female Owned/
Operated

1.3B+

Items Recycled
Since 2010

$1.4B
System Wide
Sales
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Downtown Minneapolis may be hurting for commuters,
but the residents keep on coming.
Back in 2020, in the wake of pandemic-driven office closures and civil
unrest, many assumed that downtown Minneapolis would become a
ghost town. Though the number of office workers has declined considerably, downtown isn’t dead yet. New residents are still moving in, and
residential developments are sprouting all the time.
In February, for instance, architectural firm Kraus-Anderson
wrapped up a new 16-story apartment tower in Downtown East. The
number of downtown residents, meanwhile, has only continued to
grow. According to figures from the Minneapolis Downtown Council,

LORING PARK

DOWNTOWN EAST/
MILL DISTRICT

ELLIOT PARK

downtown population ticked up 5.6% in the last year to 56,077 residents
in 2021. That followed a similar increase the prior year. The infographic
shows a snapshot of where folks are moving. —Dan Niepow

North Loop

Lower Northeast

Downtown East/
Mill District

Elliot Park

Downtown Core

Loring Park

POPULATION
2010 - 4,291
2021 - 7,679
+79.0%

POPULATION
2010 - 7,137
2021 - 9,243
+29.5%

POPULATION
2010 - 4,938
2021 - 9,761
+97.7%

POPULATION
2010 - 6,693
2021 - 7,755
+15.9%

POPULATION
2010 - 4,390
2021 - 5,215
+18.8%

POPULATION
2010 - 6,688
2021 - 7,246
+8.3%

SOURCE: ESRI INC.; MAXFIELD RESEARCH AND CONSULTING LLC

HOW WE WORK NOW

Minneapolis branding agency Colle McVoy serendipitously invested in the Microsoft Teams platform two
months prior to the onset of Covid-19. Little did the
company know that video would become a lifeline
in remote collaboration. Pre-pandemic, Colle McVoy CEO Christine Fruechte called the agency’s
work culture “flexible,” but she says, “most of us
were in the office five days a week unless we were
traveling.” Here’s what it’s like now. —Allison Kaplan
Return to office
“On March 8 [2022], we started ‘intentional togetherness days’
when employees are encouraged to come into the office on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This hybrid structure is based on employee feedback on
how we can best foster collaboration, innovation, inclusion, productivity, and
flexibility. By concentrating on core in-office days, we can optimize collaboration as well as help nurture our inclusive and innovative culture.”

12

Incentivizing the office
“To thank our employees for their commitment and resiliency, we
gave everyone a ‘welcome back’ bonus to help them transition to a new routine in the office.”
Pandemic practices carry on
“While remote, we noticed that creating separation
between home and work was becoming increasingly
difficult and was taking a toll on physical and mental health. So we introduced such things as no-work
lunch hours [and] encouraged walk-and-talk meetings,”
among other measures.
New hiring options
“The hybrid work environment has opened up our recruiting options. We now have team members working remotely in 12 different
states as we continue to staff up for double-digit growth.”
Best lesson
“If you take care of your people, they take care of the business.”

SHUTTERSTOCK

Colle McVoy
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MLB Settlement
Settles Bars

PHOTOGRAPH BY BRACE HEMMELGARN/MINNESOTA TWINS

With their survival riding on it, downtown watering holes
are relieved there will be a full baseball season.
oon Cafe owner Tim Mahoney depends on business
from Twins fans, so when
the 99-day MLB player lockout
cancelled the Twins’ first homestand, he wondered whether he
would generate enough revenue to
survive summer.
Luckily for both Mahoney and
Twins fans, the two sides came to
an agreement and will play a full
162-game season starting April 7.
Losing a homestand, let alone the
whole season, would have been
disastrous.
“When the lockout was
announced, we were still in

L

dire straits coming out of Covid,” Mahoney says. “We needed
something positive.” The answer?
Baseball. “Baseball can turn a slow
weekend night into a Friday or
Saturday night in terms of revenue,
kicking up 60 to 70%,” he says.
The sentiment was echoed
by Brian Asmus, a partner in the
group that owns Cowboy Jack’s.
“Twins baseball is the difference
between our business doing really
good or really bad.”
O’Donovan’s Irish Pub owner
Dermot Cowley concurred: “If
baseball hadn’t come back, I
don’t see how we would have

survived the summer.”
O’Donovan’s has been a
beneficiary of the Timberwolves’
success. Cowley benefits from
bandwagoning: “Casual fans will
spend $50 per head instead of
$20,” Cowley says. “The last time
we saw numbers like this was during the [Kevin Garnett] era back in
2003-04.”
But that still wouldn’t have
been enough without baseball,
and it’s not just because of fans,
Cowley says. O’Donovan’s is a
hangout for hospitality workers
whose jobs depend on baseball.
“Downtown Minneapolis

needs baseball,” Mahoney says.
“It’s not just the revenue that
creates a tax base, but it creates
a positive atmosphere at a time
when society needs anything to
bring us together.”
It’s also about the unmistakable downtown atmosphere when
baseball is being played. Mahoney
can’t wait for opening day, and
that’s not just because it’s his top
revenue day of the year. “Twins
opening day is about people’s
smiles when they come off the
light rail and see the stadium.
That’s what makes downtown
come alive.” —Josh Miller
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FOR CHANGING LIVES.

We at Children’s Minnesota are deeply
grateful for the organizations and people who
sponsored the 30th annual Star Gala.
Proceeds generated from the event support
the life-saving work that happens in our
neonatal care units. Thanks to your
generosity, we can do so much for the
babies and families we care for.

Special thanks to our presenting sponsor:
Warren Family Charitable Fund

Kathy and Gary Blackford
When you give to us, you give to
kids. Learn how you can help by
visiting childrensMN.org/give

Shannon Evenstad

Justin and Sara Noznesky

Irv Kessler and Barbara Anderson

Friends of Children’s
Minnesota Oncology Nurses

Paul and Laurie Lapadat
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TOURISM

Among the
Not-y Pines
ew tourism infrastructure
is a rare thing in greater
Minnesota. Factor in a
short tourism season, modest “up
north” pricing, and the skyrocketing cost of lakefront land, and you
have the recipe for a rather limited
pipeline of new hotels and resorts.
And what does get built tends
to be traditional in design and
character—logs, pine, knickknacks.
We’ve all stayed there.

N

But for 2022 there’s something new under the sun, the
brainchild of one of the more
prominent names in Minnesota
nature entrepreneurism. Benjamin
VandenWymelenberg, founder
of Woodchuck, a St. Paul-based
product manufacturer, has set his
sights on tourism and is developing a small resort/wedding venue
that will likely raise the bar on “up
north” lodging and design.

Rendering of Nature Link’s cabins

Called Nature Link Resort,
the property opens this month on
Clark Lake in Nisswa in the Brainerd
Lakes region. First to open will be
five cabins and four lodge rooms,
but eventually the 13-acre property
will hold 20 cabins and 20 hotel
rooms, and it will be the first of five

such developments the founders
plan to open across the U.S.
VandenWymelenberg’s partners are Kate and Tony Becker,
founders of Pinewood Weddings
& Events in Cambridge, a modern-design wedding venue they
founded to overcome many of the

Theresa Moran

Shirley Rozeboom

Yi “Faith” Tang

Mary Schumacher

VP Purchasing, Logistics & Sales Support

VP Health and Nutrition

Member, Board of Directors

Member, Board of Directors

PHOTOS COURTESY OF NATURE LINK RESORT

A wedding resort grows in Nisswa.

Hawkins celebrates Women in Business
We salute our women leaders and their impact in the workplace. Their commitment
to our company’s success and our values, as well as their inclusive leadership styles
are an inspiration to all Hawkins employees.
Hawkins is a leading specialty chemical and ingredients company that formulates, distributes, blends and
manufactures products for its Industrial, Water Treatment, and Health & Nutrition customers. www.hawkinsinc.com
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Serving customers since 1938.
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At first, th e pa rtners
sea rch ed f o r 1 5 to 20
a cres o n th e No rth Sh o re
o f La k e Superio r, b ut
th ey f o und w a ter a ccess
l im ited a nd th e a rea
ch ro nica l l y sh o rt
o f w o rk ers.

Rendering of the resort from Clark Lake

typical pain points of weddings.
V andenWymelenberg and wife
Z oie Palmer were married there in
2021, and later, after an exploratory dinner, they decamped to look
at properties to buy.
At first the partners searched
for 15 to 20 acres on the N orth

Shore of Lake Superior, but they
found water access limited and the
area chronically short of workers.
The site in N isswa was a resort
built in 1910, converted to a hockey
camp in the 1980s. Some existing
structures will be remodeled, the
partners say. N ature Link won’t

offer a restaurant, and Wi-Fi will be
available, but no TV s. The partners’
goal is to remove modern distractions so guests can enj oy their surroundings. They expect to employ
30 to 50 people year-round once
N ature Link is built out.
The wedding venue is the

catalyst for the business, says
V andenWymelenberg, generating
room nights that don’t need to be
individually sold and rental fees for
the public spaces. ( O ne- and twobedroom cabins go for $300-$500
per night.) The partners decided
not to compete with caterers and
other wedding professionals in
N isswa by providing an all-inclusive
experience; guests hire their own in.
And they are already in the
hospitality business to a limited
extent, operating several rental
properties in northern Minnesota.
Lest you confuse it with a business venture, though, Tony Becker
is quick to note, “ This is not a
business; we’re changing people’s
lives.” —Adam Platt

Bio-Techne hires,
supports, develops
and promotes women
to executive and
leadership roles.
Bio-Techne recognizes and
supports women in executive
and leadership roles. Being
recognized on the prestigious
Honor Roll in the 2021

Minnesota Census of Women
in Corporate Leadership
reﬂects our efforts to
promote a diverse and
inclusive workforce.

Brenda Furlow
Executive Vice President General Counsel, Secretary
and Chief Compliance Officer

Learn more at
bio-techne.com/about/careers
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OFFICE ENVY
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Project: 10 West End | Developers: Ryan Companies US Inc. and the Excelsior Group | HQ: 1601 Utica Ave. S., St. Louis Park | Size: 358,538 square
feet | Designer: Ryan A + E | Contractor: Ryan Companies US Inc. | Photographer: Matthew Anderson Photography and Krivit Photography
Companies looking for office space today want a place that will wow, with amenities that draw employees. I n St. Louis Park, the 10 West

E nd development has been designed for post-pandemic work, with open-air balconies on nearly every fl oor, high-tech conference rooms
equipped for hybrid meetings, and safety features like touchless elevators. Large windows make the most of natural light, and watercolor
art against the dark steel beams and concrete fl oors gives the common areas a softer touch. “ We really embraced the industrial structure
of the building,” says proj ect interior designer Hanna Cairl. “ But it has little moments of refinement to counterbalance the industrial look,
creating a space where professionals can work.” The first Class A office proj ect built in the West E nd area off of I -394 and Highway 100 in
20 years, 10 West E nd is currently 75% leased. —Tina Nguyen

A two-story watercolor mural and a moss
garden beneath the stairs add warmth to the
industrial modern design.

The two-story lobby features an upper walkway lined by cable railings. The big
windows and the workspaces dotted throughout enhance the lobby’s community
feel and help bring tenants together.

The 11-story tower features open-air balconies on most floors.

16

The building’s break and lounge room, open to all tenants, has a
small kitchenette, open booths and high-top seating, and shuffleboard. It connects directly to the patio, where tenants have a view
of the downtown Minneapolis skyline.
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amped up

Ben Jensen (left)
and Brian Woolsey

The Softer Side
of Commercial
Real Estate
Startup brokerage Monarch prioritizes psychographics
over square footage.
ith companies rethinking
both how and where they
work, being a commercial real estate broker today means
playing the role of therapist as much
as leasing expert. Experienced agents
Brian Woolsey and Ben Jensen saw
an opportunity to create a new sort
of commercial real estate ﬁrm—one
that prioritizes psychographics over
square footage. In late 0 0, they left
Cushman Wakeﬁeld to launch the
boutique ﬁrm Monarch.
Engaging with Monarch begins by taking a proprietary online
survey the duo named the “Belonging
Barometer” or B for short. Designed
to help clients think about work
holistically before choosing a space, the
B assesses a company’s predictable
growth, work styles, and technology.
The survey factors in average employee
attitudes about ofﬁce work and company culture to make suggestions such
as prioritizing access to ﬁtness and
evaluating your carbon footprint—
which Woolsey and Jensen say is fast

W

becoming an imperative to recruit and
retain good talent.
“It’s never been more critical that the ofﬁce be a magnet, not
a mandate,” Woolsey says. “The
Belonging Barometer allows us to
have a conversation about things
that are not as obvious. There’s so
much more that goes into creating
a successful work environment than
square footage and terms.”
Minneapolis-based Monarch’s

process persuaded advertising agency
Grifﬁn Archer to move from the
North Loop to Linden Hills, walking
distance to cafes, shops, and salons.
“Since everyone is so used to
working at home, we got used to
some of those conveniences,” says
Ryan Boekelheide, vice president and
director of account service. “It’s nice
to have those comforts near the ofﬁce
so it’s a place people want to come.”
For education-technology

company Arux Software, the Belonging Barometer narrowed the
search for a larger space, says Derek
Buschow, vice president of growth
and strategy. “Monarch considered
everything from how close people
want to sit to each other to hangout
space, a lounge area, and a cafeteria.”
Now settled at the 15 Building in
downtown Minneapolis, 5 of its
5-person team comes in regularly.
—Allison Kaplan

Insights From Monarch’s Belonging Barometer
Amenities aren’t an option. The younger your
employee base, the more amenities, like a coffee bar
or fitness center, are expected.

make them happy and energized. Plants increase oxygen
levels in the air, and access to natural light is shown to
improve mood and reduce eyestrain and headaches.

Prioritize community. Team building is an important
aspect of the office, so consider locations with access to
restaurants, bars, and even volunteer opportunities.

Food for thought. Data shows that providing employees with food is a big bang for the buck; particularly as
employees return to the office, gathering for food and
drink will become a key part of office culture. Healthy
choices help to control energy flow.

Environment counts. People spend longer in spaces that

STARTUP SNAPSHOT Nice Healthcare
HEADQUARTERS: Minneapolis // FOUNDED: 2017 // FOUNDERS: Thompson
Aderinkomi, CEO; Genevieve Swenson, COO; Allison Santos, vice president of
engagement // FUNDS RAISED TO DATE: $42 million

MORE STARTUP
NEWS AT
TCBMAG.COM/
STARTMN

Nice Healthcare sounds almost like an oxymoron, and that’s by design. Health care has a
reputation for being complex and difficult to navigate. That’s why Nice says it’s on a mission
to make everyday care “easy and affordable.” The startup provides full-service health care
for small and medium-sized businesses, offering packages that include in-home and virtual visits, lab tests, X-rays, mental
health services, prescription medication, and physical therapy. Nice currently serves more than 400 companies in 12 states.
IN THE NEWS: In early March, Nice closed on a Series A funding round of $30 million led by DNA Capital, with participation from other existing
investors. The company says it plans to use the money to expand current offerings and expand to new states. —Winter Keefer
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HR CONFIDENTIAL

The Power of Community
A strong support system makes major work transitions
seem less daunting.
By Stephanie Pierce

his issue of TCB focuses on
a topic near and dear to my
heart: women in leadership. I
know some amazing women. They
run businesses, own companies, love
on their families. As I’ve woven my
way through the mighty quilt of
career and family, tackling issues like

T

discrimination, anxiety, and, most
recently, Covid, I have relied on
this community of women more
than ever. And, as usual, they did
not disappoint. Through their support, candor, and love, I discovered
dreams (like writing!) that I didn’t
even know I had.
That’s what a great community
will do. They help you get real about

Make
connections.
Nourish
ideas.
Revolutionize
tomorrow.

what matters and then kick you in the
butt so you will make it happen. Do not
misunderstand—I have been wonderfully supported by men as well. But as
we focus on women in leadership, I want
to share three transition points where
women encouraged me to take the leap.
Transition 1: Consulting
to manufacturing
I graduated with a degree in industrial
engineering in 1994, at a time when

many engineers went into consulting gigs. I thought my life would
consist of jetting around the world
in a great-looking suit, helping organizations design amazing, userfriendly products. That all changed
when I met a Black female engineer
from Procter & Gamble. She spoke
at a Society of Women Engineers
event, and I found myself drawn to
manufacturing. I was intrigued by
the idea of being close to the actual

ENHANCING THE QUALITY
OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Matching America’s Top
Corporate Executives
with the
World’s Most
Respected Public Boards
Proud Sponsor

JamesDruryPartners
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
www.jdrurypartners.com | 312-654-6708
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Explore whatever
interests you. Maybe
you’ll like it as much
as what you started
out doing; maybe
you won’t. Either
way, you won’t know
until you try.
making of a product—being “in the
room where it happens.” Timidly, I
approached her and asked about her
experiences as an engineer. I could
feel a kind of glow welling up inside
me as I listened to her describe her
work. When I mentioned I was
planning to consult, she asked me
why. She challenged me to think
about what I wanted to do, even if
it was different from my peers or
what others would expect of a young
Black woman who loved big cities
and shopping. The following week,

I accepted my fi rst full-time job as
a manufacturing management assistant at General Mills.
TAKEAWAY: Seeing people who look
like you along your career journey
is essential. They make the impossible—or improbable—possible.
Transition 2: Different ﬁeld,
same company
Once at General Mills, I saw myself
becoming a plant manager, but I
quickly discovered other interests
and skills beyond my role. I was
drawn to recruiting and interacting with students about the power
of engineering and leading teams,
but recruiting was a function of
human resources, and engineers do
not become HR people, I would tell
myself. Others reinforced this. “Stay
where you are,” they said. “You have
to accomplish one goal before moving on to another.” Fortunately, my
mom—a constant source of love
and inspiration—gave me some sage
advice: “Try new things if you are
able. There is only one you, and she

knows what is best.” So I accepted
every opportunity to be part of the
intern program or anything that got
me closer to recruiting; then one
day, I was asked to do an 18-month
cross-functional assignment in HR.
I said yes almost immediately. The
rest, as they say, is history. I moved
to HR and eventually became director of talent management.
TAKEAWAY: Explore whatever
interests you. Maybe you’ll like it as
much as what you started out doing;
maybe you won’t. Either way, you
won’t know until you try.
Transition 3: Corporate
exec to entrepreneur
I loved working for General Mills—
after all, I stayed for 24 years. It was
all I knew, and I was totally fine with
that. But I started thinking about
what it meant for me to work at one
place my whole career. I was finding
a ton of satisfaction in volunteering
and community work, and, let’s face
it, it’s tough to have a big job and do
all the other things you want to do.

I felt stuck, without a way to answer
that nagging question, “Is this it?” I set
aside time to design my next chapter. I
wrote down what I liked doing, what
drained my energy, my financial goals/
needs, etc. And then I gathered a small
group of friends to share my thoughts
and get their perspectives. That fourhour meeting changed everything.
It set the framework for my business
today and created a mindset of adaptability and comfort with trying new
things as a norm.
TAKEAWAY: Find or create a community of supporters who give
counsel and support but know your
journey is yours and that only you
can decide what is best for you.
Stephanie Pierce is a connector, coach,
and founder of two Minneapolis-based
businesses, KJP Consulting, a leadership development ﬁrm, and stephpierce.com, a community of diverse
women inspiring each other to do the
work they love. Find more of her tips
and counsel there. She also co-hosts
the podcast Her Next Chapter.

SOLVING
PROBLEMS, NOT
CREATING THEM.
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PERFORMING PHILANTHROPY

Closing Minnesota’s
Digital Divide
T he pand emic revealed d eep d isparities in access
to computers and b road b and , w hich must b e
ad d ressed in a d igital-first society .
By Sarah Lutman

I

f you think about your relationship to computing devices and the internet during
the past two years, it’s likely that
you can think of at least a dozen
ways you relied on digital access.
Here are a few ways we’ve
stayed connected while isolated
at home: remote schooling and
work, telemedicine, grocery
shopping, meal delivery, attending religious services, banking
and bill paying, and using videoconferencing to stay connected
with family members.
Middle-class and wealthier
Minnesotans engaged in at least
some, if not all, of these activities
on virtually any given day. Most
likely, they could access the internet using their choice of several
different devices, such as phones,
tablets, and laptops, or use all
three device types at once.
But if you’re financially
strapped, lost your job during
the pandemic, don’t own a home
computer, or live in an area
without broadband access, these
vital services and connections are
out of reach.
In fact, a study early in the
pandemic by Common Sense
Media and Kids Action showed
that more than 150,000 Minnesota students lacked the
devices needed to connect to
remote schooling, and another
250,000 lacked access to the
internet. Communities of color,
rural families, and students in

20

tribal nations are disproportionately affected because of higher
poverty rates in these Minnesota
populations.
The digital divide can be
documented far beyond the rural
parts of Minnesota. It includes
many urban and suburban families, children, and adults who are
not connected, nor do they have
the devices to do so.
Across Minnesota, nonprofits, businesses, government,
and internet service providers
are working on remedies that
can empower all Minnesotans to
benefit—economically, educationally, socially—from affordable, reliable access.
The pandemic showed us
that we can’t assume everyone
has internet access; doing so
leaves students and families
behind—or even further behind.
The Minneapolis-based Northside Achievement Zone released
a report on Covid’s impact on
the students the organization
serves. “Despite major efforts by
school districts and communities
to provide essential technology to students and families for
distance learning,” the report
said, “the digital divide persists
with stark inequities in access to
high-quality online education,
including high-speed internet
and internet-capable devices, as
well as training and support for
students, parents, and teachers.”
ConnectedMN is an alliance
of philanthropic, business, and
government organizations that
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distributes grant money to nonproﬁts to support access to devices, connectivity, and computer
training in speciﬁc regions and
among targeted communities.
Alliance members raise
money and look for opportunities to distribute it across digital
initiatives and purposefully
reach into communities of color
where access is typically spotty
or lacking. Two grant rounds
have supported organizations as
diverse as Boys and Girls Clubs,
Neighborhood House, Project
for Pride in Living, the Hallie .
Brown Center, and South Sudanese Foundation. All are engaged
in projects such as creating appropriate spacing for computer
lab users, providing access to
distance learning, repairing and
replacing old student laptops,
and offering access to tutoring.
Standalone nonproﬁts, including PCs for People and Tech
Dump, proﬁled in this issue as
winners of TCB Community Impact Awards, get computers into
the hands of people who need
them and ensure that recipients
have the connectivity and training to use them. In 0 1, PCs for
People provided 55,000 computers to low-income Minnesotans
and helped 18,000 people with
internet connectivity.
Philanthropies such as the
Blandin Foundation in Grand
Rapids have worked for years on
broadband access for Minnesotans. Blandin’s early advocacy
and sustained efforts began back
in 00 . Its overarching goal
“Everyone in Minnesota will be
able to use convenient, afford-

able, world-class broadband networks that enable us to survive
and thrive in our communities
and across the globe.”
The Blandin on Broadband
blog on the foundation’s website
incorporates important updates
on the availability of federal
funds to support access projects
in rural counties, such as the
new federal ReConnect program
through the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. That program aims
to distribute grants and loans
for eligible rural communities
that want to provide broadband
service to local residents.
Long-term efforts like
Blandin’s, collaboratives like
ConnectedMN, nonproﬁts like
PCs for People, and government
investments such as the federal
infrastructure act are all helping
to accelerate change for lowincome, rural, and tribal communities that have long needed
such help.
Let’s hope it’s not too little,
too late for the students, families,
small businesses, and rural
residents who stand to lose as
society moves toward digital-ﬁrst
services and the expectation that
everyone is connected. We’ve
learned these past two years that
many people are decidedly not
connected. Together, let’s ensure
the digital divide is closed in
Minnesota. We can do this.
Sarah Lutman is a St. Paul-based
independent consultant and
writer for clients in the cultural,
media, and philanthropic sectors.
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WORKING IT

Deconstructing the
Office Romance
Will a high-profile consensual relationship prompt
companies to create ‘love contracts’?
By Linda L. Holstein

Working together works.
Driving performance and delivering results as a Joint
Development Manufacturer in micromedical technology.
We’re going beyond because we’re going together.
Intricon.com

We expect and are committed to
DIVERSITY, EQUITY, and INCLUSION
as part of who we are, what we VALUE,
and how we achieve individual,
business, and community SUCCESS.

ottertail.com
Nasdaq: OTTR
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ery few workers look
forward to Monday morning. One type of worker,
however, feels exhilarated by the
prospect of Monday: the one who’s
having an affair with a co-worker.
The resignation of CNN
president Jeff Zucker, a seemingly drastic step forced on him
for failing to disclose a consensual romantic relationship with a
female executive at the company,
highlights the morass of mores
and conflicting policies about
love and sex in the workplace.
For the past 40 years,
companies have operated
under increasingly strict sexual
harassment guidelines and laws
promulgated by courts and
legislatures. The first question
often asked when any complaint
of sexual harassment arose was,
“Is it consensual?” Meaning, was
the sexually charged attention,
comment, invitation, or joke
welcome or not?
Evidence amassed in
investigations and lawsuits
focused on how the complainant
responded to the behavior, with
many activists demanding that
all such behavior, no matter the
circumstances, deserved punishment, “up to and including
termination.” They pointed out
that a female subordinate with a
harassing male supervisor would
fear losing her job if she didn’t
succumb to the harassment.
With the rise of the #MeToo

V

movement in 2017, human
resource professionals were faced
with yet another obstacle in the
quest to rid their companies of
sexual harassers. “Corporate” was
forced to acknowledge that some
employees were happily engaging in workplace relationships,
including between managers
and employees they supervised.
Office romances are common.
A 2021 survey for the Society
for Human Resource Management reported that more than
a third of Americans have had
or currently have a workplace
relationship.
A blanket prohibition of office romances is simply unworkable. Yet an office romance—
even if it’s consensual—that
makes colleagues feel suspicious,
hostile, and certain that favoritism is poisoning their workplace
via “pillow talk” cannot be tolerated for long, either.
Thus was born the notion of
“required disclosure of consensual relationships,” a policy that
brought down Zucker despite
extensive evidence that many in
the CNN orbit knew how “close”
Zucker was to Allison Gollust,
CNN’s marketing and communications chief. At the time of
Zucker’s early-February resignation, the Wall Street Journal
quoted him as saying, “I was
required to disclose it [his affair
with Gollust] when it began but I
didn’t. I was wrong.”
CNN parent WarnerMedia, according to the Journal
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DREAM ONE,
DREAM ALL.
At American Family Insurance,
we believe everyone deserves
the chance to dream fearlessly.
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We celebrate the 2022 Community
Impact Award Winners for their
groundbreaking work building stronger,
more equitable communities across
Minnesota – and creating brighter
futures for countless dreamers.
article, has a policy that prevents
employees from supervising
co-workers with whom they have
a personal relationship. If such
a relationship has developed,
employees must inform the company if they are in a position to
influence the advancement of a
subordinate before taking action.
What happens after a disclosure is made? What if Zucker and
Gollust had voluntarily admitted
that their professional collaboration involved consensual sex?
It is unlikely that it would have
surprised CNN co-workers.
Broadcaster Katie Couric wrote
in her recent book that “everyone
thought it was ‘super strange’
that the Zucker and Gollust
families lived a floor away from
each other in the same apartment building” when they were
both married to other people.
Zucker and Gollust
claimed that their relationship
only turned sexual during the
pandemic. Whenever the sexual
relationship began, they failed to
disclose it, and Gollust resigned
about two weeks after Zucker
did. It’s likely that neither of the
lovers thought they were “hiding” anything, so the so-called
disclosure policy might have
seemed picayune to them.
Nonetheless, had they
confirmed the obvious months
earlier, WarnerMedia would
have had a hard time forcing out
Zucker, especially if CNN’s policies included “love contracts.”
Because of sexual harassment lawsuits (sometimes
brought by a worker who once

consented to romantic overtures
but not anymore) or of sex discrimination complaints (sometimes lodged by co-workers who
lost promotions to the supervisor’s love interest), companies
may force disclosing parties to
affirm key promises in writing.
The validity of such contracts remains dubious. The
parties promise 1) they will take
no legal action if the relationship
ends; 2) their relationship will
not interfere with work; 3) they
will avoid favoritism and accede
to the company’s determination
that a change-of-reporting move
may be necessary at any time; and
4) they will conduct themselves
professionally (not as romantic
partners) in the workplace.
Love contracts are designed
to allow employers to manage
a romantic/sexual relationship
between co-workers, especially
supervisors and subordinates.
Some might say it’s hard enough
to “stay in love” in any setting,
much less with a big brother observer monitoring you at work.
The aphrodisiac of having a
common intense interest—work
goals, work results, work gossip,
and, yes, work love—will always
tempt and affirm those who see a
soulmate in their “cubicle cupid.”

Learn more about how we
protect dreams at AmFam.com

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I.
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 20868 - 3/10

Linda L. Holstein is a Minneapolis writer, trial lawyer, and
veteran employment law attorney.
Holstein also mediates employment and business law disputes
(holsteinmediation.com).
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PLATTITUDES

What happens when experienced D E I executives
bring fresh eyes to large organiz ations? Three experts
new to their roles share their insights and ideas for
creating and sustaining an inclusive work culture. J oin
TCB as our panelists delve into the issues and solutions.
PAN E LI STS

Bukata Hayes
V P of Racial & Health E quity
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Minnesota

Greg Jones
Chief D E I O fficer
Cargill

Sophia Khan
V P & Chief D E I O fficer
Allianz

June 22 | The Minneapolis Club | 3 PM
Register Today! tcbmag.com/events/dei22/
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School Dazed
What stake does business have in
the fate of urban public schools?
By Adam Platt

I

t had to happen, of course.
There was no way we
were going to get out of
the Minneapolis Public Schools
(MPS) without a strike. It’s been
20 years for us as an MPS family.
We’ve had good years and bad
years, good teachers and not-sogood ones, good principals and
others who were in way over their
heads. But we never had a strike.
It lasted three weeks and
was tentatively settled as this
issue went to press. Details are
sketchy, but it appears MPS will
need to cut jobs and programs
to fund wage increases, a
catch-22 that tells you much
about the state of public ed.
I’ve been aware for most of
my 20 years in MPS that it was
a deeply dysfunctional institution, where high turnover and
ineffectual superintendents
were a feature, not a bug, and
with a widely variable and
undisciplined teacher corps, a
politicized school board, and
a teacher’s union that was the
real power behind the throne.
During our two decades at
MPS, the district has bled
enrollment, lurched from financial crisis to financial crisis,
and is currently in the throes of
a necessary freak-out over its
inability to teach kids of color.
My friends and neighbors
are grateful they are past it
or were never a part of it. But
here’s the thing: We’re all a part

of it. When our public schools
can’t educate a growing subset
of the population, we face two
big problems: a shrinking future workforce and a gradually
destabilizing society as people’s
capacity to earn a living weakens. The loss of old-line industrial and manufacturing jobs to
Asia and Mexico has destroyed
the pipeline between the public
schools and the workforce.
People who know better
than I do say MPS is trending
toward bankruptcy and would
have been there long ago if not
for endless tax referenda, federal Covid bailouts, and other
forms of one-off largesse, and
that the state is terrified to have
to clean up the mess because it
has no solutions either.
Every student who abandons MPS (the rate is accelerating) takes funding with them,
exacerbating deficits, while the
union counters with more demands. A thriving system will
lift all boats, but a dying one
can’t sustain anything.
Part of how Minneapolis
schools have devolved to this
point is the benign neglect of
the larger community. The
Star Tribune covers MPS like a
marginally relevant suburban
district. It’s been the stepchild
of priorities for over a decade.
Until the larger community reengages with this
institution, it will continue to
languish. And to be clear, there
are no simple answers. If any
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Minneapolis teachers gather
at the Government Center
during their March strike.

With community needs at an all-time high
and continued focus on building more
equitable organizations and resources,
Twin Cities Business is pleased to recognize
nonprofits and for-profit businesses whose
efforts are moving the needle and making
a significant difference in our state.
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Schools aren’t
businesses, but
they cry out for
an outcomesdriven mentality
that business
understands
but government
doesn’t.
large urban school district has
ﬁgured out how to educate and
motivate urban youth, I am
unaware of it. It’s just that the
disparities are so much worse
in Minnesota.
I long questioned public
schools’ capacity to overcome
poverty and homelessness, but
my mind has been changed by
a relative who is an assistant
principal in the Chicago Public
Schools. She feels schools
can work miracles with kids
with major disadvantages, but
she suggests public schools
are not currently up to the
task. She believes large urban
administrations create endless bureaucratic roadblocks to
good teaching, but also that too
many teachers, even teachers of
color, unconsciously write off
kids rather than ﬁguring out
how to reach them.
What I’ve taken from our
conversations is that we need a
Marshall Plan to train teachers
with speciﬁc skills and design

schools around those needs. We
need to pay and train teachers
better, and we need to expect
more from them. We need to
neuter the control their unions
have over school governance,
because teachers want to
protect their own interests, like
any workforce. Schools aren’t
businesses, but they cry out for
an outcomes-driven mentality
that business understands but
government doesn’t.
Most importantly, we need
more of us who don’t have kids
in large urban districts to become invested in them. To support candidates who want more
funding and higher standards.
Who will vote to professionalize politicized school boards.
Who will loudly say “unacceptable” when the current MPS
administration, through its actions, says it lacks the capacity
to educate poor kids of color
and middle-class white kids at
the same time.
Neither liberals nor
conservatives have the moral
high ground in this conversation, because both indulge
perspectives that codify failure.
Pragmaticism, not ideology,
should guide school reform.
The business community needs
to be paying attention and,
when needed, get involved.

Join us as we celebrate the work of
TCB’s Community Impact Award winners.

May 25 | Metropolitan Ballroom | 5 PM
Register Today!

tcbmag.com/events/ci22

2022 Community
Impact Award Winners
Appetite for Change
Blackwell Burke P.A.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of MN
Maslon LLP
Neighborhood Development Center
PCs for People
Sunrise Banks
Tech Dump
The Lift Garage
UCare

VENUE PARTNER

Adam Platt is TCB’s executive
editor.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT AWARDS
Recognizing 10 organizations—businesses and nonprofits—that are
improving lives and creating great opportunities in the Twin Cities.

T

wo years after the onset of a global pandemic, as well as the social unrest
that followed the murder of George Floyd, many mission-driven organizations
find themselves fundamentally changed, expanded, and fortified. They were

quick to address acute needs—from hunger relief to federal aid that kept many small
businesses afloat. Now there is perhaps a moment to finally reflect, but there’s still

Join us to celebrate 10 organizations that
make a difference in our state.

no end to the demands, including accelerated priorities for poverty relief, racial

May 25, 5-7:30 p.m.

justice, sustainability, mental health issues, and support for BIPOC entrepreneurs. For

Metropolitan Ballroom, 5418 W. Wayzata
Blvd., Golden Valley

TCB’s second annual Community Impact Awards, we recognize 10 businesses and

Register at tcbmag.com/events/cia22

nonprofits, large and small, that stand out for their contributions.

Sponsored by:

With nearly 100 nominations, we asked four professionals whose work centers on
community impact to help our editorial team decide whom to honor this year. “I was
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P AT H W AY O U T O F P O V E R T Y

The Lift Garage
impressed with the variety
and uality of nominations
from familiar organi ations
and organi ations that were
new to me, says Lindsey
Hanson, pro bono counsel for
Robins Miller law ﬁrm in Minneapolis. The editorial team
and advisory committee certainly had their wor cut out
for them choosing between
so many organi ations doing
wonderful wor in the community.
Pahoua ang Hoffman,
senior vice president of
government and community
relations at HealthPartners,
has devoted her career to
solving civic problems, so she
understands the weight of the
demands on the organi ations
we honor. Addressing community challenges is wor that
re uires everyone, because
the root causes of these challenges are so deep, stemming

Cathy Heying didn’t necessarily
envision working as a mechanic.
Armed with a bachelor’s degree in
social work and a master’s degree
in pastoral ministry, Heying spent
years working at St. Stephen’s
Catholic Church before she decided
to launch The Lift Garage, her nonprofit car repair organization.
While at St. Stephen’s, she
noticed a recurring pattern. Clients
often came to the church in search
of financial assistance for car repairs; whether they could ultimately
pay for those repairs, she says, often
determined the course of their lives.
“I kept seeing what a critical role that cars played in moving
people forward out of poverty or
sending people further into poverty,” says Heying, Lift’s executive
director. “I just kept thinking about
what it might look like if we were
able to help.”
Heying laid the groundwork
for The Lift Garage back in 2008,
when she decided to go back to
school for an associate degree in
auto tech from Dunwoody College.
After she earned her degree, she
started working part time at a Sears
auto center to gain hands-on experience in a garage.
In 2013, Heying formally

launched The Lift Garage in Minneapolis. The nonprofit provides
car repairs at a steep discount for
low-income clients. “When the Lift
opened, a handful of volunteers
and I handled all the repairs,”
Heying says. Today, Lift Garage
employs 11 full-time and three
part-time workers. It’s rarer these
days, but Heying will still get out
on the shop floor to help with
repairs if staffi ng is short.
Lift charges $15 an hour for
labor, then bills clients for parts at
cost. Most garages, Heying notes,
charge about $100 to $150 an hour
for labor and then tack on a significant markup for the cost of parts.
Since the cost of repairs is so low,
Lift relies heavily on donations to
balance its budget: Heying estimates
that about 60% of the organization’s budget comes from individual
donations. About 20 to 30% is from
grants and foundations; the remainder is earned income from repairs.
Demand for Lift’s services has
steadily grown. That’s partly why
Heying is exploring a pilot program
to offload some work to neighboring
for-profit garages. Lift Garage would
handle the usual customer screening process, but another garage
would do the repairs, charging the

same rates as Lift. “It’s become clear
to me that it’s going to take a little
more creative thinking,” Heying
says. She envisions the program as
a way to “share in the responsibility
we have to meet the community’s
needs.” Heying has hired a full-time
staffer to oversee Lift Garage’s partnerships with neighboring garages.
Lift Garage is, of course, about
much more than car repairs. Heying notes that part of the group’s
mission is to treat every person with
“high dignity.” That means providing coffee and snacks just as any
other repair shop does. But that also
means making quick pivots to help
clients in need. In one case, the Lift
Garage staff converted a conference
room into a temporary child care
center while a mother of four waited
for repairs.
“In some ways, it had nothing to do with our mission of fixing
cars, but it does have very much to
do with our values,” Heying says.
“We’re meeting people where they
are and offering a lot of room for
grace. We’re not pretending to be
case managers trying to meet every
need of the person in front of us, but
sometimes there are really obvious needs that need to be met right
away.” —Dan Niepow

from generational trauma,
racism, and ageism, ust to
name a few. These challenges
directly impact some, but
they affect all of us,” Hoffman
says. Every organi ation that
was nominated was worthy of
recognition, but the organi ations we ultimately selected
represented collaboration, innovation, and the willingness
dressing our most intractable
problems. —Allison Kaplan,
TCB editor-in-chief
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Lift Garage executive
director Cathy Heying
checks an employee’s work.
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to go below the surface in ad-
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PROMOTING CIVIC INVOLVEMENT

UCare
Since its founding in 1 84,
Minneapolis-based UCare has
had a mission to provide health
care coverage to vulnerable and
marginalized people. When the
Covid-1 pandemic struck in
0 0, the nonproﬁt insurer knew
it needed to go above and beyond
to help its customers.
Many of UCare’s members have struggled or currently
struggle to ﬁnd access to health
care. This was never truer than in
0 0 and 0 1, when Covid and
protests forced many clinics and
pharmacies to close, says Hilary
Marden-Resnik, interim president
and CEO. BIPOC communities whom UCare serves were hit
particularly hard by Covid, in
Minnesota and nationwide.
UCare developed a fullthrottle response to help customers
protect themselves from the deadly
virus. As many of its 6 0,000
members struggled to get vacci nated, UCare used its relationships
with community groups, clinics,
and health care systems to hold
80 vaccination clinics. Overall,
UCare vaccinated 8, 00 people in
Minnesota.
“We decided this was something we needed to do because our
community had a need,” MardenResnik says. “We had the ability to
intervene with a depth of under-

standing that would make a real
difference in their lives.”
UCare convened a response
team of bilingual community
health care personnel and social
workers who helped members
arrange for vaccines, lined up
transportation,and sent reminders
for ﬁrst and second doses. It distributed care kits with masks, hand
sanitizer, and wipes—especially
critical when these items were in
short supply.
In addition, UCare disseminated information on Covid
prevention measures through
emails, web content, postcards, and
booklets. Partnering with Sahan
Journal, UCare created educational videos in English, Spanish,
Hmong, and Somali to answer
common questions and dispel
misinformation.
Going the extra mile for its
members is just a day in the life of
UCare’s 1, 00-member workforce.
“Our employees believe in our
mission, and they work to put that
mission into action,” MardenResnik says. “Our response to
support our members during the
pandemic is work our employees
do every day.”
Aiming to help its customers

lead healthy and productive lives,
UCare offers atypical programs
for an insurance provider. For
0 years, its mobile dental unit
has brought dental care to UCare
members living in underserved
communities, in partnership with
the University of Minnesota School
of Dentistry. UCare also provides
free bilingual test preparation to
help members complete their GED.
UCare prides itself as a
pillar of the community, serving
400,000 Medicaid clients, as well
as Medicare clients and family and
individual health plan members.
It has grown rapidly in the last ﬁve
years, increasing revenue from
billion to 5 billion and expanding from 150,000 total members
to 6 0,000. Some of that growth
came when the federal government
expanded access to Medicaid during the pandemic.
New business lines and
geographies served—all backed by
UCare’s commitment to improving access to fair and equitable
insurance—have contributed too,
Marden-Resnik says “We’re honored to be recognized for making
Minnesota a better place to live,
because that is why we exist and do
what we do.” —Suzy Frisch

UCare employees
participated in Wear Red Day in
February to raise awareness about
cardiovascular disease.

COMMUNITY
IMPACT AWARDS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Special thanks to the experts
who provided insight and advice
that helped TCB’s editorial staff
select the 2022 Community
Impact Award winners:
Q

Lindsey Hanson, pro bono
counsel, Robins Kaplan

Q

Pahoua Yang Hoffman, senior
vice president, government
and community relations,
HealthPartners

Q

Sarah Lutman, principal,
8 Bridges Workshop and
“Performing Philanthropy”
columnist

Q

Tru Pettigrew, chief diversity
and inclusion officer,
Minnesota Timberwolves/
Lynx
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CRISIS RESPONSE

Tech Dump and PCs for People
Tech Dump and PCs for People share a common purpose keeping electronics out of the
waste stream by refurbishing computers for
new uses and users. Though they have different
secondary goals, both organizations have made
a signiﬁ cant impact carrying out this mutual
mission. During the onset of Covid, as individuals and families faced economic hardship
and an increasing need to stay connected, Tech
Dump and PCs for People deployed their recycled technology to help. They partnered, along
with Ramsey County, the St. Paul Public Li-

brary, and Literacy Minnesota, to deliver more
than 00 TechPacks a refurbished laptop, an
internet hot spot, training opportunities, and
quick-start guides. Recipients then could seek
employment, help their children with homework, and attend telehealth appointments.
Through this initiative, the social return on
investment for every 1 spent was .40, in the
form of better wages, access to education, and
outcomes for schoolchildren. Add the environmental impact of the organizations’ work, and
that’s one powerful punch. — S.F.

Tech Dump
St. Paul-based Tech Dump collects used electronics— 5 million pounds of e-waste since its
founding in 011. It recycles and
refurbishes a wide range of items,
from computers and printers
to components and phones. Its
parallel objective is to provide job
training and reentry to the job
market for people with a history of
incarceration, addiction, or mental
health challenges.
From the start of Tech
Dump’s 18-month training
program, its employees are paid
to learn. “We believe in fair
chances for people, the planet, and
technology,” says CEO Amanda
LaGrange. “We sit at the intersection of this amazing pool of talent
that is looking for employment
opportunities, and then e-waste is
the fastest-growing waste stream
in the world. We have two amazing
solutions and can
bring them back
together through
the work we do.”
At Tech
Dump’s Work
Readiness program, employees
learn to dismantle
electronics and
refurbish them.
Tech Dump warehouse
They get help

30
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PCs for People managing
director Chris Cairo

PCs for People
with career development plans,
performance reviews, and job
searches as well as transportation
support and or company-paid
therapy. Participants also can earn
vocational certiﬁ cations, making
them even more marketable.
Employees repair items, wipe
the data, and test them to ensure
they’re ready for sale at Tech
Discounts, the organization’s two
stores, or through a wholesaler.
If an item can’t be refurbished,
employees take it apart to the
commodity level of steel, plastic,
aluminum, copper, gold, and more.
The materials are sold to a certiﬁ ed
vendor or recycled. Revenue from
Tech Discounts’ stores and website
are funneled back into the organization’s job training program.
“It’s really impactful from
both a digital divide standpoint
and getting affordable electronics
back out to the community, and
from the greenhouse gas side,”
LaGrange says. “The longer we can
use electronics the better, from a
climate standpoint.”
Tech Dump has been growing rapidly, expanding from 55
employees to 85 from 018 to 0 1.
In the same period, operating revenue increased from .4 million
to 5. million, with 8 million
projected for 0 . —S.F.

Founded in 1 8, PCs for People
helps businesses recycle their
obsolete computers and other
technology by wiping the data and
restoring them. The St. Paul-based
nonproﬁt sells refurbished computers at a deep discount to low-income customers and provides them
with affordable internet access.
PCs for People distributed more
than 5 ,000 computers and enabled
18,000 new homes to connect to the
internet last year. Overall in 0 1,
the organization served 15 ,000
people and recycled .6 million
pounds of electronics.
Business development
manager Rebecca Duvick often
hears from customers that it’s lifechanging to get a computer. “If you
don’t have a computer and internet, you are not a full citizen of our
society,” Duvick says. “That is how
we communicate, and Covid has
shined a light on that.” Customers,
whose average annual income is
16,000, “wouldn’t have resources
to do this any other way.”
Income-eligible customers
nationwide can order technology
from the PCs for People website
and receive tech support and training. In the past three years, it has
opened new ofﬁces in four states,
bringing it to a total of nine locations in seven states. This footprint

gives the organization better access
to businesses’ computers and
equipment that’s too expensive to
ship, and it allows PCs for People
to serve business customers’ multiple locations, Duvick says.
Access to a larger volume of
electronics is key, with demand
outpacing supply during the
pandemic by two to one. PCs for
People has waiting lists for computers; demand is also strong for
its internet access. The organization started out providing hot
spots for customers, but it reached
the maximum number of devices
available through its provider,
so it began working with public
and private partners to place local
internet antennas on buildings
in low-income neighborhoods
and provide affordable internet to
anyone in a 1-mile radius. In the
program’s ﬁrst year, it has installed
0 antennas in four states.
PCs for People helps businesses meet diversity, equity, and
inclusion goals, as well as environmental, societal, and governance
objectives, Duvick says. Not only
does the organization keep e-waste
out of landﬁ lls and broaden technology access, but it also employs
many people with disabilities. In
St. Paul,
of its workforce are
people with autism. — S.F.
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Appetite For Change

HELIOS PHOTOGRAPHY (BOTTOM LEFT)

In 011, three women from different backgrounds found themselves sitting around a kitchen
table in North Minneapolis.
Michelle Horovitz was a public
defender who loved to cook and
wanted to combine her passions
for food and racial justice. But
Horovitz worried she would
be perceived as just another
white woman telling residents
of predominantly Black North
Minneapolis what they needed.
She had heard native Northsider
Tasha Powell speak about the
community and reached out.
Then Horovitz met Princess
Haley, who had lost her son a
year prior to a stray bullet. The
three connected over the idea of
feeding their community, and in
01 , that passion gave birth to
Appetite For Change, a nonproﬁ t
whose overarching mission is access to healthy food and building
community capacity to make it

through youth and workforce
development programs, social
enterprises, and policy initiatives.
“I really feel like the Black
community has been so far
removed from the natural way
of growing, hunting, gathering,
ﬁshing—we’re so dependent on
someone feeding us,” says Powell,
president of AFC.
What started with a series of
cooking workshops and a 5,000
operating budget has blossomed
into a 4 million operation that
offers numerous food-related
programs, including seven urban
farms that supply fresh fruits and
vegetables to area stores and the
West Broadway Farmers Market,
cooking workshops, meal box
delivery, and the social enterprise
Breaking Bread Cafe and Catering.
Appetite For Change employs 81
people, plus 10 paid youth trainees.
As the community struggled
through the pandemic and social

feel like the Black community has
“beenI really
so far removed from the natural way of
growing, hunting, gathering, fi shing—
we’re so dependent on someone feeding us.”
TASHA POWELL, PRESIDENT, APPETITE FOR CHANGE

uprising, Appetite For Change
worked overtime to meet needs.
In 0 0, the group launched AFC
Meals, which cooks and distributes chef-inspired, culturally
familiar meals to those in need
in Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Since then, AFC has served nearly
41 ,000 meals, and the organization invested more than million locally in 0 1.
Reﬂecting on the group’s
10-year anniversary, Powell says,
“We’re no longer a startup. I just
didn’t want to be an organization that came around just for a

couple of years as a resource and
disappeared, because that tends to
happen in marginalized communities. I want to make sure that
this organization will be sustainable for the future.”
Recognized for its innovative work to address food
inequities, AFC now leads a local
food equity collaborative called
the Metro Food Justice Network,
coordinating a more strategic
response to community needs
including support for farmers,
healthy food distribution, and job
training. —Tina Nguyen

Appetite For Change operates urban farms
and a social enterprise catering business,
among its many community programs.
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SUPPORTING BIPOC-LED BUSINESSES

Neighborhood Development Center
Neighborhood Development Center
was founded nearly 30 years ago
with the core belief that economic
justice is achieved through entrepreneurship. That premise has
been vetted like never before as the
Covid-19 pandemic and the social
unrest in 2020 disproportionately
affected minority business owners—people who already face barriers to success.
The St. Paul-based organization deployed its four-pillar model
of wraparound services—training,
lending, technical assistance, and
business incubators—for existing
and new entrepreneurs during the
pandemic. As of December 2021,
NDC has trained close to 6,200
entrepreneurs, primarily in underinvested neighborhoods. Roughly
550 NDC alumni are currently in
business and have created 4,000
jobs, including their own.
Most of the entrepreneurs

NDC assists are immigrants,
BIPOC, and low income. They
often have a promising idea but
don’t know where to start or lack
the necessary capital to launch a
business, says NDC president Renay
Dossman. NDC provides start-up
training in accounting, payroll,
operations, marketing, and more.
Since its founding in 1993,
NDC has approved 980 loans totaling $29 million. “Concentrated poverty needs concentrated opportunities” to successfully start a business,
Dossman says. “I hope that it gives
them a leg up and that it can level the
playing field.”
That work became even more
critical as businesses were shut down
by Covid and widespread property
damage after George Floyd’s murder.
On top of these challenges, many
NDC entrepreneurs had no website,
social media outreach, food delivery
infrastructure, or other systems that

would help them continue to serve
customers.
NDC pivoted to add new
services. It launched Money Matters
with the Lake Street Council to
focus on small businesses’ fiscal operations and financial literacy. This
need became especially apparent
as clients struggled to quickly pull
together financial records to take
advantage of government services
like Paycheck Protection Program
loans, Dossman says.
The organization also created
Mindset Reset to support the wellbeing of entrepreneurs and NDC
employees during an extremely
stressful time. Sixty percent of
the organization’s employees are
BIPOC, and many share the backgrounds and experiences of NDC’s
entrepreneurs.
Business incubators like the
Midtown Global Market have
long been an important part of

Neighborhood Development Center
senior program director Shahir Ahmed
with Than Zaw, owner of Intown Sushi
at Midtown Global Market.

NDC’s work. The organization
reduced rent during the pandemic
to continue supporting its tenants.
In 2022, NDC opened its newest
incubator, Frogtown Crossroads in
St. Paul, which includes its headquarters and a new Entrepreneur
Training Center.
While NDC helps individuals,
it also works to play a macro role
in the community by reducing the
generational wealth gap for BIPOC
people, Dossman says. “We really
believe in this model and its ability
to provide entrepreneurs with the
resources they need.” —S.F.

C O R P O R AT E L E A D E R S H I P O N S O LV I N G S O C I A L P R O B L E M S

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Minnesota
Disparities in health outcomes among demographic groups, often along racial and ethnic
lines, can’t be resolved overnight. But Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Minnesota, the state’s largest public health insurer, is on a mission to transform
care and improve health for every community it
serves.
In the last year, Blue Cross committed
$5 million to the University of Minnesota to
establish the Center for Antiracism Research
for Health Equity. The organization also hired
Bukata Hayes as its first vice president of racial
and health equity.
Blue Cross was quick to respond to pandemic-related hardship, dedicating more than $150
million in premium relief credits, rebates, and
accelerated payments directed at members, employers, and health care providers. In addition to
financial relief, Blue Cross provided another $14.8
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million in community investments to support
food access, housing security, and more.
As an organization, Blue Cross hasn’t shied
away from calling out the reason for disparities in
health outcomes of white versus BIPOC Minnesotans: racism.
In the health care world, the “standard equation” to determine a person’s health, says strategic
communications manager Christian Knights, is
10% from medical care, 10% from genetics, with
80% determined by everything else going on in a
patient’s environment.
“That 80% is really what affects health,”
Knights says. “That could be housing, that could
be education, that could be public safety. But
when you look at race, which is a social concept
that we have created, it magnifies each one of
those things significantly more. That is the driver,
and how we talk about it at Blue Cross right now

is we say it’s racism, not race. It’s systemic racism
that’s impacting your health. It’s the system and
the way it’s treating you.”
Blue Cross is on a mission to reinvent itself
and the broader health care system. The organization plans to speak out, fund, and invest in
local initiatives that empower communities and
drive access to equitable health care.
Blue Cross recently pledged $500,000 to
the Minnesota State University – Mankato to
launch a scholarship program to support students
interested in advancing equity in both health care
and other fields related to social determinants
of health. The donation will provide 24 scholarships at MSU over seven years. The organization
also continues to target place-based partnerships
to improve health outcomes for Minnesotans of
color, starting with a pilot program in Brooklyn
Center. —Winter Keefer
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PRO BONO WORK

Blackwell Burke P.A. and Maslon LLP
Minnesota Attorney General
eith Ellison knew millions of
Americans would be watching
whether he could persuade a jury
to convict Minneapolis police ofﬁcer Derek Chauvin of murdering
George Floyd. The outrage over
Floyd’s death in May 0 0 led to
protests across the nation.
The key question Could
a former white police ofﬁ cer be
found guilty on charges of killing
a Black man who pleaded with
him to lift his knee from his neck?
Ellison knew that many
Black Americans were skeptical
of how the court system would
handle the Chauvin case, because

nationwide a number of Black
men had died in police custody
and ofﬁcers weren’t held accountable.
While assembling his
prosecution team, Ellison looked
for talent beyond his government
lawyers. “The attorney general cold-called me,” says Steve
Schleicher, a partner in Maslon’s
litigation group. “We never had
spoken before, and so actually
when he called me, I wasn’t even
sure it was really him.”
Jerry Blackwell, founding
partner, CEO, and chairman of
Blackwell Burke, shares a similar
story. “I didn’t have any criminal

experience, and I got a call out of
the blue from the attorney general,” Blackwell says. “He felt that
I had a lot of experience trying
civil cases in difﬁ cult jurisdictions.” Since founding his ﬁ rm in
000, Blackwell has been defending Fortune 500 companies in
civil cases. Ellison was intrigued
with his trial experience.
He also liked Schleicher’s
background. “I’d been a prosecutor for over two decades before
joining Maslon,” Schleicher says.
“I’ve done a lot of homicide cases,
a RICO case. I worked on the
Jacob Wetterling kidnapping
and murder case in the last two

years of my practice as a federal
prosecutor.”
Both men thought they’d
serve as advisors, but they
ultimately played lead roles in
developing strategy and making the prosecution’s case in the
courtroom. On a pro bono basis,
Schleicher, Blackwell, and their
ﬁrms made a huge impact on the
successful prosecution of Chauvin.
“It was my way of standing up for
very broad American ideals like
equity, justice, rule of law, and the
value that we ought to place on
human life,” Blackwell says.
“In the courtroom, my role
was in jury selection,” Schleicher
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says. “I was in charge of presenting a lot of our use-of-force case
from the chief of police to our expert witnesses who testified. And
then, of course, countering their
experts, cross-examining their
use-of-force expert, and then
delivering the closing argument.”
Blackwell’s role also was
pivotal. He examined several
fact witnesses, including Darnella Frazier, the teenager who
recorded video of Chauvin and
other officers as they kept Floyd
on the ground.
“I had the first and the last
word,” Blackwell says, referring to
his delivery of the opening state-

ment as well as his rebuttal during
closing arguments.
Schleicher says Chauvin’s
behavior was a “complete betrayal
of values” that police officers

should represent. Blackwell says
he wanted to be part of the prosecution’s team “to demonstrate
that the system of justice can be
made to work.” —Liz Fedor

Jerry Blackwell (left) of
Blackwell Burke and Steve
Schleicher of Maslon

Supporting Neighborhood Entrepreneurs For 29 Years.
Entrepreneur Training • Small Business Lending • Business Services • Real Estate/ Incubators

Dalton Outlaw, Element Gym

Sothy Minh, Sabbai Express

Annikki May, U First Towing

ndc-mn.org
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

B Corp | Sunrise Banks

TOGETHER WE CAN BUILD
STRONGER AND HEALTHIER
COMMUNITIES FOR ALL
We are working to create a future where everyone
has the resources and support needed to achieve
their best possible health.
Visit bluecrossmn.com/healthequity for more information.

Blue Cross® and Blue Shield® of Minnesota and Blue Plus® are nonprofit
independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.

Never in anyone’s memory
was a banking relationship
more crucial than during
Covid, when banks were the
conduit between a business
and its life preserver. But
in the panic-driven days of
early Covid, getting your
small business banker on the
phone was not always easy,
and if you didn’t have one—
well, best wishes.
It was a cataclysm built
for a community-minded
bank, and fortunately the
Twin Cities had one. St.
Paul-based Sunrise Bank
bills itself as “The World’s
Most Socially Responsible
Bank,” and though there’s no
way to verify that, CEO and
majority shareholder David

Reiling makes a good case.
Designated a Community Development Financial
Institution (CDFI) for 20
years now, Sunrise donates
2% of its pretax profits each
year to philanthropic organizations and makes at least 60
percent of its loans to low- or
moderate-income communities. Sunrise is the only CDFI
in the Minneapolis Federal
Reserve District. Its mission
today is innovating to provide capital to low-income
communities, or what Reiling calls “fintech for good.”
Since 2018, the bank has
doubled its asset size.
In the early days of
Covid, many banks pulled up
the drawbridges, tightened

CALL FO R
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This O ctober, Twin Cities Business will honor
five outstanding family-owned businesses and
the value they add to Minnesota’s economy
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Sunrise Bank
arranged PPP aid
for small businesses
like Colossal Cafe
in St. Paul.
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lending criteria, and became
generally conservative. Sunrise took a different approach.
“When the [federal Payment
Protection Plan] started,
they were the only bank
that would talk to folks who
weren’t already customers,”
explains Chad Kulas, executive director of the Midway
Chamber of Commerce.
Kulas describes Sunrise
as integrated into the Midway community, present at
events the chamber hosts,
on boards of neighborhood
organizations, and ready
to finance neighborhood
ventures. Where the bank
genuinely shined was as a
provider of lifelines in the
pandemic.

“A lot of engagement
was needed in the PPP process, which made it complicated,” recalls Reiling. “We
hosted a series of webinars
and created an automated
process in just eight days.
[The government’s approach
of] using banks as a distribution channel to support small
business was quite brilliant.”
And despite the need
for automation and an influx
of many new customers at a
time when the bank’s staff
was operating under pandemic protocols, there was
much hand-holding as well.
“A lot of our work was recognizing people’s anxiety and
addressing it,” he says. “ ‘Is
my business going to survive,
can I keep my employees
working?’ ”
An unfortunate side
effect of most Covid aid
programs was rampant fraud
totaling in the billions. Reiling is proud that Sunrise’s
engagement-driven approach
allowed the bank to identify
and weed out half its applicants as fraudulent, saving
taxpayers millions.
Sunrise was founded
in 1984 by Reiling’s father,
Bill, as Franklin National
Bank, serving the Phillips
and Whittier neighborhoods
of Minneapolis. Although
it was always a communityminded enterprise, David
Reiling codified it with the
bank’s change in status to a
CDFI. He describes Sunrise’s
business clientele today as
“the bottom of the pyramid,” meaning the broadest
subset of business—and, by
implication, its foundation.
—Adam Platt

Our people power at work.

80
COVID-19 vaccine clinics

8,300
vaccinations

95,000
KN95 masks

85+
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The Restaurant Revitalization Fund was a lifeline for some, a windfall for others,
and a crushing disappointment for those who applied a little after midnight.
BY ADAM PLATT // ILLUSTRATION BY PETER AND MARIA HOEY

A TALE OF TWO RESTAURANTS
One-tenth of a mile and a three-minute walk in downtown St. Paul tells the
story of the Restaurant Revitalization Fund (RRF), a program set up by Congress as a lifeline for one of the hardest-hit industries of the pandemic. At the
corner of Fifth and St. Peter streets sits Momento, opened in March by Morrissey Hospitality in the space of its former Pazzaluna, a long-standing icon of
the St. Paul renaissance, which closed in May 2020 after 21 years.
A block up St. Peter in the historic Hamm Building sits Meritage, Russell
and Desta Klein’s admired French restaurant, closed for 14 months in the
pandemic and now operating four dinner services a week in what was once a
lunch/dinner/brunch operation. Between availability of staff and customers,
Russell Klein cannot justify operating more than this limit and jokes that he is
in “semi-retirement.”
Pazzaluna received $2.9 million from the RRF, allowing its ownership to
reconceive the aging restaurant as Momento, which it thinks will work better
in a post-Covid downtown. Meritage received nothing due to a coding error
at the SBA, though it was initially approved for a $2 million-plus grant. Klein
describes the experience with ironic disgust.

What the two restaurants also
have in common is that both were
eligible for payouts in the top 2% of
all local RRF checks. Meritage lost
out yet remains open, while Pazzaluna was paid and is now a new
restaurant. Because the RRF ran
out of money before even half the
eligible applications were funded,
many restaurants got no money and
ultimately closed, raising an obvious
question about how the government
decided whose needs took priority.
“This program picked winners and losers,” says U.S. Rep. Dean
Phillips, a Democrat who represents
Minnesota’s west suburban 3rd
District and is one of the few small-

businesspeople in Congress. “And we
shouldn’t be in that business.”

THE STATE OF
RESTAURANTS TODAY
“Restaurants and bars, in the main,
feel abandoned by elected officials,”
says the Twin Cities’ Andrew Zimmern, who has been one of the public
faces of the Independent Restaurant
Coalition (IRC), which has been
fighting for aid to independent restaurants throughout the pandemic.
Restaurants, bars, hotels, and
performance venues have been the
hardest hit of business sectors, and
most importantly, they continue to
suffer as other sectors rebound. An
IRC study found 46% of restaurants
and bars nationally had to reduce
operating hours during their peak
month of December, while 58% saw
sales fall by more than half compared
to a normal December.
Unemployment in the industry
remains stubbornly high, and workforce is down 9% since 2019. Wages
are up 13.4%, though, reflecting the
sudden dearth of hospitality workers.

“THIS PROGRAM PICKED
WINNERS AND LOSERS ...
AND WE SHOULDN’T BE
IN THAT BUSINESS.”
—U.S. REP. DEAN PHILLIPS

The industry is running on
fumes. “It was the worst January
in my memory,” says attorney and
restaurant investor Dennis Monroe,
chairman of Monroe Moxness Berg
PA in Edina. “People are worn out.”
The ongoing problems began
with repeated government mandates

2019
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and virus impacts. “The starting and
stopping is enormously costly,” says
Mike Brown, owner of Travail and
Nouvelle Brewing in Robbinsdale.
“Sick employees forced partial closures, going from 100 people to 12
and back to 50.” He lost $70,000 in
one week this past winter. “We were
down so much in January. We let 35
people go, and now we’re trying to
build back up. Every hire requires a
trainer, paying two people to do one
job for weeks.”
Inflation is also devastating
restaurant balance sheets. This past
winter, Brown converted his casual
full-service Robbinsdale restaurant
Pig Ate My Pizza to counter-service
taproom Nouvelle Brewing to capitalize on alcohol’s higher margins
and deal with spiraling food costs.
“Closing Pig was about responding
to the market,” Brown says. “Ten
years ago, Neapolitan pizza had a
20% food cost; now it’s 35%.”
“Full-service midmarket restaurants are being hit hardest,” he explains. “Labor is up 25%, food 10%.
Inflation is 7%, and your margins
are under 10%.”
Zimmern contends operators are
eating many of these expenses: “Restaurants are still not passing costs on,
because consumers would not go out
to eat again” due to sticker shock.
If you’ve been somewhere warm
this winter, you might have noticed a
different vibe in restaurants. According to data by OpenTable as reported
in the New York Times, in the country’s most liberal cities people are
still avoiding restaurants. In February, seated diner counts were at least
40% below pre-pandemic levels in
cities like Minneapolis, Chicago, and
Boston, while they had fully recov-

ered in places with a more libertarian
approach to the pandemic, such as
Phoenix, Arizona; Charlotte, North
Carolina; and Austin, Texas.

GOVERNMENT TO THE RESCUE
It’s undeniable that federal programs
have kept many hospitality businesses
afloat over the last two years. “By and
large, government has provided the
industry a lifeline,” says Monroe. Programs restaurants have used include:
•

•

•

Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP), launched in mid-2020 to
keep people employed, was used
widely despite periods of forced
shutdowns. Some restaurants
that closed by choice took PPP
grants as low-interest loans, since
banks rarely consider the industry debt-worthy.
Employee Retention Tax Credit
(ERTC), administered by the IRS,
granted tax credits against wages
for businesses that kept workers
on the payroll. It was one of the
few government programs that
disincentivized closing.
The RRF. Its payout metrics were
generous, but it had problems.
Structured with a priority application period of 21 days for
women-/veteran-/minorityowned businesses, court injunctions stopped the priority after
90% of the funds were disbursed.

Peruse the huge list of grantees in
Minnesota and you will see restaurant
groups that serve mostly affluent customers in affluent neighborhoods that
were designated low-income priority.
This special status did not require res-

THE RRF AT A GLANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part of the American Rescue Plan (became law Feb. 11, 2021)
Paid out $26.8 billion
Limited to $5 million per location, $10 million per applicant
No publicly traded businesses or 20-plus unit chains, though
franchisees could apply
Recipients could not be permanently closed; money must support
ongoing operations
PPP funds deducted from RRF grants
Not eligible for business expansion
Payout equal to lost revenue 2019 vs. 2020
Congressional Budget Office estimated $125 billion in need,
$72 billion in actual requests, $28.5 billion paid out
Over 4,000 applicants in Minnesota; 1,700 received funds

taurants to attest to a disadvantaged
status; it happened automatically by
location in a particular census tract.
This helped well-resourced businesses
get early consideration and prioriti-

“YOU DEFINITELY NEEDED
PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
LINED UP TO PRESS THE
BUTTON AT MIDNIGHT.”
—DENNIS MONROE, RESTAURANT
OWNER/ATTORNEY

zation. The provision was so poorly
understood that most local restaurateurs interviewed for this story did
not realize they benefitted from it.
This mattered because RRF
funds met a fraction of the eligible
need. The court injunction, whatever
you think of it, freed roughly $2 billion for the broader industry. Among
non-priority groups, it came down to
order of application.
“Pazzaluna and Central NE were
the first applications we put in,” says

Richard Dobransky, president of
Morrisey Hospitality, which owns
restaurants and operates others under
contract. “It came down to timing.
[When we filed] two minutes later,
[our] Bad Waitress didn’t get it.”
“We filed on day one and got
nothing,” says Ken Sherman, managing partner of Seven nightclub in
downtown Minneapolis, which closed
for the winter, its future up in the air.
(Sherman said at press time he will try
to reopen in April on a limited basis.)
“You definitely needed professional people lined up to press the
button at midnight,” says Monroe—
thus the value of prioritization for
the smallest businesses.

A WELL-INTENTIONED
FREE-FOR-ALL
Rep. Phillips acknowledges the
formulation of the fund was flawed.
“How we qualified these restaurants
is of importance because incentives
can be perverse,” he says. He hopes
for adjustments in future allocations,
should Congress ever fund them.

2020
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WINNERS AND LOSERS
The RRF’s simple algorithm—
year-to-year revenue disparity—benefitted restaurants with the biggest
revenue losses, which were restaurants that closed for the longest
period. “Had I completely closed, I
would have [been eligible for] twice
as much money,” says Sherman,
whose employee base was primarily
young men and women of color. “If
you cared about your employees, you
got penalized.”
That’s a common refrain among
restaurants ineligible for the RRF.
“We pivoted so hard, we didn’t
lose enough revenue,” says Brown.
“It was a bummer we’re getting our
asses kicked [all winter], because we
worked so hard to survive.”
“It incentivized staying closed,”
says David Benowitz, president of
Craft & Crew Hospitality, operators of five Twin Cities restaurants
(including The Howe and Duke’s on
7). “But we’re better off in the long
run because we gained market share
and many new regulars. It’s the silver
lining of Covid.”
Another problem with the RRF
formulation was the decision to
rebate lost revenue.
“It should have been based on
profits,” says Cynthia Gerdes, the retiring CEO of Hell’s Kitchen in Minneapolis. “A lot of restaurants are not well
run. If a restaurant was run as a joke or
manipulated books to show no profit,
they would not have gotten money”
under her proposed formulation.
Not everyone agrees. “It was
appropriate, because no one knows
how long this is going to last,” says
Tim Niver, managing partner at Saint
Dinette and Mucci’s Italian in St. Paul.
Although the program requires recipients to spend grants on
restaurant operations, a restaurant

The Independent Restaurant Coalition surveyed 1,200 restaurants and
bars across America in January to assess the RRF’s impact. A few results:
• 49% of businesses that did not receive grants laid workers off during
omicron, compared to 33% that received grants.
• 42% of non-recipients are in danger of filing for bankruptcy vs.
20% of recipients.
• 28% of non-recipients are in an eviction process vs. 10% of recipients.
• 41% of non-recipients are using personal loans to support their
business compared to 19% of those that received RRF funds.

company that had a large revenue
loss but used 2020 to renegotiate leases, reduce labor costs, and
refinance debt could conceivably
have been operating sustainably
by the time RRF checks arrived. In
that case, a company could use RRF
proceeds to pay bills and wages and
simply bank all revenue, the equivalent of a 100% profit margin.
Such a scenario “would be like winning the lottery,” says Meritage’s Klein.
This is relevant because some
types of businesses needed relief more
than others, and revenue deficits aren’t
the best measure of that, say observers. “It’s easier for large restaurants or
groups to get access to capital than [a
mom-and-pop operation] on Central
Avenue,” says Zimmern. Those smaller
businesses “don’t have lines of credit,
software to optimize the business. The
big operators, the temples of gastronomy, will always survive.”
Though some point to Pazzaluna’s grant as one of the more
curious quirks of the RRF, Morrisey’s Dobransky says the company
actually applied a morality metric of
sorts to its applications. “We didn’t
want to apply for restaurants with
bright futures. We wanted to reserve
it for those with limited prospects,
in dire straits.” He says Morrisey did

not apply for relief for The St. Paul
Grill, which barely operated for 18
months, because it has no debt and
its building is paid off—this despite
eligibility for a huge RRF check and
apparently in a priority Census tract.
Nationally, 70 entities received
the top payout of $10 million,
including 15 wedding venues and
caterers, eight airport and sports
concession companies, and some
fast-food franchisees.

“IT’S EASIER FOR LARGE
RESTAURANTS OR GROUPS
TO GET ACCESS TO
CAPITAL THAN [A MOMAND-POP OPERATION]
ON CENTRAL AVENUE.”
—ANDREW ZIMMERN

“To be honest, we thought it
would be like PPP, sufficient funds
for everyone,” says Dobransky.
“I didn’t imagine it would end up
like this.”
The formula meant the fund
ran out of money frightfully fast. “In
hindsight, paying 50% of lost revenue to all rather than 100% to less
than half might have been the better
approach,” says Phillips.

To those who ask why the SBA
took restaurants at their word about
special status criteria and did not
audit restaurant applications for relative need, the answer is simple, says
the congressman: “Adding qualifications and auditing requires layers of
resources the SBA didn’t have.” There
was no way the government could
have gotten checks in the hands of
businesses within 90 days if the SBA
had been auditing.

MINNESOTA’S TOP 10
The top 10 recipients of RRF funds
in the state were a diverse group,
including restaurant companies,
caterers, and airport concessionaires.
For this story, TCB focused only on
the restaurant industry. Three of the
seven restaurants declined comment
or did not return messages to discuss
how they used their grant. Most, if
not all, are well-resourced operators
who have alternative access to capital.
There is a perception in the industry,
says an owner who was not in the
top 10, that this group “got so much
money they don’t know what to do
with it.” But more than one large recipient told TCB that its grant was the
only reason it is still in business.
• Blue Plate Restaurants ($9.8 million). Blue Plate operates restaurants from Maple Grove to St. Paul,
plus the Blue Barn at the State Fair.
Family owned, its eateries are icons
of their neighborhoods (Highland
Grill, the Lowry, Freehouse, Longfellow Grill). Co-founder David Burley
has been vocal about wage and cost
mandates in the industry in recent
years. Blue Plate issued a statement
to TCB: “The RRF funds were critical to Blue Plate’s survival. The postpandemic business environment is
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very challenging, and our leaders
should support another round of
RRF-type funding for those who
weren’t included in the first round.”
• Cara Irish Pubs ($8.4 million).
The proprietors of Kieran’s and The
Local (Nicollet Mall and West End)
continue to offer limited operations.
Kieran’s in the Warehouse District
is open on event nights but will
return to daily hours when downtown activates, says president and
director of operations Valid Serhan.
The Nicollet Mall Local used RRF
funds to renovate and is awaiting
supply chain–delayed kitchen equipment to reopen. The Local West End
reopened in 2021, operating six days
a week, and business is coming back.
Serhan says RRF payments continue
to cover rent in shuttered restaurants
and allowed the return of staff where
revenue may not have justified the
rehires. He says if Cara cannot use
all $8 million, it gladly would return
portions, but for now the company
could not operate without it.
• Hell’s Kitchen ($5 million). Hell’s
Kitchen was shuttered for a year
and a half—no takeout, no catering,
nothing. “We had $200,000 in the
bank; I thought we’d be fine,” laughs
Gerdes. It received the maximum
grant available to a single-location
business because the magnitude
of its revenue loss was so stark.
Gerdes says closing was hardly a
tactical decision. “We’re neurotic. It
was safety. We had 179 sick hours
one week when we reopened, and
normal is near zero. It is very hard
to operate in this environment.” She
says the business is on the hook for
$1.7 million in PPP loans, a bank
line of credit, back property taxes,

MINNESOTA’S TOP 10 RESTAURANT REVITALIZATION FUND GRANTS
COMPANY

AMOUNT
(in millions)

SPECIAL STATUS

NOTES

D’Amico Holding Co.
(catering, restaurants)

$10

-----

Declined comment

Blue Plate Restaurants

$9.8

------

See story

Aero Service Group

$9.1

Minority

Airport concessionaire

Crave LLC
(restaurants, catering)

$9.1

Low income/woman owned

Did not respond

Cara Irish Pubs
(Kieran’s, The Local)

$8.4

--------

See story

Double Black Diamond
(Red Cow, Red Rabbit)

$7.6

Low income/woman owned

Did not comment

Minority/woman owned

See story

Hell’s Kitchen

$5

Kelber Catering

$5

Low income/woman owned

Mpls. Convention Center

Mintahoe Inc.

$5

------

Caterer

Surly Brewing

$5

Low income

See story

and unpaid bills from 50-60 vendors.
“There isn’t a week we break even
still,” she says. “But I know a lot of
people missed out. There’s definitely
some survivor’s guilt.”
• Surly Brewing ($5 million). Surly
may be a brewing company, but most
of its employees and overhead are
in its taproom, which is one of the
largest hospitality venues in the state,
at peak staffing employing in the
high 300s, says founder and president Omar Ansari. Surly closed for
all of winter 2020-21 and muddled
through 2021-22 with half of normal
revenue and staffing. The RRF
“helped us weather the storm,” says
Ansari. “This last winter was a disaster. You can’t lose 3, 4, 5, 6 million
dollars and just keep going.” The RRF
allowed Surly to end pay cuts and
“make people whole. Without the
government, we wouldn’t be here.”
Not every prominent local restaurateur won the RRF lottery. Parasole

Restaurant Holdings (Manny’s, Good
Earth, Pittsburgh Blue) was eligible for
$10 million and applied on the first
day but got nothing. CFO Barbara
Marshall says the company is hopeful a
second round of funding emerges.
Of Tim Niver’s trio of restaurants, only Mucci’s Italian in St. Paul
got a grant ($99,000). Niver permanently closed Trattoria Mucci in
Minneapolis this winter. It was eligible
for seven times the grant of its sibling,
Niver says. Had it come through,
Trattoria Mucci would be open today.
Instead, its staff was laid off.

THE WELL RUNS DRY
Ever since the RRF exhausted its funds
a year ago, there has been hope that
the program would be replenished.
Advocates wanted to fund the remaining filed applications with a supplementary authorization of roughly $43
billion. Attempts to include it in the
recent omnibus spending bill were
unsuccessful. Phillips says the biggest

challenge is GOP sentiment that the
spending is inflationary, but anecdotal evidence from this story indicates
most grants are being used to pay
things like wages and rent.
Andrew Zimmern, who says he
talks to politicians weekly on behalf
of the IRC, says “my heart tells me it’s
still possible, but my brain tells me
the money is drying up.”
For a restaurateur like Niver,
who closed a struggling restaurant
and continues to fight the good fight
at Mucci’s St. Paul and Saint Dinette
in an often-deserted downtown St.
Paul, any federal relief is welcome. He
suggests government loan forgiveness
would go a long way to stabilizing his
balance sheet. But he has no animosity toward the restaurateurs who
received 100 times what he did.
“I have no bandwidth to be
pissed,” he says. “What’s fair?
Nothing’s fair.”
Adam Platt is TCB’s executive editor.
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THE HOSPITAL

SSENKCIS

+

Dr. Rahul Koranne is advocating for Minnesota’s hospitals in perhaps their most challenging era ever.
As they find themselves short on funds and workers, he sounds the alarm.

he 1 -bed rural hospital
in Starbuck, Minnesota,
where Dr. Rahul oranne
got his start as a physician
is no more. Back in 005, ﬁnancial pres sures forced the small facility to close,
leaving the town of about 1, 00 without
an emergency department. More importantly, oranne says, the closure left the
town without a place for lifelong care.
“That’s what small-town health
campuses do,” says oranne, who
worked at the Starbuck hospital from
000 until 005 and now serves as
president and CEO of the Minnesota
Hospital Association. “They take care
of the community from birth to death.
It’s full service, not just sick care.”
The demise of Starbuck’s lone
hospital is not an exception. oranne
believes that scores of other Minnesota
cities are likely to endure similar fates
in the near future, as their hospitals
manage declining revenue and stafﬁng
shortages. In his view, it’s a statewide
issue that will require buy-in from
both the private sector and govern ment. It’s also a trend that predates
Covid-1 .
“The ﬁnancials are looking really
worrisome,” oranne says. “Had it not
been for the federal government step ping in and supplying grant support,
I think hospitals would have been in
a lot of trouble. ... Expenses are going
up, and we’re extremely worried about
this year and next year.”
State data corroborates oranne’s
account. According to a March report
from the Minnesota Department of

T

BY DAN NIEPOW // PHOTOGRAPH BY ERICA LOEKS

Health, public funding for hospitals in
the state grew by a whopping 500 in
0 0. In Minnesota, hospitals received
a total of 8 . 5 million in 0 0, up by
5 million from the prior year. But
without that funding, more than half
of Minnesota’s 1 8 hospitals would
have operated at a loss, according to
the report.
“In 0 0, if those funds were re moved from the calculation, the median operating margin would drop
from .5 to -1.
and over half of
Minnesota’s hospitals would be fac ing negative operating margins,” the
report states.
LIFE AFTER COVID
Covid has burned a serious hole in hos pitals’ normal revenue streams. With
elective surgeries on pause, hospitals
saw a big decline in revenue. Minne apolis-based Fairview Health Services,
for instance, lost 5 . million in
1.
And even if Covid is removed
from the picture, the ﬁnancial situa tion facing hospitals is still dire, oranne says. At this point, hospital CEOs
he talks with are concerned about a
mounting backlog of deferred care for
patients. “As patients waited for surgeries, some of their medical conditions
have gotten worse,” oranne says. For
hospitals, that’s another big ﬁnancial
risk as patients return for acute care
“That means more complex patient
needs, longer hospital stays, and teams
of skilled health professionals.”
Of course, ﬁnancial concerns ex isted long before Covid struck. Before the

pandemic, the median operating margin
Minnesotans’individual media habits
for Minnesota hospitals was what o - and more about meeting them where
ranne calls a “razor-thin” 1.4 .
they’re at, in clinics or in hospitals.
“That’s not enough money to in- “We communicate one-on-one every
vest back in the community or in innosecond of every day,” he says. “We are
vations,” he says. “That certainly is not
educating and communicating, and
enough money to grow and develop
that’s a great responsibility.”
our workforce. And that was before
the pandemic.”
A BUSINESS LENS
The vast majority of Minnesota’s
If there’s anyone suited to take a hard
hospitals are nonproﬁt. MHA has said
look at the business of health care, it
that a hospital with a 5 operating
is oranne. Born in India, he earned
margin is doing well.
his medical degree at the University of
In the first three months of the
Delhi. After a stint in Brooklyn, New
pandemic, Minnesota hospitals re - York, for a residency in internal medi ported a . billion loss, largely due
cine, oranne headed to Minnesota
to the loss of lucrative elective
for a fellowship in geriatrics in
procedures and surgeries.
1 , which led him to his
Nonetheless, oranne
ﬁrst role as a physician,
is proud of how the
in Starbuck.
“We may not be
state’s health care
But it was
systems respondable to serve our patients. his residency at
SUNY Brooked. “We did a
It’s that bad. The work- lyn that really
good job. It wasn’t
perfect, but we
opened his eyes.
force crisis is that real
are absolutely
At the same time,
for us right now.”
learning from it,”
he did additional
he says.
work at an area VA
—DR. RAHUL
Misinformation,
hospital. Both experi KORANNE
a hallmark of the pan ences shaped his thinking
demic, has been another conand gave him a window into the
tinued headache for health providers.
business side of health, motivating him
Fears about vaccines, for instance, have
to get an MBA in Minnesota.
led many individuals to forgo them.
“I felt that I needed to learn more
oranne says health care providers
about the financing of health care,
have tried to remain steadfast amid a
not just the delivery,” oranne says.
sea of misinformation. “What we have
“Those two go hand-in-hand. If the ﬁ tried to do consistently as the stew - nancing is off, or if it doesn’t serve and
ards of health is lean on the science,”
support the delivery, then you can’t rehe says. It’s less about controlling
ally do the best job for the population

+
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+
that you’re serving. It’s that marriage.”
For Koranne, the closure of the
Starbuck hospital laid bare the fragility of health care finances. That’s part
of the reason he returned to school to
earn his MBA from the University of
Minnesota’s Carlson School of Management in 2008. He’s also taught
courses on medical finances at Carlson
for the last 10 years. “In medicine, we
are not trained in finances as much as
we should [be],” Koranne says.

+

PUBLIC FUNDS NEEDED
In Koranne’s view, government aid will
be critical in helping hospitals dig out
of their financial woes. “No question
about it: We are going to need external
help from the government,” he says.
Medicare is already the largest
payer in the United States, serving
more than 63 million individuals. It’s
a trend that doesn’t appear to be slowing anytime soon, Koranne says.
The MHA is also “strongly advocating” for another round of Covid-19
health care grants. In spring of 2020,
Minnesota lawmakers authorized
$200 million to help providers with
pandemic-related expenses. Koranne
notes that there wasn’t any additional
state funding for Covid-related expenses after that, “despite high numbers of Covid-19 patients” in 2021.
“We are pleading for help,” Koranne says. “If that fragility of the
financials is not attended to, I’m extremely worried about what that would
mean to access to quality care in all of
our communities.”
He concedes that Minnesota’s
hospitals have received a number of
federal grants, but he maintains that
they’ll still need “stabilizing” from the
federal government in the years ahead.
Financing is, of course, just one
piece of the puzzle. The other looming
concern is a growing workforce shortage. Despite the countless headlines
about hospital bed shortages across
the state throughout the pandemic,
Koranne argues that workforce is a
bigger concern than physical capacity. It’s the absence of nurses, support
staff, and doctors that may lead to dire
consequences down the road.
NOW HIRING
Hospitals might be forced to reduce
services if staffing doesn’t pick up, Koranne says. “We may not be able to serve
our patients. It’s that bad. The workforce crisis is that real for us right now.”
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According to data from the Minnesota Department of Employment
and Economic Development (DEED),
there were about 40,000 job vacancies
in the health care and social assistance
sector in 2Q21—one of every five job
vacancies in Minnesota.
“This is the largest number of vacancies ever reported, surpassing the
peak set in the fourth quarter of 2020,”
said a 2021 DEED report.
Accord ing to DEED, about
112,000 people were working in hospitals at the end of 2021, down from
115,344 in January 2019. And that’s
just in hospitals: 471,300 people were
working in the entire health care and
social assistance sector in the state at
the start of 2022.
What types of jobs are going unfilled? They run the gamut, touching
everything from personal care aides to
certified nursing assistants and regis-

2020

tered nurses. There were more than
9,200 openings for home health and
personal care aides alone in 2Q21.
“With all these positions open,
we have got to make it easy for Minnesotans graduating from a medical
school, physical therapy school, or
nursing school to join the health care
system here,” Koranne says. “We’ve got
to make it seamless. We’ve got to make
it easy. We shouldn’t even let a single
Minnesota health care graduate think
about leaving Minnesota.”
That’s part of the reason the hospital association is partnering with
nonprofit health insurer UCare to develop a “first-of-its-kind road map for
health care workforce development.”
That plan is slated to be complete in
2022, and Koranne is already thinking
about possible solutions. Better loanforgiveness programs, for example,
may help entice some workers to stay

SOURCE: MINNESOTA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
ANALYSIS OF HOSPITAL
ANNUAL REPORTS FROM
2019 AND 2020.

in Minnesota. There may even be opportunities to attract potential workers long before they start their formal
medical education.
Koranne maintains that the pandemic accelerated the health care industry’s existing workforce shortage.
“Many individuals decided to retire
early, experienced unforeseen burnout,
and others simply wanted to pursue
other passions,” he says. “Health care
was not immune to what every other
industry is currently feeling.
“How do we inculcate in the K-12
schooling system an understanding
of what this calling is all about? We’re
going all the way back to kindergarten
and starting to think about how we can
work with school systems,” Koranne
says. “We want to grow and strengthen
the pipeline.”
Dan Niepow is TCB’s digital editor.
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PA I D A D V E R T I S I N G

TCB PEOPLE & CO
New Hires, Promotions, Accolades, Awards, Company News
TCB People & Co. is the place to showcase your people and company news with the Minnesota business community.
To place your listing, visit tcbmag.com/TCBpc.

NEW HIRE | HEALTH CARE

PROMOTION | NONPROFIT

Maria Regan Gonzalez

Nadege Souvenir

DIRECTOR OF EQUITY INITIATIVES | M HEALTH FAIRVIEW

CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER | SAINT PAUL & MINNESOTA
FOUNDATION

 Ĕ     
     ! 
Fairview in a new role created to embed equity across the
work of M Health Fairview. Starting this week, as director
 "#     $ ħ   % # 
system and in close partnership with the communities we
 $  $ #    
    Ĕ 
health disparities affecting Black, Indigenous, and People
of Color (BIPOC) and others in Minnesota.

ħ
      Ĕ  ħ
design and integration of cross-team systems and
processes. She also oversees the Operations & Learning
team and cohosts the podcast I So Appreciate You!
Nadege joined the Foundation in 2016; she created
and launched the East Metro Pulse, a community
vitality survey. With a background in dance and arts
administration, she is active in the local arts community. Before joining the
Foundation, Nadege worked as an attorney at Dorsey Whitney LLP.

NEW HIRE | ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING

PROMOTION | TRANSPORTATION

Terri Howard

Todd Polum

DIRECTOR OF EQUITY |!

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER |12103&.0(

!   &  !     '  (  
and inaugural Director of Equity. In this newly created
executive role, Howard will serve as a thought leader to
drive equity initiatives, develop hands-on programming,
   Ĕ  # ħ  #   )  
       Ĕ    # 
in workplace equity, recruitment and retention, and client
   Ħ+      !ħ  '(, $  ħ
-"#   .#   #% İ!   0 $  Ħ

SRF is pleased to announce that President Todd Polum
     - ĔĦ12$  
multi-disciplinary approach that combines planning,
engineering, landscape architecture, and project delivery
to support infrastructure projects throughout the nation.
Todd has been with SRF since 2001 and has been
part of SRF’s management team since 2016. He was
appointed president in 2019 and has assumed additional
responsibilities in this role over the past two years.

NEW HIRE | TRANSPORTATION

BOARD APPOINTMENT | HEALTH CARE

Brad Wampole

P.J. Hill

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER |12103&.0(

BOARD OF DIRECTORS | FAIRVIEW HEALTH SERVICES

SRF is excited to share we have gained the expertise
+ 4   #  .  Ĕ Ħ
A 27-year IT veteran, Brad has worked in technology

     #    ħĔ 
Plus, and Honeywell. Brad began his partnership with
SRF in January 2021 as a consultant CIO. His proven
leadership and expertise will provide a heightened focus
          #    
our team’s and clients’ experience. Welcome to SRF, Brad!

Fairview Health Services is pleased to welcome PJ Hill
        Ħ!   Ĕ  
advisor with NorthRock Partners and a current vice
president of the Minneapolis chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). He is a deeply committed community
member and advocate, holding leadership roles at
 $   Ĕħ #  5#)   ħ
1# .   $ ħ     2 4  !
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WILL WOMEN

MELISSA BARRA,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF SALES AND
SERVICES OFFICER,
SLEEP NUMBER

Barra, seen in Sleep Number’s
Minneapolis headquarters, says
the company introduced hybrid
work in 2017. She’s based in
Minneapolis, travels widely for
business, and commutes to
Atlanta to see her husband.
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WIN IN
HYBRID
WORKPLACES?

S
The pandemic spawned a workplace shift that gives professionals more flexibility. But women
with C-suite aspirations will
need to take greater ownership
of their career advancement.
BY LIZ FEDOR
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ACKERMAN + GRUBER

leep Number executive Melissa Barra embraced
hybrid work long before the pandemic wreaked
havoc on traditional ofﬁce schedules.
Barra, who joined Sleep Number in 01 , has
been traveling for the past four and a half years between Minneapolis and Atlanta, where her husband,
Jose, is a senior vice president at Home Depot.
Being in a commuter marriage didn’t hamper
Barra’s career. In 0 0, Sleep Number CEO Shelly
Ibach promoted Barra to executive vice president
and chief sales and services ofﬁ cer.
“We are focused on creating a culture where everyone can bring their best self to work,” Barra says. “We
were at the very forefront of hybrid work way back in
01 when Sleep Number moved from Plymouth to
our downtown headquarters in Minneapolis.”
Born in Honduras, Barra is one of the most
prominent Latina executives in the U.S. and among
the 4 of women of color who hold C-suite jobs
in corporate America. The Women in the Workplace
study, conducted by Mc insey Co. and Lean In,
showed in late 0 1 that women occupy only 4
of C-suite positions. Some gender parity advocates
are warning that women’s career advancement could
be slowed if they take on even more child care and
household responsibilities because of the ﬂexibility
afforded by hybrid work.
Barra’s sons are young adults. But she’s still
aware that even as women enter the corporate
pipeline at levels virtually equal to men, they face
multiple barriers to achieving equal job status at the
top of corporations. Within Sleep Number, Barra
wants to ensure that women and men both will
beneﬁt from hybrid work schedules.
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“We have transitioned
as a society to focus
on what is important,
which is our productivity, our impact, the
outcomes of work, as
opposed to where the
work gets done.”
—MELISSA BARRA, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF SALES AND SERVICES
OFFICER, SLEEP NUMBER

corporate ladder. They acknowledge
that women may have to take more
ownership of their career paths and
be proactive in their relationships
with mentors and sponsors to ensure
they can achieve their goals.
At the four public corporations—General Mills, Hormel Foods,
nVent, and Sleep Number—women
make up one-third or more of the
executive management teams.

Creating your own path
While the hybrid environment may
require women to be more intentional about their career moves,
Barra says she’s always been “very deliberate” about choosing companies
that align with her values of “high
integrity and high focus on consumers and on people.” Sleep Number,
she says, always has promoted a “culture of individuality and inclusion.”
Those characteristics were
evident in 2017, she says, when Sleep
Number introduced an approach
called “Work for Your Day.” Employees gained “a significant amount of
flexibility and the accompanying
accountability to work when and
where it made the most sense for
their personal and professional productivity,” Barra says.

When the pandemic hit the
United States in March 2020, it
meant that Barra, then a senior vice
president, had to focus on reinventing the sales and services operations
that had relied heavily on brick-andmortar stores.
But Sleep Number employees already had some experience with hybrid work, unlike most employees at
public corporations. “Back in 2017,
it was very much of an individual
conversation between a team member and their leader,” Barra says. “We
didn’t have all of the elements that
we have today when it comes to tools,
technology, and practices. We made a
big evolution in ‘Work for Your Day’
coming out of the pandemic.” Sleep
Number has become more explicit
about strategies to balance virtual
and on-site work time, Barra says,
and it recognizes that teams are in
different stages of maximizing digital
tools and schedule flexibility.
During her career, Barra has
traveled two paths that most corporate women haven’t taken. In addition to being in a long-term commuter marriage, Barra stepped out of
the workforce for five years after the
birth of her first child.
Barra’s sons are now 20 and 22.
“Even now, 20 years later, as I talk

to my mentees across the organization or different colleagues and
women that are in different parts of
their lives, I find that hybrid work
has enabled them to make different
choices,” Barra says. “I might have
made a different choice if I’d had the
opportunity for more flexibility in
my working hours.”
When she was ready to reenter
the workforce in 2005 after full-time
parenting, a male manager hired her
at Best Buy. “Instead of looking at
it as a risk, he saw an opportunity,”
Barra says. “He saw a person with
ambition, with potential, and with a
different life experience that would
be additive to his team.”
In her business and home lives,
Barra is quick to adapt to changing
circumstances. She was supportive of
her husband accepting a job in Atlanta
with Home Depot. “The intention
was that he was going to commute to
Minneapolis while we still had our
younger son at home,” Barra says. “My
younger son decided that he wanted
to move to Atlanta because he’s a
competitive swimmer, so he wanted to
swim for a particular school.”
Barra is based in Minneapolis.
However, in addition to traveling to
Atlanta to see her husband, she also
flies frequently to meet in person

PHOTO: ACKERMAN + GRUBER

“All groups of employees, on
average, prefer some form of hybrid
arrangement,” according to Kweilin
Ellingrud, a senior partner in the
Minneapolis office of McKinsey
& Co. and a national expert on
women’s career status.
“Women prefer to spend more
days working from home than men
do, as do employees with children
and more junior employees,” Ellingrud says in a March McKinsey
publication. “The challenge is that if
some workplaces make the return to
work more flexible, those with child
care and elderly care responsibilities
will likely come into the office less.”
The Women in the Workplace
report indicates a higher portion
of working women are burned out
than men are. “In the past year, 1
in 3 women has considered leaving
the workforce or downshifting their
careers,” the report says. Burnout
is particularly evident in what the
report labels “double-duty caregivers,” those caring for children and an
elderly family member.
If women go into the office
less than their male counterparts
do, Ellingrud cautions that “being
less visible and less top of mind for
step-up opportunities and promotions” could put talented women “on
a slower career trajectory.”
Claudia Goldin, a Harvard
University economist, says there are
career promotion risks to women
spending more time than men
working remotely. However, in a
recent Wall Street Journal article,
Goldin says that working mothers
in professional jobs can potentially
benefit from schedule flexibility and
technology. In particular, she notes,
the pandemic has shown that virtual
communication can replace business
travel, which can free up more time
for family life.
At Minnesota corporations, the
shift to hybrid work gained altitude
in the fall of 2021, after employees
were vaccinated and took their summer vacations. Twin Cities Business
conducted interviews with women
executives at four public companies
to learn how they are adapting to
hybrid workplaces.
The women executives—all of
whom have reached top management themselves—discussed what
they are doing to leverage hybrid
workplaces to help women climb the
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with her sales and services employees at Sleep Number stores around
the country. She worked closely and
rapidly with those employees during
the early months of the pandemic.
“We equipped them with iPads and
different kinds of technology and
systems, and they used their digital
tools to do what we call now ‘sell
from anywhere,’ ” Barra says. The
omnichannel approach has driven
growth over the past two years, she
adds, because Sleep Number customers can easily buy products in store,
online, or by phone.
“The pandemic has shifted traditional thinking about how people
work,” Barra says. “This is the case
for men and women. We have transitioned as a society to focus on what
is important, which is our productivity, our impact, the outcomes of
work, as opposed to where the work
gets done.”
She stresses that Sleep Number
takes a “whole-person approach”
with its employees, which includes
the employee benefits it provides.
Among the offerings are paid parental leave, parenting education, child
care services, and adoption and surrogacy financial assistance.
“A lot of the investments that
we’ve made over the last couple of
years have been in making sure that
there is sufficient support, so that
our team members can balance their
personal and professional lives,”
Barra says.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF GENERAL MILLS

Office time
that matters
General Mills reopened its Golden
Valley headquarters Sept. 7, 2021,
with a new approach to employee
schedules called “Work With Heart.”
It’s designed to give employees more
flexibility so they can meet their
personal needs, as well as carry out
their work responsibilities.
“It’s really focused on results. It’s
not about face time,” says Jacqueline
Williams-Roll, chief human resources
officer. “It is really about how the work
gets done, not where it gets done.”
Williams-Roll, who joined General Mills in 1995, says the company
asked every manager to talk with
individual team members about the
kind of flexibility that would work
best for them. Then teams met to
discuss when they thought it would

make sense to work collectively—
that is, everyone being in the same
physical space at the same time.
“There is magic in coming together,” she says. “What we had every
team do is actually think about what
are those moments that matter—
when you need to come together to
create or to collaborate or to connect
or to celebrate—that really bond us
and make our culture special.”
General Mills didn’t mandate
that employees be in the office a certain number of days per week. About
10 percent of its workforce was approved for “fully remote” work, but
Williams-Roll says those employees
must come into the office four times
a year to be with colleagues.
“We need to create a workplace
that allows people to live their lives,”
she says. What happens if talented
young women choose to work remotely more than their male peers?
Could women hurt their career
progression if their office time is too
limited? “That’s a very legitimate
concern,” Williams-Roll says.
But she maintains that women—
with or without children—can take
steps in a hybrid environment to put
themselves in a strong position to
move through the corporate pipeline.

First, she says, she would ask an
ambitious young female employee to
define her goals and aspirations and
the reasons for them. If the woman
wants to secure a particular job, she
says, she’d help her identify the kind
of work experiences she would need.
She says she’d also tell the young
woman, “Here are the individuals who
I think are important for you to get
to know and for them to get to know
you. They have influence in the organization and/or they have the right
expertise or the right experiences to
help you do what you want to do.”
For high-potential women, she
says, it’s paramount that they can
showcase their talents. “You need
to be very thoughtful about getting
yourself in those positions to demonstrate those experiences,” she says.
As young women are building
corporate careers, she says, they need
someone who has their back. They
also need one or two people who
can provide honest feedback, so they
can learn what’s working, what’s not
working, and what changes need to
be made, Williams-Roll says.
“I don’t think that you have
to be in the office to do all of those
things,” she says. “I really don’t. But
for some of them you do.”

She recommends seeking advice
from those who’ve already succeeded
in the corporate world. “What a
mentor and a sponsor will do is to
help you delineate where it’s important for you to be in the office and
where it doesn’t matter,” WilliamsRoll says. “Sometimes it will matter.”

Pandemic
recruiting trip
Sometimes it matters if a business
executive flies across the country for
an in-person meeting.
Jacinth Smiley, chief financial
officer for Hormel Foods, was on the
receiving end of a pivotal meeting a
little over a year ago.
A native of Jamaica, Smiley had
built a successful career in multiple
finance roles and was working as a
chief accounting officer in Texas.
“I was contacted by a recruiter,”
Smiley says. “I was not looking at all
for a role.”
The recruiter reached out on
behalf of Hormel Foods, and Smiley
was intrigued by the job opening because she liked the company’s values.
“The second thing that happened is the fact that the CEO of the
company came to Houston, where

“There is magic in
coming together.
What we had every
team do is actually
think about what are
those moments that
matter.”
—JACQUELINE WILLIAMSROLL, CHIEF HUMAN
RESOURCES OFFICER,
GENERAL MILLS
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“Even if I’m here [in the office] on a
Friday, I know they have that ability to
work from home.”

Janet Hogan, Hormel Foods

—JACINTH SMILEY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, HORMEL FOODS
I was,” Smiley says. “He came there
to encourage me to be interested in
interviewing with the company.”
That personal overture
captured her attention. She recalls
Hormel CEO Jim Snee saying, “I am
going to sit down with you and look
you in the eye, because there is going
to need to be a level of trust. And I
wanted to make sure that I did that.”
Smiley learned from the
recruiter that the Houston trip was
Snee’s idea. “It was something he
wanted to do,” Smiley says. “The
fact that the CEO wanted to do that
with me, a person of color, in my
mind spoke volumes.”
Smiley moved to Minnesota
to become Hormel’s group vice
president of corporate strategy in
April 2021. She was promoted to
executive vice president and CFO
later in the year.
She notes that Hormel Foods
doesn’t simply talk about the
importance of diversity, but it
backs up its rhetoric with action.
“The leadership is clear about being intentional about filling [open
positions] with underrepresented
minorities,” Smiley says. “We are
unapologetic about wanting to do
that, because that is the only way
you are really going to change the
face of the leadership and the face
of the company.”
Smiley and Snee regularly
work in the company’s headquarters in Austin, Minnesota, and they
illustrate that it’s all right to be
in the office daily after corporate
America has jumped on a hybrid
bandwagon.

50

‘Work From
Anywhere Fridays’
Hormel rolled out a program last fall
called “Ways of Working” when it
moved to a hybrid work environment.
That plan included “Work From
Anywhere Fridays,” giving people the
opportunity to travel on a Thursday
night for a long weekend.
“If you need additional flexibility,
you work it out with your manager,”
says Janet Hogan, Hormel’s senior
vice president of human resources.
“Flexibility needs are personal. We are
not all the same, so we wanted people
to get the flexibility they need while at
the same time being able to progress
in their career.”
Hogan says some Hormel
employees took advantage of flexible
schedules before the pandemic. But
as company leaders were making
plans to bring people back into the
office last fall, she says they informed
the 1,500 or so headquarters employees that flexibility was open to
everybody.
Hormel didn’t set any uniform
rules on when employees were expected to be in the office. “We wanted
to make sure they understood that
they could still continue to have flexibility if their children were sent home
from school and they needed to be
home with them while [the children]
learned remotely,” Hogan says.
“There are positions that do
require people to be in the office more
than three or four days a week,” she
says. “There are other positions where

people can work from home four
days a week. We allow the manager to
make that decision.”
People with the same job
descriptions may make different
choices about where they want to do
their work. “I work best when I’m
here in the office,” Smiley says. “So I
haven’t used the flex Fridays as much
as others may have used it.”
But she doesn’t expect her work
team to follow her lead on Fridays.
“Even if I’m here [in the office] on a
Friday, I know they have that ability
to work from home,” Smiley says. “I
don’t have in-person meetings with
them because I don’t want them to
feel the pressure that I am here, so
they ought to be here.”
Snee, Hormel’s president, CEO,
and chairman, “never went remote,”
according to Wendy Watkins, senior
vice president and chief communications officer. She adds that some
other members of the senior management team didn’t shift to remote
work in their homes either, because it
was simpler to work in their offices.
Hormel has its own campus, leaders
could easily be socially distanced, and
most of them live within 10 minutes
of the office.
Snee had another reason to keep
working at Hormel’s headquarters,
which is across the street from the
company’s flagship plant. “He wanted to make sure that as our production professionals went into the plant
each day, they at least saw his car in
the parking lot,” Watkins says.

In a St. Louis Park office complex,
senior executives of nVent, a manufacturer that provides electrical solutions, returned to their offices in the
summer of 2021. They were followed
by managers a few weeks later, and
other professional staff joined them
in October.
“What we started communicating is we think, on average, that
people will be in the office three days
a week,” says Beth Wozniak, who
became CEO of nVent in 2018 after
it was spun off by Pentair.
Immediately, top executives got
questions about which days of the
week employees should come into
the office. They responded that their
teams should decide what worked
best for them.
The company retained designated workspaces for its office employees and didn’t track when employees
were in the office. After employees
reunited with their co-workers,
Wozniak says, “people quickly saw
that power of collaboration that they
were missing.”
For her part, Wozniak typically works in her office Monday
through Thursday and works from
home on Friday. “I’m starting to
travel again, so I’ll be out of the
office more,” she says.
While all employees can benefit
from schedule flexibility, Wozniak
says it’s especially beneficial for work
teams that include young mothers.
That’s the case with a work
team led by Lynnette Heath, executive vice president and chief human
resources officer, who has four
daughters.
In previous years, some women
employees who were primary
caregivers worried about the need to
handle a family matter during a conventional workday, Heath says. Now,
she notes, it’s broadly acceptable for
a woman to say to her employer: “I
need to pivot and focus at home.”
Whether it’s young children or
aging parents, in a hybrid environment a woman can tend to personal
and family needs and still complete
her work assignments. “It’s not
always going to be in the traditional
[work] hours,” she says.
“As long as the work is getting
done, they know it’s OK,” Heath
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Blending work
and family
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“Mentorship meetings can be done
remotely. At nVent,
we actually turn the
camera on. It’s not
just a phone call.”
—BETH WOZNIAK, CEO,
NVENT

Lynnette Heath, nVent

says. “I may pop in for a meeting
for a couple of hours, but then I
need to be home, and then I’m going to complete the project or task
in the evening.”
The pandemic gave women—
and men—an opportunity to
contemplate what matters to them
in their lives. Companies will lose
out on employing talented women
if they don’t acknowledge that the
pandemic has shifted expectations
about workplace flexibility and
hybrid schedules, she says.
Many women are thinking:
“Yes, I want my career. Yes, I want
to move up. But oh, by the way, my
family life matters to me,” Heath
says. “So how do we make that
work? Let’s have conversations
around what is acceptable. What
are the expectations? What do I
need to do?”

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF NVENT, ACKERMAN + GRUBER

Promotions
in a virtual world
Wozniak is a rarity in the American
workplace—a woman CEO of a
publicly traded corporation.
A native of southern Ontario, Wozniak earned a degree in
engineering physics and built a
leadership portfolio at Honeywell
that spanned 25 years. She was
named nVent’s CEO less than three
years after she was hired by Pentair
in 2015 for a key executive role.
Wozniak describes how she
succeeded, how she’s helping other
women move up the career ladder,
and how the hybrid environment
alters some career strategies.
“When I think about my
career,” Wozniak says, “I was always
someone who wanted to take on
new challenges. And I knew that
in taking on new challenges that I

would learn and I would grow.”
A former competitive swimmer, she confesses she’s always been
a very goal-oriented person. “I knew
that driving results or performance
did matter. It always starts there for
anyone,” she says.
After talented women start to
prove themselves in the workplace,
she says, they can position themselves
to learn from great leaders and to be
sponsored by them to propel their
career advancement.
“If I think about where we are
today in a hybrid work environment, I
think those same things are very true,”
Wozniak says. “We have to look at performance and the quality of work.”
However, she adds, “I think it
is up to individuals to ensure they
are connecting [with people] and
learning.” Wozniak says it would be a
mistake for a high-potential woman
to simply do good work remotely and

fail to place a premium on communicating and interacting with her
team colleagues and others in the
company.
“One of our values here at
nVent is respected teamwork,” she
says, emphasizing that “we want to
grow together and learn from one
another.”
Wozniak has mentored and
sponsored many women during her
career, and she thinks connecting
with them can be done effectively in
person or virtually.
“I’ve mentored different women,
and I have retained those relationships,” Wozniak says. “So often that is
just a phone call or a Teams meeting.
Whether I see them in a meeting or
at a work event, those relationships
really do continue.”
At nVent, she says, she’ll follow
up with her mentees to see how a
new role is working for them, com-

pliment them on a presentation, or
do an overall check-in. When jobs
come open, Wozniak says, she often
chooses to sponsor, or advocate for,
some of her mentees to make sure
they are considered for career development opportunities.
“Mentorship meetings can be
done remotely,” Wozniak says. “In our
environment at nVent, we actually
turn the camera on. It’s not just a
phone call, but you can see someone,
right? Because we are working in this
hybrid way, you are seeing someone
in their home environment, where
you are seeing their dog run in. We
can actually get to know one another
a little bit better than we would have
in an office environment.”
Liz Fedor is the senior editor of Twin
Cities Business. She has been writing
about women in corporate leadership
for several years.
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN BUSINESS AND THE COMMUNITY.
Whether in the corner office or on the front line, the women featured in the following pages are
standouts in their companies, respective industries, and communities. These exceptional leaders
are role models, inspiring gender equality and forging the path for an equal and inclusive future.
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CHRISTINE
HOBROUGH
Community Banking President

ARLEEN SULLIVAN
Chief Commercial Client Services Officer, SVP

KELLY ELKIN
Corporate Banking Executive, SVP
In an industry that had long been maledominated, Old National strives to stand out as a
leader of diversity, equity and inclusion. In fact, in
2022, the bank was recognized for a 6th year by
the Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index.
Old National is proud to spotlight three of its
top leaders: Christine Hobrough, Community
Banking President; Kelly Elkin, Corporate Banking
Executive, SVP; and Arleen Sullivan, Chief
Commercial Client Services Officer, SVP.
Together, this powerhouse trio has over 80
years of banking experience. Throughout their
careers, each has proven they are collaborative,
innovative and trailblazing. They been asked to
design, run and strategically re-design segments
of the bank – in 2016, Kelly was recruited to
create and lead the bank’s first Nonprofit
Banking group. In 2019, Arleen was asked to lead
Commercial Client Services – a newly formed
team serving the entire commercial sector. In
2021, after Christine had only been with the
bank a few months, she was selected to lead the
entire Community Banking team after
Old National merged with First Midwest Bank
in February 2022.
All three leaders are also active community
leaders:
Christine volunteers as a Governance
Committee member for WomenVenture and
with the Nutrition Assistance Program for
Seniors at Second Harvest.
Arleen serves as Board Chair of ProAct, a
nonprofit providing a wide range of services to
people with disabilities to enhance employment
and self-sufficiency skills.
Kelly serves on the boards of the Old National
Bank Foundation, and Community Development
Financial Institution, First Children’s Finance.
From Christine’s can-do attitude, to Arleen’s
creative problem solving, to Kelly’s staunch
advocacy for underrepresented groups, this
trio is an unstoppable force making meaningful
impacts on the communities and businesses
Old National serves.
With these highly respected leaders at the
helm, Old National is poised to be the premier
community bank in the Midwest.

oldnational.com
Pictured, left to right: Christine Hobrough, Arleen Sullivan and Kelly Elkin
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PAIGE BATCHA
Vice President, Finance & Accounting Interim Solutions

JENNA ESTLICK
Vice President, Human Resources Interim Solutions

Paige Batcha leads Versique’s Finance & Accounting Interim Solutions
division with 13+ years of professional and leadership experience in Finance
& Accounting. As a former CFO holding an active CPA, Paige now partners
with Presidents, CEOs, CFOs, and HR leaders to solve critically important
finance & accounting project and interim needs. She has worked with many
industries and companies at a variety of stages including public, private,
multinational, high-growth, and Fortune 500.

Jenna Estlick leads Versique’s Human Resources Interim Solutions
team with 13 years+ of experience in corporate Human Resources.
Prior to joining Versique, Jenna served as Vice President & Head of
Human Resources for Radisson Hotel Group, Americas. As a longtime HR practitioner, Jenna now works with hiring leaders to fill interim
leadership positions such as CHRO, Talent Acquisition Leaders, HR
Project Managers, and many more.

Paige is a very diligent, conscientious, and caring leader and contributor.
While she is very talented from a financial, technical, and operational
standpoint, she also connects deeply with members of her team as well as
clients and partners. In addition to Paige’s role at Versique, she serves on
several boards and is involved in volunteer activities around the Twin Cities.

Jenna is a thoughtful, approachable, and collaborative HR leader and
partner for her clients and candidates. She builds strong relationships
and trust and takes the time to understand her clients’ business
and both short and long-term needs to problem solve and deliver
solutions. Jenna is a straightforward communicator, curious, and
loves learning while drawing upon her vast HR experience.

Versique Search & Consulting is a high-performance recruiting firm that
specializes in interim solutions, direct hire, and executive leadership search.
Visit versique.com to connect and learn more.

versique.com | 952-260-9876 | pbatcha@versique.com
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KATE
BOLSETH
CEO, HelpSystems
In her 25-year career in technology, Kate Bolseth
has been hanging tough and staying hungry. A
developer by degree, analytical by nature, and
passionate about health and exercise in her spare
time, Bolseth leads HelpSystems with passion and
sincerity, listening to and learning from customers
and empowering employees.
From age five, fixing motherboards in the
basement with her father, Bolseth knew she
would follow her passion for solving problems
using technology. Over the years, she has built
her business acumen, making an impact
in numerous C-level and executive roles at
technology companies, including Amcom
Software (now Spok), HighJump (now Körber),
and HelpSystems, which today brings the most
comprehensive cybersecurity portfolio to
customers across the globe.
“I do what I do for our customers,” says
Bolseth. “Businesses are bombarded with
security concerns and a need to do more
with less. The ways our customers leverage
HelpSystems products to strengthen their
security posture and solve high-stakes security
issues is inspiring. They are our true North Star
and keep us moving forward.”
Outside the office, Bolseth is part of a MinneapolisSt. Paul group of CEOs focused on knowledge
sharing and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)
eﬀorts. She is also a member of a CEO roundtable
with 50 fellow software executives from around
the country who share their day-to-day successes
and challenges to learn from each other. Having
been blessed with many mentors, Bolseth pays
it forward by mentoring others, sharing practical
tools for personal and professional development,
encouraging them to have fun, be bold, and
ask questions.
“I think it’s critical to align on operating principles
and core values,” says Bolseth. Under her
leadership, HelpSystems founded a DEI Council
to eﬀect meaningful change in the organization
and connected communities. “Together, we
can accomplish extraordinary things for our
customers, for our company, and for each other,”
Bolseth continues. “Providing talented people with
opportunities to grow, reach their potential, and
then beyond is what keeps me going every day.”

helpsystems.com
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CONGRATULATIONS
ANNA BOROFF
Minnesota Cable
Executive Director
Twin Cities Business
Notable Women
in Technology 2022
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY

Best-in-class executives

PHOTO BY SHUTTERSTOCK

From minimizing cybersecurity threats to implementing tech advances that enhance customer experience, this
year’s Notable Women in Technology drive innovation at
their companies while mentoring the next generation of
leaders in their field. Meet the 2022 Notable Women in
Technology.
METHODOLOGY: The individuals featured did not pay to be included. Their profiles were drawn from nomination materials. This list
is not comprehensive; it includes only people who were nominated
and accepted after editorial review. To qualify for this list, individuals must have at least five years of experience in their field and have
shown the ability to effect change in their roles or areas of practice.

KELLY ARONSON

LAURA BABIN

Senior vice
president and
chief technology
officer, Andersen
Corp.

Director
of delivery
assurance,
Concord

Kelly Aronson oversees enterprise information technology
strategy and implementation for
Andersen Corp. Under her leadership, IT for the Bayport-based
window and door manufacturer
has become more strategic,
enabling growth. During the
pandemic, Aronson was instrumental in transitioning more
than 3,000 office- and fieldbased employees to work from
home, allowing the company to
continue running effectively. In
her eight years with the company, Aronson has served as
vice president of IT and director
of technology for Renewal by
Andersen. She’s known as an inspirational leader who engages
and motivates her team.

Laura Babin’s 23 years of experience in health care technology
made her the ideal candidate
to lead two of the largest client
initiatives at Concord, a business
and technology consultancy in
Hopkins. Tasked with complex
projects for health care clients,
such as modernizing a workflow
program, Babin’s expertise in
both business and client relationships meant she could find
efficient solutions while cementing client trust. One health care
provider’s internal transformation was scheduled for three to
four years; she brought it in at
just under 11 months. Babin also
mentors young scholars through
Concord’s partnership with Minneapolis HOPE, a nonprofit that
supports high school seniors.
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY
JEAN BECKER

Midwest
technology lead,
Accenture

A 30-year tech veteran, Jean
Becker is responsible for helping companies across the region
grow, compete, and transform.
Based in Accenture’s Minneapolis office, she oversees nearly
20,000 technology experts and
more than 50 ecosystem partners. Becker leads by example.
As co-sponsor of the Global
Technology Women’s Executive
Leadership program, she works
on strengthening diversity in
tech leadership by purposefully
advancing women. She has personally coached more than 100
women and is responsible for
promoting nearly 500 women
in the past two years alone. Colleagues say Becker’s superpower is helping other women find
their own superpower.

ELIZABETH
BIERMAN

ANNIE
BLOOMQUIST

Vice president
of engineering,
Comcast Corp.
Twin Cities

Executive vice
president and
chief innovation
officer, Sleep
Number

Elizabeth Bierman is responsible for Comcast’s bandwidth
capacity, reliability, maintenance, and expansion in the
region. Her team of more than
200 oversees 11,500 miles of
infrastructure across Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Kansas, and Missouri,
which has never been more vital
than in the last two years, with
customers working and learning
from home. Under her leadership, the Comcast Twin Cities
engineering and network team
leads the company nationwide
in nearly every engineering metric, including network capacity
and alleviation of service interruptions. Bierman’s team runs
more than 700,000 diagnostic
speed tests daily.

Annie Bloomquist leads Sleep
Number’s product innovation,
transforming the Minneapolisbased mattress company into a
technology leader thanks to the
award-winning 360 Smart Bed,
which tracks biometric data
to improve customers’ sleep.
Throughout the pandemic, she
led the debut of new features
that support users’ health, such
as a tracker to monitor the
body’s ability to recover from
stress and guide optimal sleep
and wake times. As a member
of the company’s executive
management team, she has
built a diverse team of women
leaders who continue to deliver
record financial results.

ANNA BOROFF

Executive director,
Minnesota Cable
Communications
Association
As executive director of the
Minnesota Cable Communications Association, Anna Boroff
advocates for technology and
communications policy initiatives that would benefit cable
service for 1.4 million Minnesota
homes. Boroff’s leadership has
made MCCA a reliable source
of expertise on broadband,
digital equity, and other issues
of connectivity and access. The
organization’s member companies make a $6 billion annual
impact in Minnesota. Boroff is
as passionate about agriculture as she is about tech—she
previously served as the senior
public policy director for the
Minnesota Corn Growers
Association.

CONGRATULATIONS

KELLY ARONSON
ON YOUR INCLUSION IN
2022 NOTABLE WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY
Thank you for the work you do every day to help us deliver a
world-class customer experience and advance our vision that
everyone benefits from their association with Andersen.
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ANGELIA
BREKKE

President of
D ev10, managing
director of
G enesis10
As managing director of Minnesota operations for G enesis10,
a professional technology services firm providing staffing and
recruiting, Angelia Brekke has
helped launch the careers of
more than 500 j unior software
developers, more than half of
whom live in the Twin Cities. I n
2018, she led the development
of D ev10, a talent creation program to recruit local tech talent.
I n the past three years, the
D ev10 program has expanded
to other cities, including N ew
Y ork, Chicago, and D allas; it’s
expected to double in siz e this
year, helping CI O s at doz ens of
companies solve a tech talent
shortage.

KRISTIN GEER

MARY GROVE

SUSAN HAUGE

Co-founder and
CE O , Bleachr

Managing partner,
Bread & Butter
V entures

D eputy chief
information officer, Metropolitan
Council

O ne of a few female venture
capital managing partners in
the Twin Cities, Mary G rove, a
former G oogle executive, oversees Minneapolis-based Bread
& Butter’s health tech practice
and co-leads the enterprise
software as a service ( SaaS)
practice. I n the past 18 months,
G rove has led 14 investments
in tech companies and helped
raise Bread & Butter’s third
fund of $27.4 million to invest in
early-stage startups. More than
half the Bread & Butter portfolio
companies are led by women.
She is also the co-founder and
executive director of Silicon
N orth Stars, a nonprofit organiz ation guiding underserved
communities to potential
careers in tech.

Susan Hauge was the rare woman in information technology
when she started at the Metropolitan Council in 1988. Today,
she manages a team responsible for 200 apps that interact
directly with the public; they
also oversee the region’s wastewater treatment system, ensure
transit service is on time, and
distribute research and information to regional planners. She’s
also in charge of the council’s
data management and business
intelligence teams that support
the finance and procurement
functions of an organiz ation
with a $1 billion budget. Mindful
of providing essential services
to 3.2 million residents, she says
technology is there to get the
j ob done.

As the co-founder
and CE O of
Bleachr, a Minneapolis-based
sports tech company, Kristin
G eer has made it her mission
to grow Minnesota’s tech talent
base by building a strong local
team rather than outsourcing
work overseas. G eer created
Bleachr in 2015 as she noticed
audience migration from TV to
mobile apps for sports content.
The app turns passive viewing
into an interactive event, so
Bleachr was well positioned to
weather the pandemic storm,
helping sports organiz ations
monetiz e remote fans through
livestreaming. With sights set
on becoming the N o. 1 app for
college athletes to engage their
fans, Bleachr now works with
the Toronto Blue J ays and D uke
U niversity men’s basketball.

Congratulations Kalyn and Elizabeth
for Being Recognized as Notable
Women in Technology
Kalyn Hove

Elizabeth Bierman

Regional Senior Vice President,
Comcast Twin Cities

Vice President, Engineering
Comcast Twin Cities

Are you tech savvy?
Love problem solving?
Thrive on teaching tech stuff?
Our technology and engineering teams
play an important role in bringing
media and technology to the new and
existing generation of customers.

Create the Future With Us
We’re always online
@comcastcareers

Ready to join?
Learn more and find positions
available in your location.
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY
KALYN HOVE

GWEN JORGENS

JODIE KAUTT

RITA KHAN

Regional senior
vice president,
Comcast Corp.
Twin Cities

D irector of client
digital experience,
RBC Wealth
Management

V ice president
of cybersecurity,
Target Corp.

Chief digital
officer, Mayo
Clinic

Kalyn Hove oversees customer
experience, sales, operations,
engineering, and financial performance for Comcast Twin Cities, serving more than 1 million
customers in Minnesota, Kansas,
Missouri, and Wisconsin. Known
for her positive, people-focused
style, she leads more than 1,000
employees. I n 2021, Hove and
her team established more than
115 Comcast “ Lift Z ones” to provide free Wi-Fi-enabled community spaces. Her team awarded
grants totaling $1 million to 100
BI PO C-owned Twin Cities businesses. Previously, Hove served
as vice president of the Comcast business team, reaching N o.
1 in the company for year-overyear revenue growth for four
consecutive years.

With a client-focused work
ethic, G wen J orgens drives
technology that empowers
clients and strengthens their
relationship with RBC financial
advisors. U nder J orgen’s leadership in Minneapolis, RBC Wealth
Management has moved from
technology laggard to leader.
Since transforming its digital
platforms for clients in 2020,
usage of the RBC website is up
150%, and more than 20,000
clients use the app daily. These
tools have allowed clients and
advisors to stay connected during the pandemic. J orgens also
volunteers with I nvestWrite,
teaching kids financial literacy
skills.

J odie Kautt oversees Target’s cybersecurity and
manages the Minneapolis-based
retailer’s Cyber Fusion Center,
which detects and mitigates
threats around the clock. U nder
her leadership, cybersecurity
has become deeply embedded across Target’s business to
help the company stay ahead of
emerging risks in a digital-first
world. Recogniz ing the need
for a more holistic approach,
Kautt proposed combining
cybersecurity and fraud, a
merger of teams that occurred
in late 2020. A 15-year Target
veteran, Kautt is a member of
its Technology D iversity Action
Committee. She helped launch
programming to strengthen the
pipeline of diverse senior engineering managers.

Rita Khan started her tenure as
Mayo Clinic’s first chief digital
officer in J anuary 2020, j ust before a global health crisis. J ust
as she was building relationships in her new role, she had
to rapidly scale up Rochesterbased Mayo’s digital health care
tools and telehealth capabilities
to respond to a nearly overnight
pivot in patient care delivery.
An infl uential change agent,
she’s shepherded Mayo Clinic’s
Center for D igital Health, which
j umped from 4 ,200 telehealth
visits in 2019 to more than
4 50,000 in 2021, while building
a diverse and inclusive team
that is more than 50% female.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
BEST-IN-CLASS EXECUTIVE
Awarding-winning leaders.
Meaningful work that makes a difference.
Join us! Visit metrocouncil.org/employment
Sue Hauge

Deputy Chief Information Officer

Notable Leader in Technology
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SUSAN
KNUDSON

Senior vice
president
and chief
informatics and
health engagement officer,
HealthPartners
With more than three decades
of experience, Susan Knudson
leads I T, informatics, health
advocacy and well-being programming, pharmacy and dental
operations, and health plans for
Bloomington-based HealthPartners. Her leadership during the
Covid-19 pandemic has created
unprecedented innovation opportunities for the health care
and insurance provider—leveraging analytics to help boost vaccination rates for patients of color
by 120%. Knudson co-chairs the
Care D elivery System Coalition,
a group of Minnesota’s largest
health systems to promote equitable distribution of vaccines.

SUSAN LANGER

CE O , Spave

Susan Langer’s career of 30plus years spans corporate,
entrepreneurial, and nonprofit
sectors. I n 2016 , she parlayed
her expertise in financial services, marketing, and international
development into the creation
of Live.G ive.Save., a Red Wingbased fintech company that
created Spave, an all-in-one
financial app that facilitates
micro-donations to nonprofits. Spave was acquired by the
Michigan-based Reseda G roup
last J une, but Langer continues to lead the remote team
of 26 . So far this year, Spave
has facilitated donations to 72
nonprofits, including 31 based in
Minnesota.

HEATHER
MANLEY

ANDREA
MARKSTROM

CE O , O n-D emand
G roup

Chief information
officer, Taft
Stettinius &
Hollister LLP

A successful serial
entrepreneur currently running
several businesses including
Crooked Water Spirits, Heather
Manley excels at growing organiz ations, building and maintaining relationships, and exceeding sales quotas. U nder her
leadership, Minneapolis-based
technology consultancy O nD emand G roup ( O D G ) has generated more than $150 million in
revenue. She’s placed thousands
of people in I T j obs since 2008
and expanded O D G ’s services
to global markets. Committed
to advancing I T opportunities
for the next generation, Manley
is a volunteer and past president of the Minnesota Chapter
of the N ational Association of
Women Business O wners.

Andrea Markstrom j oined Taft
in Minneapolis in 2019, j ust as
the firm merged with Briggs &
Morgan. She brings more than
25 years of experience in information technology with large
law firms and Target Corp. At
Taft, she’s led a digital transformation that supports the firm’s
national growth strategy, from
security unification to a collaboration platform. She also
created the Taft I nnovation Task
Force to improve collaboration
and streamline work for lawyers
and clients. Markstrom is the
founder of i.Will, a nonprofit
professional network group for
women that provides funding
for women to launch businesses.
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY
KELLI
SCHNIEDER

President,
SafeNet
Consulting
Kelli Schnieder’s first initiative
when she joined Minnetonkabased SafeNet in 2018 was to integrate two offices and increase
collaboration between team
members in different states. Her
leadership positioned her to
become company president in
2019—the first person outside of
ownership to take on that role.
She transformed SafeNet from
a strategic staff augmentation
firm to an emerging tech solutions firm. With a foot in both
employee and client experience,
her ability to form partnerships
with clients across industries has
helped the company understand
business needs and support
the team’s ability to deliver
solutions. Colleagues note her
impressive work ethic.
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KARINE SEMMER

Vice president
of IT and chief
information
security officer,
Ecolab Inc.
During a pandemic period in
which market-driven cybersecurity challenges increased by
450% at Ecolab, Karine Semmer significantly enhanced the
company’s security structure
and capabilities, thanks to her
vision. Independent security
rating agency BitSight scored St.
Paul-based Ecolab at 750 on a
900-point scale, up from 610 in
2021. Semmer chairs the Ecolab
Information Security Steering
Committee, whose charter helps
ensure safe and secure processes that protect employees,
customers, partners, and communities. She’s also a committee
member of Ecolab’s Ida Koran
Foundation to help employees in
financial need.

REBECCA
SHAVLIK

Founder and
executive director,
Shavlik Family
Foundation
In 1993, Rebecca Shavlik cofounded Shavlik Technologies
with her husband as a solution
to detect highly vulnerable
systems in personal computers.
When they sold the company
in 2011, the couple used the
proceeds to create the Shavlik
Family Foundation in White
Bear Lake. Shavlik oversees
grantmaking, handing out an
average of 17 annual grants to
Minnesota nonprofits, ranging
from $1,000 to $30,000 apiece.
Shavlik has also counseled
hundreds of nonprofit leaders
on technology investments and
developing technology plans
that help them make smarter
investments in technology.

KATE SIEGRIST

Partner, Lurie LLP

Kate Siegrist leads
the Minneapolisbased accounting and business services firm’s technology
assurance practice. In the past
year, her group has grown revenue by more than 30%, in part
by adding a specialized focus
on the health care industry.
A 20-year industry veteran,
Siegrist leverages her deep
experience in auditing, security, and technology to advise
executives and business owners
in highly regulated industries on
improving their cybersecurity,
compliance, and technology
controls. Siegrist is active in organizations that provide opportunities for women to achieve
their career goals, including the
Women’s Business Development Center of Minnesota and
Dress for Success.
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KIM SKANSON

REENA
STRIPLING

President, Cargill
Business Services
Kim Skanson
heads Cargill’s
global business services, a
team of more than 8,000
employees who handle IT, HR,
finance, transportation and
logistics, and sourcing for the
Wayzata-based agribusiness
giant in countries around the
world. Despite the size and
scale of her team, Skanson
is known to bring a personal
touch to leadership—mentoring and empowering those who
work with her while consistently surpassing business
targets. Outside of the company, Skanson also mentors the
next generation of women in
tech by volunteering with Code
Savvy and Women Leading in
Technology.

Vice president
of engineering,
When I Work

Congratulations to Gwen Jorgens
for being named a “Notable Woman
in Technology” by Twin Cities
Business Magazine.

Reena Stripling oversees the
engineering team at Minneapolis-based When I Work, a shiftbased workforce management
software tool used by more
than 200,000 workplaces. She
joined the company in 2016
and was promoted to vice
president in April 2020, which
meant leading her 51-person
team remotely while continuing
to drive the business forward
and create a productive environment. A 20-year industry
veteran, Stripling is praised by
her When I Work colleagues for
her leadership and technical
acumen.

As a key tech leader at RBC Wealth
Management, G wen creates digital solutions
to empower fi nancial advisors and clients.
At RBC Wealth Management, we value
the uniq ue contributions of each of our
employees and celebrate their successes—
both within the fi rm and our community.
To learn more about how you can be part of
our team, visit www.rbcwm.com.

© 2022 RBC Wealth Management, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, registered investment
adviser and Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC. All rights reserved.
22-74-00599-A (03/22)

CONGRATULATIONS
KARINE SEMMER
2022 Notable Woman in Technology
7ZLQ &LWLHV %XVLQHVV

Congratulations
to Andrea Markstrom for being recognized
as a 2022 Notable Women in Technology
honoree by Twin Cities Business.

Andrea Markstrom
%JKGH+PHQTOCVKQP1HEGT

Thank you for all you do to help secure Ecolab.
Your leadership and steadfast commitment to excellence
enables us to help make the world cleaner, safer and healthier.

Taftlaw.com
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Congratulations to
Pilar Oppedisano
on being named to the
Twin Cities Business 2022
list of Notable Women in
Banking & Finance.

CONNECT WITH US
Pilar Oppedisano
Market Manager, Minnesota
P.Oppedisano@jpmorgan.com
612.215.2135

PLAN INVEST BORROW BANK

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS: • NOT FDIC INSURED • NO BANK GUARANTEE • MAY LOSE VALUE
“J.P. Morgan Private Bank” is a brand name for private banking business conducted by JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its subsidaries wordwide. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates
(collectively “JPMCB”) offer investment products, which may include bank-managed investment accounts and custody, as part of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment
products and services, such as brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. JPMCB, JPMS and CIA are
affiliated companies under the common control of JPMorgan Chase & Co.
© 2022 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN BANKING AND FINANCE

MICHELLE
ANDERSON

Chief credit
officer, V illage
Bank
When Michelle Anderson j oined
Blaine-based V illage Bank as
senior vice president in 2019,
one of her first proj ects was
to lead the implementation of
CreditQ uest, a complete credit
risk management system. She
was also a vital expert in the execution of V illage Bank’s federal
Paycheck Protection Program
lending efforts. She collaborated
with teams to ensure that as
V illage Bank was lending money
to save businesses—it managed
500 loans valuing $6 5 million—the community bank was
making sound decisions. I n 2021,
only three years after j oining the
bank, Anderson was promoted
to chief credit officer. Anderson
has more than 25 years of experience in the banking industry.

Best-in-class executives
Our Notable Women in Banking and Finance have set the
standard for crunching numbers and leading their teams to sustainable company growth. They also take time outside the ofﬁce to
mentor students, working mothers, and young professionals in the
industry. Meet TCB’s Notable Women in Banking and Finance.
METHODOLOGY: The individuals featured did not pay to be included. Their
profiles were drawn from nomination materials. This list is not comprehensive; it
includes only people who were nominated and accepted after editorial review.
To qualify for this list, individuals must have at least five years of experience in their
field and have shown the ability to effect change in their roles or areas of practice.

AMBER
BENAVIDES

Chief credit
officer, Honour
Capital
After more than 15 years in
credit risk management, Amber
Benavides helped establish
Minneapolis-based Honour
Capital in 2020. The financial
services company aims to fill
a void in the capital finance
market by combining the best
aspects of institutional independence: access to multiple
funding sources, less regulation, and more creativity in the
underwriting and transactional
design process. As chief credit
officer, Benavides helps clients better manage their cash
fl ow, budgets, and overall cost
structure. Since Honour Capital’s inception, she has procured
about $50 million in funding for
equipment—mostly for Minnesota companies.

MARGARET
CAMP

V ice president,
business unit
operations,
Wolters Kluwer
Compliance Solutions
Margaret Camp sets operational strategy and provides
strategic leadership for I llinoisbased Wolters Kluwer Compliance Solutions, working in the
Minneapolis office. Her key
responsibilities include directing implementation of strategic
priorities to maximiz e efficiencies across the business. Camp’s
team was integral to providing
mission-critical support on a
maj or bank customer initiative
amid Covid-related disruption
in the marketplace. This support
contributed to the development
of customiz ed software, including helping scale a 4 ,000%
j ump in the number of federal
Paycheck Protection Program
loans that Wolters Kluwer client
lenders were able to process for
small businesses nationwide.

MELODIE
CARLSON

JULIE
COSGROVE

Chief operating
officer, Sunrise
Banks

Chief talent
officer, Affinity
Plus Federal
Credit U nion

As chief operating officer of
St. Paul-based Sunrise Banks,
Melodie Carlson created the
infrastructure for and managed
the bank’s exceptions process
during the federal Paycheck
Protection Program, which
included helping borrowers with
incomplete applications. Sunrise
originated 1,94 5 PPP loans for
more than $135 million in 2021.
I n the past 18 months, Carlson has taken on additional
responsibilities on top of her
role as chief operating officer.
She manages all retail staff and
bank branches as well as fintech
partnership customer relationship managers—an additional
50 employees. She also led the
effort to sell Sunrise’s V andalia
and Arcade branch buildings in
St. Paul to nonprofit buyers who
will use the spaces for creative
endeavors.

J ulie Cosgrove focuses her
leadership on engagement,
development, inclusion, and
employee retention, resulting in a turnover rate of less
than 16 % in 2021—significantly
below industry norms. Recently,
Cosgrove created a six-week
paid parental leave program and
developed a partnership with
Metropolitan State U niversity to
offer a two-year MBA program
for employees, paid for by the
St. Paul-based credit union. The
first cohort of 17 employees
graduated in D ecember. She
also spearheaded reassessment
of the four-year degree requirement for all positions, launched
internal “ listening circles” for
employee groups, and helped
develop a Workplace G ender
Transition G uide.
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN BANKING AND FINANCE
ELLY CUMMINGS

LAURI DROSTER

Senior vice
president, Great
Lakes and South
Florida, New
American Funding

Senior managing
directorcomplex director,
RBC Wealth
Management

Elly Cummings joined Edinabased New American Funding
in 2018. In 2020, she drove the
growth of her team’s production
by 99% year over year. She kept
her team focused on capturing
market share and growing purchase business, demonstrated
through a 60% year-over-year
purchase growth factor. Prior to
joining New American Funding,
Cummings spent two decades
in the industry, including as
founder and president of Gradient Home Mortgage and chief
operating officer of Marketplace
Home Mortgage. Cummings is a
member of the board of Spare
Key, a St. Paul nonprofit that
helps families in medical crisis
access financial assistance.

Lauri Droster spent more than
two decades as a top-producing
financial adviser at Minneapolisbased RBC Wealth Management
before being named to her
current role as complex director
of the RBC Wealth Management
St. Paul Complex in August
2020. One of only two women
complex directors in the firm,
Droster leads a staff of 170 with
about $16.5 billion in assets. She
has increased production in her
complex by 24% and assets by
37%, a significant success in the
pandemic environment. Droster
is passionate about advancing
women and has served on the
Women’s Association of Financial Advisors at RBC for seven
years, two of them as president.

MEGAN
EFFERTZ

Chief experience
officer, Village
Bank
As chief experience officer,
Megan Effertz leverages her 20
years of industry experience
to lead sales strategy, marketing, culture, and compliance
at Blaine-based Village Bank.
Since joining the bank in 2018,
Effertz has created a number of
consumer and business marketing campaigns, spearheaded
creative trainings, and led the
remote policy initiative that allowed Village Bank employees
to go remote in 48 hours at the
start of the pandemic. Prior to
joining Village Bank, Effertz
held executive leadership roles
at Minnesota Business, Agency
128, Imagine Print Solutions, and
Archway Marketing Services,
developing strategies to benefit
clients and increase revenue.

KARI GILKEY

Commercial
support director
and vice
president, Old
National Bank
Kari Gilkey joined Evansville, Indiana-based Old National Bank
in early 2020. Based in Chaska,
Gilkey worked with Old National’s Small Business Administration team, playing an instrumental role in helping navigate the
Paycheck Protection Program at
the beginning of Covid for the
bank’s entire five-state area. In
Minnesota, the bank made 2,688
PPP loans, landing Old National
in the top five PPP lenders in
the state by the end of 2020,
according to the MinneapolisSt. Paul Business Journal. When
Old National merges with First
Midwest Bank this year, Gilkey
will be promoted to a corporate
leadership role in the commercial line of business.

REAL RESOURCES
FOR REAL HUMANS.
THANK YOU, JULIE!
Julie Cosgrove, Affinit Plus
Chief Talent Offic

Steadfast in the face of adversity
Congratulations, Julie! We’re so proud of your success as our Human Resources leader
and all the good it brings to Affinity Plus. Your dedication to the health, wellness, and safet
of Affinity Plus employees – especially during uncertain pandemic times – continues to b
a gift to all of us. Thank you for your shining example of why we built Affinity Plus on th
foundation of care, integrity, and adaptability.
affinityplus.o
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STEADY GUIDANCE

FOR EVERY
O P P O R T U N I T Y.

KARIN TAYLOR
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF RISK OFFICER

Karin Taylor’s leadership, risk management expertise, and steadfast commitment to others’ well-being embody our focus on doing the right thing
for clients, employees, and the community. Congratulations, Karin, for being honored as one of 2022’s Notable Women in Banking & Finance.
Thank you for your guidance and dedication.
BANKING :: PAYROLL :: RETIREMENT :: BENEFITS

ALERUS.COM

Alerus Financial, N.A. is Member FDIC.

AWARD-WINNING BANKING REPRESENTATION

Michelle Jester—Twin Cities Business 2022
Notable Women in Banking & Finance
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN BANKING AND FINANCE
GINA HAMILTON

TERI HODGETT

HEIDI HUKRIEDE

Chief operating
officer, Platinum
Bank

Chief risk officer,
Sunrise Banks

Chief operating
officer and
portfolio manager,
Stonebridge
Capital Advisors

G ina Hamilton
j oined O akdale-based Platinum
Bank in 2015 as senior vice president and director of operations
and information technology.
I n 2020, she was promoted to
chief operating officer, overseeing 30 employees across several
departments including loan and
deposit operations, e-services,
information technology, proj ect
management, and client services. She is also responsible for
the bank’s operational risk management, innovation and technology investments, product
and process management, and
client experience. Since j oining
the bank, Hamilton has forged
an operational framework allowing the bank to grow from $16 9
million in assets in 2015 to more
than $530 million in 2021.

Teri Hodgett
was promoted twice in 2021:
I n J anuary, she became the
Sunrise Banks’ chief compliance officer, and in N ovember,
she was added to the executive
team and promoted to chief risk
officer. I n that role, she maintains the St. Paul-based bank’s
compliance efforts while helping
create programs that empower
consumers’ financial wellness.
I n 2021, Hodgett focused on
modifying Sunrise Banks’ O pen
D oor Mortgage program, an
alternative lending program that
helps clients who would not
qualify for a traditional mortgage, to make it more inclusive
for Latinx borrowers. She also
ran compliance for the federal
Paycheck Protection Program.

MICHELLE
JESTER

Attorney,
shareholder, and
board of directors
vice president,
Messerli Kramer

Heidi Hukriede co-founded St.
Paul-based Stonebridge Capital
Advisors in 1997. She has helped
grow the company from three to
24 advisors and more than $1.8
billion in assets. I n O ctober she
was promoted to chief operating
officer. As a portfolio manager,
she works with the firm’s top
high-net-worth clients and institutions. She is also a member of
the investment review committee and research committee.
Hukriede has earned a chartered
financial analyst designation and
is a two-time recipient of the
Top Women in Finance award
by Finance & Commerce ( 2017
and 2019) . She is also a member
of the CFA I nstitute and other
industry groups.

Michelle J ester focuses her
practice on banking and finance
with an emphasis in real estate.
She represents financial institutions and nonprofit corporations
in commercial loan transactions.
She has extensive experience in
the affordable housing finance
area with low-income housing
tax credits, federal and state tax
credits, guidance lines for home
builders, and complex financing
transactions. J ester is a member of the E xecutive Women’s
Council committee for the Minneapolis Regional Chamber of
Commerce and the Minnesota
Commercial Real E state Women
legacy committee.

Moss & Barnett Congratulates

Elizabeth (“Betsy”) Kiernat
on her selection to Twin Cities Business
2022 Notable Women in Banking & Finance
Betsy is a lead lawyer on Moss & Barnett’s commercial
real estate finance team with over 20 years of experience
representing lenders nationwide.
She is a zealous and decisive advocate for her clients managing their
transactions from start to finish while proactively addressing the legal,
procedural, and business issues impacting each client.
We are honored to know Betsy as our colleague and friend.
Congratulations!

Minneapolis

68
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www.LawMoss.com
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Congratulations, Kari!
Old National is proud to recognize Kari Gilkey for
being named one of Twin Cities Business magazine’s
Notable Women in Banking & Finance 2022! We’re
so glad to have you on our team.
Kari Gilkey
Commercial Support Director, VP

CONGRATULATIONS
GINA HAMILTON.
For being recognized as a Twin Cities
Business Magazine 2022 Notable Woman in
Banking & Finance.

EQUAL HOUSE LENDER | MEMBER FDIC
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN BANKING AND FINANCE
ALISHA
JOHNSON

ELIZABETH
KIERNAT

ELIZABETH
WALL LEE

Chief growth
officer, I deal
Credit U nion

Attorney and
shareholder, Moss
& Barnett

Shareholder,
owner, and
director, Highland
Bank

D uring Alisha J ohnson’s 12 years
with Woodbury-based I deal
Credit U nion, she has steadily
risen through the ranks, from
vice president of marketing to
her current role as chief growth
officer. I n this position, J ohnson is leading the credit union
into the next phase of strategic
growth, developing new opportunities and services for its
members. Before the pandemic, J ohnson was leading an
operations effort to select and
convert to a new core computer
and digital banking provider.
Thanks to J ohnson, when
demand for digital services
changed overnight, I deal was
already positioned for seamless
strength, growing in 2020 and
2021.

As a lead lawyer on Minneapolisbased Moss & Barnett’s commercial real estate finance team,
Betsy Kiernat uses her 20 years
of experience representing lenders nationwide who originate
and sell mortgage loans to Freddie Mac. Her practice focuses
on lender representation in the
origination, closing, sale, pooling,
and servicing of loans under
Freddie Mac’s multifamily real
estate programs. She provides
lenders with guidance and management for the development,
negotiation, and documentation
of standard loans and unusual
apartment financing. She recently served as the lead lawyer
in closing hundreds of Freddie
Mac multifamily loans involving
billions of dollars nationwide.

As business owners turned
to local banks for relief from
the Covid-19 crisis in 2020, St.
Michael-based Highland Bank
issued more than 850 Paycheck
Protection Program loans to
local small businesses, totaling $14 9 million. O wner and
director E liz abeth Wall Lee also
ensures the bank gives back
2% of its earnings annually
to the community. Lee is also
the chairman of the Alice and
Fred Wall Family Foundation,
where she leverages the legacy
of her family’s businesses to
fund nonprofit organiz ations
whose missions support socioeconomically disadvantaged
people working toward selfsufficiency.

LAURA MAYER

Senior vice
president,
commercial
lending, G ateway
Bank
Laura Mayer began her career
in 2006 at G ateway Bank in
Mendota Heights. I n the 16 years
since, she’s worked her way from
credit analyst to senior vice president, commercial lending. Mayer
has played a key role in helping
small businesses in the community during the Covid pandemic.
I n April 2020, she helped roll out
G ateway Bank’s PPP lending program. Her guidance and navigation of the rules and regulations
helped keep many businesses
afl oat. O utside of the bank, she is
actively involved in the business
community and is a member of
the Minnesota Commercial Real
E state Women and co-chair of
the Minnesota Multi Housing
Association G olf Committee.

Congratulations
HEATHER PLUMSKI
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer

We applaud your tenacious pursuit
of excellence in all you do!
Selected as a Twin Cities Business
2022 Notable Woman in Banking & Finance

Member FDIC | Equal Housing Lender
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CONGRATULATIONS
Heidi Hukriede, CFA
Chief Operating Oﬃcer &
Portfolio Manager

2022 Twin Cities Business
Notable Women in Banking & Finance
We are proud of your unwavering commitment to our
clients and our community! As a leader and advisor,
you are an incredible asset to the Stonebridge team.

Finance & Commerce Top Women in Finance
Circle of Excellence (2019)
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN BANKING AND FINANCE
SHANNON
O’LEARY

Chief investment
officer, Saint
Paul & Minnesota
Foundation
As chief investment officer,
Shannon O ’Leary is committed
to achieving strong returns for
fundholders and ensuring assets
and relationships are leveraged
in ways that further the foundation’s commitment to equity
and community-led solutions.
D uring her three years at the St.
Paul-based foundation, O ’Leary
has built the investment team
and implemented roles-based
strategic asset allocation to
support the foundation’s longterm spending policy. O ’Leary
also developed a program that
measures the foundation’s
diversity, inclusion, and equity
and its environmental, social,
and governance impact across
all assets under management.

ERIN OLSON

Lead managing
director and tax
practice lead,
CBI Z MHM
E rin O lson has more than 18
years of experience in public
accounting, all at CBI Z MHM.
Today, she’s the lead managing
director and the tax practice
lead in the Cleveland, O hiobased company’s Minneapolis
office. She is responsible for tax
compliance, tax planning, tax
attributes, consolidated returns,
and research matters for both individuals and corporate entities.
Her duties also include reviewing federal and state corporate
returns with multistate issues, as
well as year-end tax planning.
Beyond her day-to-day duties,
O lson established a mentorship program at CBI Z MHM.
She meets monthly with over
20 associates to offer business
advice and career guidance.

PILAR
OPPEDISANO

HEATHER
PLUMSKI

E xecutive director
and Minnesota
market manager,
J .P. Morgan

E xecutive vice
president and
chief financial and
strategy officer,

Private Bank

Stearns Bank

Pilar O ppedisano oversees a
team of 17 investors, bankers,
and advisors for J .P. Morgan
who provide high-net-worth
individuals, foundations, and
endowments with financial advice to grow and preserve their
wealth. U nder her leadership,
the Minneapolis-based private
bank oversees more than $3.1
billion in client assets. Since
O ctober 2020, O ppedisano has
grown the office by 20% and
expanded her team with seven
key new hires. O ppedisano
co-chairs J .P. Morgan Chase’s
Minnesota Market Leadership
Team. O ver the last two years,
she has helped the firm invest
more than $12 million locally.

Heather Plumski started her
career at Stearns Bank in 2005.
Today, she’s responsible for the
St. Cloud bank’s financials and
reporting, collaborating with
senior management to devise
effective plans and create actionable goals aimed at tangible
results. I n the past year, she led
Stearns Bank’s strategic mergers and acquisitions, vetting and
performing the financial due
diligence and merger models
for over 4 0 potential acquisition
initiatives. I n 2020-21, she took
the lead to deploy the St. Cloud
bank’s federal Paycheck Protection Program, originating more
than 2,6 00 loans of more than
$390 million in 2020 alone.

Leading Women
Fiserv congratulates Marlene Trageser, a career
leader at First Farmers & Merchants Bank and
2022 Notable Woman in Banking & Finance.
Thank you for your continued dedication to the
ÞQDQFLDOHPSRZHUPHQWRIZRPHQ
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Elizabeth Wall Lee
Shareholder, Owner, and Director of
Highland Bank and the Chairman of
the Wall Family Foundation. VP of
Acquisition at Wall Companies

CONGRATULATIONS, LIZ!
For more than 75 years, Highland Bank has been helping generations
realize their dreams of owning homes, starting businesses and living better
lives. Giving back to our communities is vital to that mission, and we
couldn’t do it without your leadership.
We applaud your recognition and thank you for your integrity, experience
and dedication to philanthropy.

(952) 858-4888 | www.highland.bank | Member FDIC

CONGRATULATIONS

AMBER BENAVIDES
TWIN CITIES BUSINESS 2022 NOTABLE
WOMAN IN BANKING & FINANCE

CHIEF CREDIT OFFICER, HONOUR CAPITAL
honour-capital.com
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN BANKING AND FINANCE
KRISTIN
PRINTON

Co-founder and
vice president,
Moxie Wealth
Management
Kristin Printon has been a
wealth advisor affiliated with
N orth Star Resource G roup
since 2011. E arly on, she found
that her mindset was aligned
with attorneys and law firms,
which led to her co-founding
N orth Star’s Law D ivision in
2011. I t has since grown to 13
members. I n 2015, Printon also
co-founded Minneapolis-based
Moxie Wealth Management, an
affiliate of N orth Star, which
has increased revenue by
170% since its inception. After
Printon’s first child was born
in 2018, she created a working
moms group. Printon is a volunteer mentor for BestPrep, which
arms students with financial
literacy skills.

JENNY SENECAL

NIKKI SORUM

KARIN TAYLOR

Senior vice
president and
deputy chief
credit officer,
Bell Bank

Senior vice
president,
Thrivent Advisors,
Thrivent

Chief risk officer
and executive
vice president,
Alerus

J enny Senecal oversees the
entire credit function for Minneapolis and Phoenix, the two
fastest-growing markets for
Fargo-based Bell Bank. She’s
built loan portfolios from the
ground up in both markets and
exceeded goals for loan volume.
Her position requires expertise
not only in commercial lending,
but also in the finance industry’s ever-changing legislative
and regulatory climate. I n 2021,
she was promoted to deputy
chief credit officer. Senecal has
more than 25 years of diversified credit and lending experience for companies like Bremer
Bank, Marquette Financial, and
Anchor Bank.

As senior vice president of Thrivent Advisors at Minneapolisbased Thrivent, N ikki Sorum
leads 4 ,000 financial professionals and staff serving 2.3 million
clients nationwide. She oversees
the organiz ation’s affiliated
distribution channels, including
the Thrivent G uidance Team,
which serves 6 00,000 clients
with virtual financial advice.
Since j oining the organiz ation
in 2002, she has led numerous
proj ects that have resulted in
significant change for new and
existing clients and advisors.
She has been active in raising
the company’s N et Promoter
Score ( an industry metric used
to measure customer experience
and predict business growth) to
industry-best levels.

Karin Taylor has spearheaded
G rand Forks-based Alerus’ ongoing pandemic response from
the Minneapolis office. She led
implementation of safety measures before state and federal
policies were developed. U nder
her guidance, Alerus was one of
the first financial organiz ations
in town to publicly announce
a long-term hybrid workforce
policy. As chief risk officer, Taylor
oversees all credit activities. Her
guidance has ensured the senior
executive team possesses an
in-depth understanding of the
pandemic’s impact on various industry sectors and how
those impacts are refl ected in
the company’s loan portfolio,
contributing to record company
performance in 2020 and 2021.

Congratulations to
Teri and Melodie
for their recognition as two of TCB’s 2022
Notable Women in Banking & Finance!

Teri Hodgett
Chief Risk Officer

Melodie Carlson
Chief Operating Officer
Member FDIC
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MARLENE
TRAGESER

Senior vice
president and
chief information
officer, 215
Holding Co. and First Farmers
& Merchants Banks
Marlene Trageser began working at First Bank Luverne in
the early 1980s as a customer
service representative. When the
bank was sold to Minneapolisbased 215 Holding Co. in 1987,
she was a member of the team
that explored alternatives to the
outdated First Bank data system.
She became the technology
leader for the bank and has led
in that capacity from the time
desktop computers were first
introduced. Trageser is also a
key member of the company’s
mergers and acquisitions team,
which has overseen seven bank
and branch acquisitions during
her tenure.

Congratulations to Lauri Droster

KATIE
WAHLQUIST

for being named a “Notable Woman in
Banking & Finance” by Twin Cities
Business Magazine.

Chief
administrative
officer, Star Bank
As national banks leave rural
Minnesota communities, Maple
Lake-based Star Bank is still
growing. Chief administrative
officer Katie Wahlquist oversees
the bank’s marketing, HR, and
compliance departments, in
addition to guiding the strategic
direction of four branch locations, and she is committed to
Star Bank’s independence and
service to both rural and metro
communities. This is demonstrated by the bank’s 800 loans totaling $23 million provided to local
businesses through the federal
Paycheck Protection Program in
2020-21. Wahlquist’s marketing
strategies have been key to Star
Bank’s financial growth—total
assets have increased by 33%
over the last five years.

As St. Paul complex director for
RBC Wealth Management, Lauri’s
collaborative leadership style drives
strong employee engagement and
business growth.
At RBC Wealth Management, we value
the unique contributions of each of our
employees and celebrate their successes—
both within the firm and our community.
To learn more about how you can be part of our team,
visit www.rbcwm.com.

© 2022 RBC Wealth Management, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, registered investment
adviser and Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC. All rights reserved.
22-74-00599-B (03/22)

CONGRATULATIONS
KATIE WAHLQUIST
We congratulate Katie Wahlquist for being named a 2022
Notable Woman in Banking & Finance by Twin Cities Business.
Katie, congrats on a well deserved honor for a job well done.
We can’t wait to see what you accomplish next!

fredlaw.com/bankfinance

TCB022122
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TRENDING COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

Bosch
distribution
facility,
The
Emerging Leaders
Owatonna,
and Cherne
of Color program
helps
Shakopee
highIndustries,
school students
gain
exposure to the University
of Minnesota’s Carlson
School of Management.

little trouble filling their square
footage. While Covid has put the
kibosh on most new office and retail
projects, Twin Cities-area industrial
development has been feverishly
active. And that’s because of the
pandemic, not in spite of it.

Bigger construction projects

Industrial
Market Spikes
Developers are building warehouse and manufacturing facilities in the
Twin Cities as fast as they can. By Gene Rebeck

W

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF OPUS

hen you think of
construction projects
within the city limits of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, you probably picture condos and rental apartments. In a word, residential.
But the project going up at
University Avenue and 37th Avenue
Northeast in Minneapolis is a different animal. Minnetonka-based
Opus Group has started work on a
130,440-square-foot building designed to accommodate industrial
businesses, a category that includes
manufacturing and distribution.
What Opus is calling Nordeast
Business Center is scheduled to be
completed in July.
To be sure, it’s not an odd loca-

tion for an industrial development.
Just to the south is Mid-Continent
Engineering, a specialty manufacturing company. The property itself was
once occupied by a Cargill linseed
oil plant served by a Soo Line rail
spur. The plant was razed in the early
1970s, and the land’s ownership was
taken over by Hennepin County and
Canadian Pacific Railroad before being acquired by Opus last year.
The appeal of this location is
“the concentration of available labor” nearby, according to Opus vice
president and general manager Phil
Cattanach, who is responsible for all
development activities in Minnesota
and Iowa, including Nordeast Business Center.

It’s a project that reflects several
trends in the Twin Cities industrial
development market. Demand for
industrial spaces is intense—and
that demand includes both highdensity urban locations as well
as wide-open spaces in exurbia.
Nordeast Business Center also is
being designed not to look “industrial,” with bright blue panels and
plenty of glass to let in natural light.
And like many industrial construction projects these days, it’s being
built on spec, following the Field of
Dreams mantra of “If you build it,
they will come.”
Most likely, the space will get
snapped up. In the past couple of
years, industrial buildings have had

“We have the most active [industrial] market we’ve ever had,” says
John Ryden, a senior vice president
at the Minneapolis office of Dallasbased real estate brokerage CBRE,
who works exclusively with industrial properties. “And I think that’s
happening pretty much around the
country.”
One of the forces behind this
is, of course, e-commerce, as people
increasingly buy online rather than
in person. That requires more warehouse space so that online retailers
can deliver products to households
as quickly as possible. Though
e-commerce was certainly growing
before the pandemic, “Covid really
accelerated that,” Ryden notes.
When the pandemic hit, “we
just realized how much and how
quickly we need things,” says Brent
Masica, executive director at the
Twin Cities office of Chicago-based
real estate services firm Cushman &
Wakefield. “To get things quicker,
you need warehouses. And to get
things, you need to make them.”
Manufacturing plants “never really
shut down—and they’ve grown
because the demand has grown.”
At the same time, Masica adds,
the ability to get goods here has been
more challenging, whether those
products are sourced domestically or
overseas. “Those delays have caused
companies to get more [products]
when they can,” he says. “And when
they can get more, they have to store
it somewhere. They can’t sit and wait
18 to 24 weeks to get their product.
We’re all living through supply chain
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issues, but they’re trying to limit
those issues.”
These trends “are driving
absorption of industrial product
[spaces] to record levels,” Ryden
says. They’re also encouraging
construction of industrial structures
that are larger than the Twin Cities’
historical standard.
In general, new industrial
buildings in the Twin Cities market
tend to fall in the ranges of 120,000
to 200,000 square feet and 28- to
32-foot clear. (“Clear” is developer
shorthand for the height of the building’s interior space.) Those dimensions are small relative to buildings
in more geographically central
distribution hubs, where structures
with up to 1 million square feet and
clear heights of 36 and even 40 feet
have become common.
“Those kinds of buildings have
been built in larger distribution
markets over the years—Chicago,
Atlanta, the Inland Empire in California,” Ryden notes. “We never built
those because we were an end-ofthe-line distribution center for the
five-state area.”
That familiar profile may be
changing. Amazon, of course, has
built several large facilities in recent
years, including a 750,000-squarefoot warehouse in Lakeville, which
was completed last year. Developers
are currently looking to build large
facilities in the metro area on spec.
One is Toronto-based WPT

78

Nordeast Business Center
(Opus photos and rendering)

Industrial REIT, which has plans
to construct a 500,000-square-foot
building in Shakopee, and this
spring Chicago-based developer
CRG is breaking ground on an industrial project that will include a
1,006,880-square-foot, 40-foot-clear
facility in Dayton called the Cubes at
French Lake. When completed later
this year or early next year, it will
be Minnesota’s largest speculative
industrial structure.
The Cubes at French Lake is
the first Twin Cities-area project for
CRG, which operates in more than
20 metropolitan regions nationwide.
“We looked around to see where we
thought opportunities existed,” says
CRG senior vice president and Midwest region partner Jeff Lanaghan.
“The Twin Cities jumped out at us as
a market that had fairly high demand
for large-box tenants without anyone
addressing that need.”
Though Lanaghan says the
Cubes at French Lake is being
marketed as a distribution building,
it’s flexible enough to accommodate
light manufacturing and offices.
“We make [CRG projects] as vanilla
as possible and allow the tenants to
add their sprinkles,” he says, adding
that he “would not be surprised to
see it go to a single tenant. Ideally,
this building divides very neatly into
two.” By early March, the project
hadn’t signed up any tenants, but he
says CRG has received inquiries, “so
we’re certainly optimistic.”

How quickly could such a
massive project be absorbed in the
marketplace? Brandon Champeau,
senior vice president and commercial
development and market leader for
Minneapolis-based real estate investor and developer United Properties,
notes that his firm has built a couple
of 300,000-square-foot distribution
facilities in recent years. “Honestly,
they’ve been the slowest to lease,”
even though they’re well-located
buildings, he says.
Consequently, United often
splits up these large spaces into
smaller spaces such as 125,000 and
150,000 square feet. “There’s a lot
of demand from smaller tenants,
though most of the focus is on the
bigger players, which I think our
market is still adjusting to,” Champeau says. United has leased more
than 1 million square feet of industrial space in the past 18 months.

Build it ASAP
CBRE’s Ryden says demand for
manufacturing facilities also is growing, though not as intensely as that
for warehouse space. He notes that
some manufacturers have expanded
their production and inventory space
so that they don’t have to wait for
deliveries from overseas.
Ryden cites Glamos Wire,
which manufactures plant supports
and other gardening supplies. In
July 2020, the company wanted to
onshore more of its production, so

Golden Valley Business Center
(United Properties rendering)

it moved into a 140,551-square-foot
facility in Lino Lakes. It now has a
footprint that’s three times larger
than its previous Hugo location.
The pandemic didn’t derail
many manufacturing projects that
were poised to break ground before
Covid forced many retail and office
operations to shut down. Opus,
for instance, went ahead with a
266,000-square-foot build-to-suit
facility in Owatonna for German
automotive components maker
Bosch. It combines distribution and
light assembly.
When Cherne Industries, which
manufactures products for waterworks and plumbing applications,
outgrew its 60,000-square-foot facility
in Edina, Opus developed a new headquarters in Shakopee that more than
doubled Cherne’s previous facility.
These projects were created
for specific clients. But in the past
couple of years, numerous industrial
projects are being developed with no
specific tenants in place.
The high demand is one chief
reason for so much speculative
development, Masica says. “Drive
around and you can’t help but notice
all the new buildings popping up.” If
you’re a developer that isn’t building, he adds, “you’re not going to get
the tenants. And if you have it ready,
you will get good activity and attract
larger tenants. You can’t wait 18 to
24 months,” the time it’s taking to
construct a building.

PHOTOS LEFT TO RIGHT: LAMAR JOHNSON COLLABORATIVE AND CRG; OPUS GROUP; ESG ARCHITECTS

Cubes at French Lake
(CRG rendering)
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Golden Valley project
When discussing the current
industrial development boom,
brokers and developers often cite
the variety of sizes and locations
of projects. This reflects tenants’ diverse needs. While bigger
projects typically are being built
in the outer-ring suburbs, where
land is more plentiful, there’s
also demand for facilities closer
to the core cities.
This summer, United
Properties will break ground
on a project at Highway 55
and Douglas Drive in Golden
Valley. The Golden Valley
Business Center will replace a
structure that formerly housed
UnitedHealth’s Optum unit.
Though not particularly old,
the Optum space was built
“for what tenants needed in
the 1980s and ’90s,” United’s
Champeau says. In its place,
United will build two structures with square footages of
182,000 and 217,000 that can
provide a mix of distribution
and manufacturing space.
“We’ve received a lot of attention on the project already,”
Champeau says. “And it’s
been across the board, including manufacturing tenants,
medtech tenants, and a phar-

maceutical company. I think that’s
because of where it is. It’s a rare
opportunity for a 28- and 32-footclear product just 5 miles from
downtown Minneapolis.”
What’s also remarkable about
the project is its nonindustrial location. United Properties worked
with Golden Valley to get the site
rezoned for industrial development. There’s evidence that suburban cities that may have rejected
industrial projects in the past are
becoming more open to them.
One reason is that few other
types of developments are being
proposed. “There are a lot of good
jobs that go with these manufacturing and distribution facilities,”
Cushman & Wakefield’s Masica
says. Many warehouses, he notes,
are paying $18 to $24 per hour,
with benefits.
These facilities often have
office components that house
sales, accounting, and other
nonproduction functions. In
the Twin Cities, one of the most
prominent manufacturing sectors
is medtech, whose head counts
include highly trained, highly
compensated scientists and
researchers. What’s more, Masica
adds, “you can make industrial
buildings look pretty nice, with
glass and varying colors,” and
meet suburban cities’ architectural requirements.
Indeed, industrial facilities
may be required to look nice.
Cattanach says the hypercompetitive battle for employees “has
absolutely started to influence
what we’re seeing in industrial.”
Potential employees, particularly
those with in-demand skills,
have more choices for employment. As a result, he adds, industrial facilities need to be more
welcoming, with more daylight
and higher ceilings.
These days, industrial tenants
can find those welcome mats all
over the metro.
Gene Rebeck is TCB’s northern
Minnesota correspondent.

+
The Twin Cities industrial
market absorbed

5.9 million
square feet in 2021. It was the
largest absorption—additional
square footage leased—in more
than a decade. Absorption in
the fourth quarter was 1.3 million square feet, more than any
single quarter since 2017.

+
The industrial space
vacancy rate was

4.3%
in 2021, the sixth year in a
row that the rate was
below 5%.

+
As of the end of 2021, there was

4.6 million
square feet of new industrial
development under construction, half of which was speculative development. Of the

2.3 million
square feet of speculative
development expected to be
completed in 2022, just 12%
has been preleased as of the
beginning of the year.

+
New leases and expansions
accounted for

58%
of all industrial market
activity in the fourth quarter
of 2021, with renewals
at 35%.

BWBMN.COM
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That’s why building on spec
isn’t necessarily risky. “Most tenants, when they realize they need
the space, don’t have the luxury
of waiting for new construction,”
Opus’ Cattanach says. Often, 18
to 24 months is way too long.
They need buildings now.
Construction lead times
have been stretched for the same
reason so much warehouse space
is being built and absorbed:
supply chain problems. Orders
for steel, precast concrete panels,
and other components are “out
a year right now,” Masica says.
The shortage of construction
labor has, of course, further
lengthened the time needed to
complete a new building.

INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT
BY THE NUMBERS

SOURCE: CBRE RESEARCH
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Law Firms F o rtif y
Cyber Defenses
Shielding client data from cyberattacks has become an even bigger priority among
Twin Cities-area attorneys. By Ge ne Reb eck

C

hicago-based Seyfarth Shaw,
one of the country’s largest
law ﬁrms, suddenly found
itself under attack in October 0 0.
Hackers had breached the ﬁrm’s IT
system, then held it for ransom. The
ﬁrm called the breach “a sophisticated
and aggressive malware attack” that
encrypted many of the ﬁrm’s computer
networks.
Given that Seyfarth Shaw was
No. 6 on American Lawyer’s 0 1
Am Law 00 ranking of the country’s
largest ﬁrms, the cybercriminals
locked up a huge amount of sensitive
information.
Then there was the May 0 0
hacking of high-proﬁle New York
ﬁrm Grubman Shire Meiselas
Sacks. The data the cybercrooks stole
included client Lady Gaga’s contracts
and 16 emails relating to Donald
Trump.
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Most law ﬁrms don’t have such
hot stuff in their electronic data
vaults. Still, legal practices have data
that cybercriminals value. And a
law ﬁrm is just as good a target as
any business for the innumerable
ransomware gangs running rampant
worldwide.
The proportion of law ﬁrms
reporting a cybersecurity breach rose
from 6 percent in 01 to percent
in 0 0, according to a report by
the American Bar Association Legal
Technology Resource Center. Remote
work in the wake of the pandemic
hasn’t made data protection any
easier. Curiously, many ﬁrms still
haven’t taken some basic steps to
protect their digital systems. Of the
lawyers surveyed in the ABA report,
only 4 percent said they encrypt
their ﬁles, and less than 40 percent
said they use security strategies such

as two-factor authentication to access
their networks.
Twin Cities-area law ﬁrms are
well aware of the risks. They’ve es tablished robust protocols to protect
client data. Law ﬁrms are increasing ly advising their business clients on
cybersecurity issues and are speak ing from experience based on how
they’ve strengthened their own cyber
defenses. The best practices can
provide guidance not only to other
law ﬁrms, but also to other species of
professional services ﬁrms.

Pro tecting co nfid entia l ity
Communications with clients are
“privileged and conﬁdential,” says
Christopher Yetka, a shareholder at
Bloomington-based Larkin Hoffman
Daly Lindgren. “Almost all of the
data we hold is not for public consumption, with the exception of our

website and promotional materials.”
Larkin Hoffman, which has 5 attor neys, has a strong intellectual property practice. “We have copyright
materials and patent information, as
well as all sorts of information from
clients that requires a higher level of
protection,” Yetka says.
He notes that hackers, while still
attacking companies, have extended
their efforts to vendors. With busi nesses putting protections in place,
their vendors, including their legal
representatives, need to do likewise.
So, like many businesses, Larkin
Hoffman’s digital devices function
something like virtual shells. Any
laptop or computer that a lawyer or
staff member uses, whether in the of ﬁce or remotely, “doesn’t have actual
information on it,” Yetka says. Each
digital device serves as a portal to a
virtual machine safely ensconced in
the ﬁrm’s server.
“That way, if a cellphone or a
computer is lost, there isn’t conﬁdential information on that machine,”
Yetka says. Were Larkin Hoffman’s
server to be shut down by a ransom ware gang, the ﬁrm would still have
access to its document management
system and Outlook. It also requires
attorneys and staffers to access the
network using two-factor authentica tion and to change their passwords
on a regular basis, Yetka says.
Last fall, to further boost its
cybersecurity efforts as well as its
other technology capabilities, Larkin
Hoffman hired Cory Behrendt as its
ﬁrst chief information ofﬁcer (CIO).
Though the ﬁrm has had IT managers, Behrendt “can look at this not
only from an expert’s point of view
on how to manage information, but
also from a ﬁduciary standpoint on
mitigating risk,” Yetka says.
Tami Diehm, CEO and
president of Minneapolis-based
Winthrop Weinstine, notes that
“law ﬁrms, like all businesses,
have recognized that cybersecurity
is something that is increasingly
important to their operation. You
can’t help but focus on it when you
see news stories about attacks that
are happening across all industries.
It has caused law ﬁrms to pause and
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look internally to make sure that
they are doing everything they need
to do to help keep data safe.”
Like Larkin Hoffman and many
other firms, Winthrop & Weinstine operates largely on the cloud,
with access protected by two-factor
authentication. The firm also taps
the expertise of outside consultants,
since cybersecurity is an area that is
changing rapidly and continually,
Diehm says. She adds that while the
firm has “a fantastic internal team of
IT specialists,” those outside eyes can
monitor its network 24/7 “and alert
us to anything that seems out of the
ordinary or suspicious.”
These external guardians provide different layers of alerts, Diehm
says. “Global-level alerts” identify
any potentially suspicious activity
on the firm’s network that hints at a
possible hack. “Those have become
more frequent than they were a
number of years ago,” she says. There

are also “high-level alerts,” where it
appears there’s serious potential for a
problem. High-level alerts are pretty
rare, Diehm says.
To provide yet another layer of
protection, Winthrop & Weinstine
established a cybersecurity committee that works with the firm’s general
counsel and its IT department to
provide ongoing security education to all employees. These efforts
include video presentations and
phishing exercises. One of the easiest
and most common ways for cyberattackers to get access to a system is by
sending employees emails that look
real—perhaps even sent by the head
of the firm. These emails include a
link that, once the employee clicks
it, opens the door for hackers to steal
data or implant malware or both.
Winthrop & Weinstine’s training is intended to keep cybersecurity
“top of mind for everyone—reminding them that they need to question

the things they’re receiving and
are looking at,” Diehm says, “and
to make sure that the procedures
they’re following are in line with best
practices.”
Following best practices is
something more clients are demanding from their legal counsel.
Minneapolis-based Fredrikson & Byron regularly receives requests from
clients seeking details about cybersecurity programs and practices in the
firm, which employs 340 attorneys.
These assessments “tend to be
very thorough and robust,” says
Sten-Erik Hoidal, chair of Fredrikson’s data protection and cybersecurity practice group. Clients, he adds,
sometimes ask hundreds of questions and request documentation
about the firm’s information security
program. The number of these assessments that Fredrikson has been
asked to participate in has increased
significantly in recent years.

“Like we tell our clients, cyberthreats are an enterprise-wide risk,
not just an IT risk,” Hoidal says. “At
Fredrikson, we address that risk from
all levels of the organization, from
our board to our newest employee.
To that end, we’ve developed a
comprehensive information security
program.”
His firm benchmarks that program against national security standards and has it evaluated regularly
by a third-party vendor. “Ultimately,
it’s overseen by our privacy and
security committee, which analyzes
our organizational risk and provides
input on strategies and objectives for
meeting that risk,” says Hoidal, who
chairs the committee.
In addition to a CIO, a security
officer, and a privacy officer, Fredrikson has dedicated a three-person
team to cybersecurity. That’s on top
of its other IT staff, though the two
teams work together. It also con-

Serious negotiator
Serious litigator
Serious results
They say winning isn’t everything. When it comes to
executive severance negotiations, it’s the only thing.
We represent executives and professionals against some
of the largest companies nationwide.

Get the severance you deserve.

H A LUNE NL AW.C O M

612.605.4098

Clayton Halunen
Founder and Managing Partner
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TRENDING LAW

tracts with vendors that provide
4 help desk services as well
as security incident and event
management (SIEM) monitoring, which identiﬁ es potential
threats before they can penetrate the ﬁ rm’s cyber defenses.
Fredrikson has had information security safeguards
and controls in place for quite
a while, Hoidal says. “But as an
overarching program, it’s something you’re always looking at,
always evaluating, and always
looking to improve.”

Beefing up security
Minneapolis-based Halunen
Law, a 15-attorney ﬁrm that
specializes in employment and
whistleblower cases, doesn’t
have an internal IT team, much
less the kinds of security staffing that big ﬁrms have.
But that doesn’t mean
Halunen takes a casual attitude toward cybersecurity. It
contracts with an outside vendor that monitors the ﬁ rm’s
software and servers, connections, and ﬁrewalls. Internally,
access to the system requires
two-factor authentication
and complex passwords. The
ﬁrm also has local and cloud
backups in case of a worst-case
scenario, says Halunen attorney Nathaniel Smith.
It seems to be working
Smith says his ﬁrm has suffered no breaches. And to keep
its attorneys and staff cyberconscious, “we’ve been starting
to do more proactive testing,
particularly with remote
work,” he adds. Halunen’s IT
vendor regularly sends out
what appear to be legitimate
emails to see how employees
might be particularly susceptible to phishing. The consultant
then follows up with training
and digital resources to help
boost the vigilance of both
attorneys and staffers.
Of course, small ﬁ rms
have data that needs protec-

tion just as much as that held
on the systems of Am Law 00
ﬁrms. That’s certainly true for
Minneapolis-based Anthony
Ostlund Louwagie Dressen
Boylan, a -lawyer “litigation
boutique” that specializes in
shareholder disputes.
“Not everything results in a
lawsuit, but typically a conﬂ ict
is in connection with a potential
dispute ruling,” says Anthony
Ostlund shareholder Arthur
Boylan. “So we take conﬁ dentiality and security of our clients’
information pretty seriously—
even more so when we’re dealing
with closely held businesses,
because often that sort of information is not public.”
Boylan says that during his
legal career, cybersecurity strategies have evolved from “pretty
rudimentary protections” to
increasingly sophisticated approaches.
“We’ve remained in step
with the latest in the industry in
terms of multiple login factors ,
updating passwords, making
sure we’re accessing information
only from certain locations—all
those sorts of practices,” he
adds. Anthony Ostlund was able
to continue those security practices after the pandemic’s arrival
and the need to work remotely.
It’s not always easy to persuade busy legal professionals
to use best practices to stay safe
online. “It does take a little bit
of patience as security systems
get updated, and it also requires
diligence from all the professionals on our team to make
sure we’re complying with the
protocols and security systems
we have in place,” Boylan says.
“In that regard, it hasn’t changed
very much. You have to be
patient with the system, and you
have to be mindful about clicking on things you shouldn’t. So
far, we’ve been good.”
Gene Rebeck is TCB’s northern
Minnesota correspondent.

Cybersecurity
Threats to data security come from many directions. Digital
interactions with vendors, consultants, payment processors,
manufacturers, fulﬁllment organizations, maintenance
groups, and the like are all potential targets for attack.
We counsel clients on effective solutions to protect and
manage information and the most effective way to respond
to claims of data breaches and privacy violations.We also
move quickly to address situations where an intrusion may
have occurred.

Christopher Yetka

cyetka@larkinhoffman.com
www.larkinhoffman.com

Nonproﬁt Event Calendar
Opportunity Partners
Annual Gala | Saturday, May 14 – 7 PM
Join Opportunity Partners for its annual Gala, raising funds
to advance the quality of life for people with disabilities.
In-person with virtual component.
opportunities.org/gala/
Alzheimer’s Association —Minnesota-North Dakota Chapter
Purple Gala | Saturday, May 21 – 5:30 PM
It’s the 30th anniversary for this elegant event that honors
and celebrates the lives impacted by Alzheimer’s.
alzpurplegala.org/
Catholic Community Foundation
Building an Intercultural Church | Tuesday, May 24
Bishop Joseph Williams will moderate a panel discussing
the importance of intercultural competencies for the
growth of the Church.
www.ccf-mn.org/forums
The Bridge for Youth
commUNITY June | Sunday, June 12
A block party celebration of Juneteenth.
bridgeforyouth.org/events
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CHANGING THE STATUS QUO

At Saint Mary’s, women are encouraged to build
careers that defy expectations.
An MBA from Saint Mary’s helps women transform their lives and
shape their future with bold conﬁdence. With two dynamic MBA
programs, you can choose your pace and how you learn best.
No matter what program you choose, you’ll earn the same
reputable MBA degree from Saint Mary’s — and experience a
life-changing education to shift the business world.

Learn more at

smumn.edu/mbaprograms
WINONA | MINNEAPOLIS | ROCHESTER
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TRENDING EDUCATION

Diversifying
Minnesota Campuses
Postsecondary schools focus on meeting BIPOC student needs so they have
the resources to earn degrees. By Winter Keefer
The Emerging Leaders
of Color program helps
high school students gain
exposure to the University
of Minnesota’s Carlson
School of Management.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF CARLSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

O

mar Lopez-Sanchez’s passion
started with Legos.
Growing up, he loved
building things, and as he grew older,
he knew he wanted to be an engineer.
But even with a hefty scholarship to the University of Minnesota,
he couldn’t afford a four-year university. Tuition might be covered, but
what about books? Housing? Food?
His mother, who immigrated to the
U.S. from Mexico when she was 0
years old, never got her driver’s license. He wondered who would drive
her to church on Sundays if he wasn’t
around to help out.
With these factors in mind,

Lopez-Sanchez had to ﬁ nd an option
outside of a four-year degree.
“I was fortunate when my counselor knew about an apprenticeship
program,” he says.
Now, Lopez-Sanchez is one
year into the ICATT program at
Hennepin Technical College, which
provides a full scholarship and paid
apprenticeship offering an “earn
while you learn” schedule. He takes
classes on the Eden Prairie campus
as part of the Industry Consortium
for Advanced Technical Training.
He is among the ﬁrst Minnesotans to enter the program. Without
this option, he says he’s not sure what

he would have done after graduating
from Osseo Senior High School.

BIPOC higher education gap
As the cost of higher education rises,
so does the cost of housing, food, and
child care. While for many people being a student is a full-time job, other
students need an actual full-time job
to survive, raising the question How
can there be equity in higher education when this is the case?
It’s a conundrum faced by many
students across the country, especially students of color.
Data shows that underserved
populations often fall through the

cracks in higher education—an
issue the state of Minnesota has
identiﬁed and that colleges, universities, and technical schools are
working to remedy.
In 015, the Minnesota Legislature established a goal that 0 percent of Minnesotans 5 to 44 years
old reach postsecondary educational
attainment—earning a certiﬁ cate or
degree—by 0 5.
A 0 1 report shows the state is
making strides toward this benchmark, with 6 .5 percent of this age
cohort completing at least a postsecondary credential program.
However, the ﬁndings also highlight that attainment gaps persist
among Black, Indigenous, and other
populations of color.
White Minnesotans represent
the highest attainment rate, with
68. percent completing postsecondary education of some kind, followed by Asian American residents,
with 64.8 percent attainment, and
multiracial residents, with 55. percent attainment. These are the only
groups with more than 50 percent
attainment.
Black Minnesotans have an
attainment rate of 8. percent, and
both American Indian and Hispanic
Minnesotans have attainment rates
just under 0 percent, according
to an October 0 1 report released
by the Minnesota Ofﬁ ce of Higher
Education.
“To be successful, the state
should focus on increasing the high
school graduation rate, postsecondary enrollment, postsecondary
persistence, and postsecondary
completion, with an emphasis on
Black, Indigenous, and students of
color,” the report concludes. “There
should also be a concerted effort
to encourage and support adults
with no college or some college to
enroll and complete a postsecondary
credential.”

Section supported by
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‘No shortcut solution’
To Bayza Weeks, the goal is not
just about closing disparity gaps.
Disparities must be “dismantled,”
piece by piece, meaning institutions
need to do more than a once-a-year
diversity training to check a box off
a list, she says.
“Diversity has been the buzzword for decades, and it’s meant so
many different things, but now it’s
time to define that,” says Weeks, who
serves as the executive director of
community partnerships at Dunwoody College of Technology, based
in Minneapolis. “When you say
you’re a diverse organization or you
have a diverse mindset or you have
a diverse population, what does that
mean? How does that manifest?”
Weeks’ position at Dunwoody
was created in 2021 and is designed
to boost high school graduation rates
for Black, Indigenous, and other
students of color.
Racial disparities persist in high
schools just as they do in higher education. According to the state’s most
recent numbers, a record 83.3 percent
of Minnesota students finished high
school in four years in 2020. However, graduation for white students
was 88.7 percent compared with 69
percent for Black students.
Research has shown that greater
educational attainment correlates
with increased earnings, lower unemployment, better health, and other
social and economic benefits.
With this in mind, Weeks has
created Dunwoody’s Pathways to Careers program, which works to connect high schoolers with education
opportunities and career prospects.
Students selected for the program
attend a three-week summer summit
that focuses on career exposure and
preparation. Those who choose to
attend Dunwoody after high school
receive continued support and a

86

$10,000 scholarship each year while
completing a two-year program.
The program now also works
with community partners to identify
disadvantaged adults with a high
school diploma or GED who may
want to continue their education.
As a first-generation college
student and Black woman, Weeks is
familiar with the obstacles that stand
in the way of students of color.
“I think for far too long some of
the concerns or all of the concerns
that were brought forward by the
underrepresented or marginalized communities have been swept
under the rug—treated like they’re
not real, that somehow race is not
important, it’s not significant, we
don’t have to talk about it. We do. It
is important,” Weeks says.
“When you’re a person of color
and you show up, most of the time
the first thing that anyone sees about
you is race,” she says. “Even though
race is a social concept, it has been
embedded into our communities
and into our thinking. So I think the
first step is just accepting that the
challenges faced by people of color
are real. The disparities, the racism,
those things are real. Secondly, it’s
time to undo the mask of privilege
and the mask of believing that there’s
a shortcut solution. There is no
shortcut solution here. It’s going to
take many, many, many hours, centuries, time, generations of people to
undo the racism that is embedded.”
Often the onus is placed on underserved populations to show need
and address inequities, Weeks notes.
“It’s a unique challenge. I’m glad
that I’m able to be a part of it, but in
some ways it’s really exhausting too,”
she says. “It’s hard work working to
educate people who are not people
of color. It’s a double-edged sword
sometimes.”

Leaders of color program
Often higher education can feel like
a blind leap to a hazy destination. It’s
hard to picture what a career looks
like on a day-to-day basis, which
makes it difficult for students to stay
focused on their end goals.

Omar Lopez-Sanchez is studying automation
robotics engineering technology at Hennepin
Technical College. He’s also working part time at
a manufacturing firm, and he’s being paid fulltime wages under an apprenticeship program.

Like Pathways to Careers, many
universities have created pipeline
programs that help show students
what the trajectory from high school
to college to the workforce looks like.
For the University of Minnesota’s Carlson School of Management, the Emerging Leaders of Color
program, a free eight-month pathway
program for underrepresented high
school students, offers students of
color this pipeline, says Geida Cleveland, assistant director for diversity
and inclusion at Carlson.
Students in the program have
access to business classes, professional
development, networking with professionals from the Twin Cities corporate community, mentorship from
current Carlson School students, and
college preparation activities.
It’s one of many initiatives the
school has implemented to increase
enrollment and retention of underserved students, Cleveland says. The
college also launched Analytics U
last year, a day camp where students
learn about business analytics.
“In our programming, we don’t
just focus on business and teaching
about, say, marketing,” Cleveland
says. “We also want to make sure
our students feel that they have support and have additional skill sets
that are lifelong.”
University of Minnesota sophomore Aisha Mohamed is part of the
Emerging Leaders of Color program
at Carlson. In high school, she also

had an apprenticeship with Genesys
Works, a nonprofit that provides
skills training, counseling, coaching, and paid internships to high
school seniors from underserved
communities.
“Through that internship, I
found my interest in business and
tech,” Mohamed says. “Before that,
I didn’t know anybody working in
that area.”
After identifying this interest
through her internship, Mohamed
wanted to hear from other college
students before picking a school,
which she could do through Emerging Leaders of Color. The program
further encouraged her to continue
her education at Carlson.
“For a lot of multicultural
students, specifically for the immigrant community, the problem is
there’s just not an example out there
of what graduating college looks like
and obtaining a job,” Mohamed says.
“Being able to see that through the
third-party organizations I’ve been
part of made it more realistic, as well
as giving me more confidence because I know what I’m getting into.”

Credit for life experience
It’s never too late to go back to
school.
That’s the credo of Saint Mary’s
University of Minnesota, a private
Catholic university with an undergraduate residential college in Winona and an urban campus in Min-

PHOTO: COURTESY OF HENNEPIN TECHNICAL COLLEGE

In recent years, colleges and
universities across the state have
launched various initiatives and programming to increase diversity on
campuses. Here are some examples
of these efforts:
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neapolis, says Brian Schmisek,
provost and dean of faculties.
It’s important to recognize
that many people don’t complete
the traditional four-year college
degree right out of high school.
“It’s maybe a mother in her
30s or 40s who now has time to
go back and complete the degree
that was interrupted for one reason or another,” Schmisek says.
Saint Mary’s takes pride in
“meeting students where they
are,” both on campus and online,
says Michelle Wieser, dean of the
School of Business and Technology at the university. Among the
ways they do so is by offering
credit for real-world experience
or providing personalized advising and counseling.
It’s important to stay innovative while searching for new
ways to diminish achievement
barriers, Weiser says. Recently
the university began discussing
issuing certificates to students
on their way to achieving their
degree, which could help them
increase their earning potential
while still in school. Currently,
students can receive online
“badges,” which designate skill
competencies and can be linked
to a LinkedIn profile.
“I love that, because when
you’re a working mom or you’re
a busy parent or an immigrant
with a large family or a busy
adult—any number of things—
[the question becomes] how do
we help you start to realize the
benefit of your higher education
before the end of your degree,
which could take several years in
some cases,” Wieser says.

Paid apprenticeships
With a graduating class of
around 500, most of LopezSanchez’s classmates at Osseo
Senior High School went to a
four-year college, but he says he
believes many would opt for an
apprenticeship if they knew the
option was available.
He says he also feels there

was a stigma around not going
to a four-year school after high
school. “That puts even more
inevitable stress on a student, on
top of stress they’re experiencing
already,” he says.
The state’s educational attainment goal does not focus on
completion of four-year degrees.
Instead, it emphasizes obtaining a postsecondary certificate
or degree. About one in eight
Minnesotans with postsecondary
educations completed a certificate
as their highest credential, according to the most recent data.
For Lopez-Sanchez, an apprenticeship program was what
made his dreams achievable.
Through ICATT’s program,
he splits his week between studying automation robotics engineering technology at Hennepin Tech
and working part-time at Buhler,
a manufacturer in Plymouth that
pays him full-time wages while
he’s pursuing his education.
Hennepin Technical College
is the only college in Minnesota in
ICATT, the largest apprenticeship
program in the U.S that is fully
benchmarked on the German
Dual Education System.
Since its launch in 2020, eight
students enrolled at Hennepin
Tech have worked with manufacturing employers through ICATT.
To provide all students access to higher education, colleges
and universities need to tap
into support from business and
industry, says Jessica Lauritsen,
Hennepin Tech vice president of
student affairs.
Support goes both ways.
Industry leaders need to support
students seeking higher education, as they will be the company’s
future workforce, she says. As
worker shortages have hit many
industries since the pandemic
began, partnerships between industry and higher education have
become increasingly important,
Lauritsen notes.
As a large technical college in
Minnesota, Hennepin Tech’s re-

lationship with industry partners
is key to student success. Partners
sit on all of the college’s program
advisory boards and provide internships, paid career experiences,
and apprenticeships.
Increasing student diversity
is a core element of the college’s
strategic plan. Community partnerships and outreach are essential
to reaching all students seeking
higher education, but education
leaders say support efforts can’t
stop after a student enrolls.
The college also focuses on
retaining students and helping
them complete their programs.
“We are working with a really
economically fragile population
of students,” she explains. The
average age of students attending the school ranges from 27 to
31, depending on the year. Some
students have children. Many are
working full-time jobs.
“At one point, 70 percent of
our students worked full-time jobs
while enrolled in school, so it’s
really hard,” she says.
“Some students are hungry,
homeless, and housing insecure,”
she says. “Child care is a huge
challenge for people, so we built
resources to support all basic
needs.”
These support services include gaining access to public assistance programs. Every month,
students can get free groceries.
In 2021, the Minnesota
Legislature directed colleges and
universities to provide students
with resources for basic needs and
mental health.
Hennepin Tech already had
resources that included advising,
counseling, and tutoring, and it
has expanded them since 2018,
Lauritsen says. Since then, retention rates have risen by 5 percent.
“What we’re trying to do
more of is get to the students and
not have them have to find us,”
she says.
Winter Keefer is an associate editor
at Twin Cities Business.

OPENS
DOORS
We’re reimagining
what women can
achieve in business,
one MBA at a time.

An MBA is more than an
opportunity for a woman
to invest in herself and her
career — it unlocks her full
potential. At Saint Mary’s,
our MBA programs open
a world of possibilities for
women to conﬁdently
change the business world
and their futures.
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OPEN LETTER

Servant of Democracy
Volodymyr Zelenskyy
President
Kiev, Ukraine

foreign population; nevertheless,
scale matters. A civilized society can
resolve questions of police brutality
through the political process. And
so the question remains, how do
you defund Vladimir Putin?

Vance Opperman

Dear President Zelenskyy:
You were the star in the political
satire program Servant of the People,
highly popular in both Ukraine and
Russia. The program was a big joke
about corrupt and incompetent
government. But with the totally
unprovoked and morally outrageous
invasion of your country by the
Russian military, we all hope the joke
will be on Vladimir Putin. Peace has
brought us the luxury of reﬁned outrage. Here are some examples of how
the invasion of Ukraine will change
our view of outrage.

Defund the police. A great deal of
political angst was devoted to last
fall’s Minneapolis election, in particular to the move to amend the Minneapolis City Charter to “defund”
the Minneapolis Police Department.
The charter amendment itself was
easily rejected by Minneapolis voters. There is no moral equivalency
between individual acts of violence
sanctioned by the state (by those
dressed in police uniforms) and
violence committed by a sovereign
state’s entire military against a

88

The rainforest. We obsess every
year over the loss of acreage in the
Amazon rainforest and the consequence of that loss on the oxygengenerating “lungs of the world.” In
one year alone an additional 8,000
square miles of the rainforest has
been lost. These are serious concerns.
But among the many war crimes
committed by Vladimir Putin, the
threatened destruction of 15 nuclear
reactors in Ukraine should make
us forget—at least momentarily—
about the Amazon rainforest.
In the best of times, nuclear
generating facilities pose their
own grave dangers. Imagine trying
to run one while under constant
bombardment, with tanks rolling through your parking lot. And
yet, that is exactly the situation in
Ukraine, where news reports that
Zaporizhzhia, the largest electricity-generating nuclear facility in
Europe, is now being commanded
by Russian troops. The country
has 14 more of these reactors.
Not all marksmanship in wartime
conditions is 100 percent accurate.
An errant mortar shell or other
bombardment hitting a Ukrainian
nuclear facility could become another Soviet experience—Chernobyl. Another Chernobyl will make us
forget about the Amazon rainforest.
EDIB. For those not in the know,
EDIB is a personnel selection process
that emphasizes equity (E), diversity
(D), Inclusion (I), and belonging
(B)—the effort to make personnel decisions reﬂect our society at

large. There is no question the arc of
our progress has been too slow and
imperfect. This issue and the use of
arbitrary quotas to achieve someone’s ideal of EDIB is a matter of
much debate (and possibly a future
“Open Letter”). But in Ukraine,
these are not debates anyone is likely
to have. Putin seems to have taken
EDIB to extremes; he will kill anyone
regardless of background, language,
culture, or perceived religion—a
truly nondiscriminatory monster.

In the best of times,
nuclear generating
facilities pose their
own grave dangers.
Imagine trying to run
one while under constant
bombardment, with tanks
rolling through your
parking lot.

Fake news. It used to be a running joke that Russians claimed to
have invented everything, from the
radio to airplanes to scotch. It was
such a cultural joke that one of the
original Star Wars cast members,
Chekov, was frequently the object
of exaggerated invention-claim
jokes. News reports have shown
that some Russian citizens still
believe many of these exaggerated
claims. Fake news!
We have seen other examples
of fake news. Dr. Anthony Fauci and
Bill Gates have conspired to invent
the hoax of a Covid vaccine for their
own ﬁnancial beneﬁt. Others, including members of Congress, have

said the insurrection attack on our
nation’s capital on Jan. 6 was nothing
more than a peaceful protest akin to
usual tourist behavior. One individual even took his assault riﬂe to the
Comet Ping Pong pizzeria to break
up a pedophile ring run in the basement by Hillary Clinton! Others have
said on major media outlets that the
United States is funding biological
weapon production in secret biolabs
in Ukraine. Putin, for example, has
claimed that Ukraine is run by an
elite cabal of Nazis and that only
his invasion will save us from them.
(The only two countries where the
top two government ofﬁcials are Jewish are Israel and Ukraine.)
We have seen the fake news assault on truth in this country. There
are credible sources of independently gathered and fact-checked
news—we should support them. It
is either that, or the Hillary Clintonled Satanic Pedophile Democratic
Party in league with Fauci and Gates
will take over our government.
Democracy is hard. We know democracy is hard; history teaches us that.
We have seen democracy snuffed out
in some of the most educated societies
on Earth—Germany, for example. We
have seen demagogues harangue large
crowds at night, making exaggerated
claims that we are under attack by the
“other.” Authoritarianism is on the
march, and as one people, united with
our allies, we can prevail once again.
The people of Ukraine and the
servant of the people, Volodymyr
Zelenskyy, have shown us what we
can face—and how to respond. We
are all Ukrainians now.
Sincerely yours,
Vance K. Opperman
Resist!
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Proudly supporting diversity in leadership
At RBC Wealth Management, we are committed to ensuring women are represented at all levels of
leadership. Diversity and inclusion are hallmarks of our culture because we believe our workforce
should reflect a variety of perspectives, as well as the communities where we do business.
Visit us at www.rbcwm.com/community/diversity-and-inclusion
to learn how we embrace inclusion and diversity.

Investment and insurance products offered through RBC Wealth Management are not insured by the FDIC or any other federal government agency, are not
deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, a bank or any bank affiliate, and are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of the principal
amount invested.
© 2022 RBC Wealth Management, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, registered investment adviser and Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC. All rights reserved.
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experience to bring them to life. At Alerus, we give you both. Our advisors connect you with all
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